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University of TennesseeLaw Library Record 30Jan. 3, 1944 – Nov. 13, 1945Book Accessions through Feb. 6, 1947Monday, Jan. 3 19449 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Took inventory OT Law (General) in B.9 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Mr. Shell, Mr. Trent, Mr. Wicker. Mr. Broome for Judge Hicks. Read inventory of General,R.R. 4b + display. Worked on Temple bibl.
Tuesday, Jan. 48 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Stone, Gatlinburg, used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Stone, Gatlinburg used Lib? West Pub. Co. calendars rec’d from Main Lib. Campus mail.Phoned TVA Law Lib to ask if Mr. Stone might use their Shepard’s Fed Citator sup. as wecan’t find ours. She said glad to have him. He doesn’t have to have it right away so a newone may come in before he comes again.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday Jan 5 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMade up report on extra-Univ users of Lib. Oct-D. ’43 and ref. statistics Dec. Dean Withamapproved telling Michie we would wait to order N.C. Code until after 1943 comes.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail brought boxes. also Library Journal (loan)
7 – 9:20 [E. L. Ogden]Mostly “housekeeping” packing ALR cop 2 for B and Fed. Reg. for Main (binding) shelving inB +c. Mr. Headman (contract) used Lib.
Thursday, Jan. 6. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail brought desk calendar and took Fed. Registers to Main Lib. Mr. Shell broughttypist to write his case note – so put his books in N.W. stack – said he could have thingsthere will he finishes. Door from hall into N.W. room can be unlocked + left partly openwhile he is there so he can come + go more easily.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, Jan 7 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenOn arrival found both Lib. doors into hall unlocked, the one into “Lib. Off” standing wideopen! Gong rang just after I came in and there was no sign of an early caller. Mr. Morris atLaw [entry ends]12.45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenLib. meeting this afternoon. Looked up more data on lost books with information got atMain Lib. this afternoon. Mr. Headman + wife in Lib.
Saturday, Jan. 8. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMrs. Morris still ill – took phones messages.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenAs to meeting at Lib. yesterday P,M. Mr. Jesse, as usual went the rounds asking if any news.Engineering reported that Lib. now open 2 nights a week. Sometimes, busy, if students havea problem, other nights hardly anybody. A good deal of the talk related to things thatconcerned Main Lib only – or curriculum – or agr. Mr. Jesse explained that heads of depts.did not meet at any other time - + I, for one, often did not know what they were talkingabout. Apropos of sorting things given to Lib. (such as from Extension service to Agr. Exp.Sta?) Mr. Jesse said send all such to Main Lib. to be sorted there. He asked various ones (notlaw) if they thought there was much in the way of books the fac. would get if they had moremoney. And repeated his request that staff members would send in recommendations forbooks they thought the Lib. ought to have – that some subjects might be overloaded andweak spots develop in the collection just because no fac. member happened to beinterested in it at a given time. I asked about internat’l law + was told Miss Ruth Stevenswas recommending books for purchase. Miss Bergen reported dearth of student help.Anybody knowing a student who would work 10 hrs a week please let her know – only oneout of three reported this week. I told her when they came to “Words + phrases we couldjust put in plates + mark the vols. The set in there 45 v. Miss Bolin asked about booksexposed to contagious disease. Reply was – pay no attention. Might sun them if anysunshine but not necessary. This P.M. wrote Miss Harris for slips + book eds + a U.T. cat1943/44 if available. Filed cat cds.
Monday, Jan. 10. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerClosed Library 10-11 at request of authorities on account of Stanley Jones’ lecture, butspent time working on Temple bibl. Library chilly. Ther. 60. Took tel. messages.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mr. Wicker phoned Dr. Greene about Fairman, Martial rule, so notified MainLib not to send here. My note to this effect not finished when campus mail came. Dean’s Off.closed early past of afternoon so took phone calls.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerSome faculty member to look up Ind. inheritance tax. Found what he wanted in Martindale.Mr. Bozeman from Treas. office nearly all eve.
Tuesday, Jan. 11. 1944
8 – 1 H. H. TurnerClosed Library 10 – 11. Campus mail.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Stone in Lib. all afternoon; Dean W. brought in a young man (a labor union official), +helped him look up cases + then left him to finish by himself. Haven’t had a chance to askDean his name. [margin] He did not remember. Mr. Blackard brought up a young womanlooking for Dean who was out at meeting. She wanted to find what prospect was for nightclasses. Said she had qualifications for entrance, had studied in a lawyer’s off. + passed theTenn bar exam. – husband was a lawyer (in Texas?) She works at Norris 8 – 5:30 so can’tcome in daytime. Showed her through the Lib. Dean thinks Mrs. Morris will be here tomorrow.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Jan. 12. 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenContinued breaking up “Law General” into smaller groups + changed location marks inbooks + cards to correspond. Remembered late to close door for convocation 11-12 –unintentional. Mr. Pope (father of David) used Lib. didn’t get a statement from Mr. Oglewho was attending funeral of his sister. I said OK. this time.12:45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerSame faculty member as day before yesterday to use Wisconsin Law Rev. Worked onTemple bibl.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenContinued this A.M.’s work. Only one student for a few minutes.
Thursday, Jan. 13, 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerAn army officer called up to inquire if it were possible to secure a second copy ofCommerce Clearing House Tax service to be kept at headquarters. Referred him to Mr.Jesse. Worked on Temple bibl. Someone from T.V.A. legal dept who used to be in LawCollege – forgot his name.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail.7 – 9.20 H. H. TurnerStarted marking bookplates in Words + Phrases. Also collating.
Friday, Jan. 14. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerFinished marking bookplates thro. v. 20. Worked on Temple bibl. Had pleasure of quicklyfinding a case which Mr. Piper (for Chas. Smith contract) couldn’t locate.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Mr. J. Thomason afternoon + Mr. Headman evening. Finished putting bookplates in Words +phrases.
Saturday, Jan. 15, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenGot exam schedule from Mrs. Morris. Exams Jan. 17 (Mon.) – Jan. 28, Fri. Did not record ref.on Thurs. – Main Lib asked if we had any court martial cases. Main has Laws, but couldn’tfind cases. Message rec’d by phone (HHT) who made note Mrs. C. asked it at Mr. Jesse’ssuggestion + she wouldn’t be back at Main till 8 AM. Fri. I presumed it was important.Looked in our Collections of trials, periodical indexes, + in Amer. dig. to see if appealedcases might be available + tell something of original trial. Then in a 2dhand list, looking overin usual way noted some for sale which had been printed as H. Docs (U.S.) So phoned Mrs.Clemens at her house + learned the question had come to Miss Bryan at her home nightasked by a student, she thought might be wanted for a stunt at an entertainment. Sostopped there. Did some more work in B. today and in Inventory list for RR 4b.12.45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerMarked book plates in Words + phrases. Mr. Headman, contract, used Library and quite alot of student. Dr. White, U.T. Faculty member came late.
Monday, Jan. 17. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerExams. started. In absence of Dean and Mrs. Morris took telephone messages in first parta.m. Worked on Temple bibl. Spent some time vainly trying to locate some humorousverses about a lawyer’s life which appeared a few weeks ago, and were put on display. Mr.Shell wants to copy them. Went thru all recent Cops. of bar ass’n journals as well as otherCurrent periods. Dean asked me to send to Main for Herzog? organized labor.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Shelved new Words + phrases in place of old ed. Made a few more changes inRR 4b.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, January 18, 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenSeveral students in Business Law came to see Uniform Sales Act. The first group fled indismay to ask Dean what he expected them to do with it. he wasn’t here + Mrs. Morris cameback with them to ask if we did not have it in brief pamphlet form. Showed her what wehad in Mariash + Waite – simple text, not annotated so that nothing could be briefer + theyborrowed Waite + left. Those who came later took what I handed out and asked noquestions. Mr. Blackard, after cleaning out his desk brought two typed research papers + ahuge MS chart of Tenn law schools. Spent rest of P.M. cleaning 2 of them up + putting inbinders. Only 2 students.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerFound a Business Law student waiting for me. Another came later.
Wednesday, Jan. 19, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Greenwood used Lib. for RR Kramer. (fee). Told Mr. G that I hadn’t been notified Mr. Khad paid 1944 fee but he could use Lib as Mr. K probably would.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Morrell, contract, used Library + brought a Supreme Ct. U.S. Bill of EquityVa. vs. Tenn. boundary line.7 – 9:20 E L Ogden.Vol brought by Mr. Morrell duplicate of one already in Library. Attended to new boks. SentMiss Ringo pages of Oct. ’43 Sup to Shepard’s So citations to get credit allowance on bd. vol.1934-44. Sent back the bd vol as it had not been cat’d. Marked page nos on acco-bd vols ofFed. register rec’d by campus mail. B.C. Ogle (contract) used Lib.
Thursday, Jan. 20. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerOne of Mrs. Hamer’s students to use 4 Wheaton. Mr. Piper, for Charles H. Smith, contract,used Libr. Worked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Phoned Mr. Morrell that new sup to Uniform law (Partnership) had come. Hesaid he would come to look at it.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, Jan. 21, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenFound Lib. door (big one) unlocked, waste baskets not emptied – presume Mr. Orr wasdelayed, as he came later with mail. I was busy + said nothing to him. Dr. Perkins (retired –engineering) came to get data on U.S. Sup. Ct. in 1860s sent by Mrs. Clemens who hadphone what he wanted. I had made a hasty search and laid out possible sources but am notsure he found what he wanted. Wrote Miss Goehring to ask about Fed Reg. 1942-43 sentfrom Main Lib in Acco binders – whether to mark cop. 2, why some a few vols had acc’n.nos. + the others not. + could we have Jan/Mar ’43 index back which I think I sent.12.45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner2 girls, one of whom is entering next semester, came at 12:45 and tho well behaved, had avery demoralizing effect on few students present, especially Mr. Trent. Quieted after awhile. Mr. Wm. Wilson for Gen. Fowler, contract, used Library. Campus mail.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenMr. Stauss came to get Berle, Corp + one student came for a book. Miss Ringo wants to sendbinding early next week. Didn’t have time to do any tonight – too many other things to clearout of the way.
Saturday, Jan. 22, 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerDusted Display + Current period.s Scrubbed top of desk.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenGot some vols ready for binding.
Monday, Jan. 24. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenPhoned Mr. Kirkman’s Off. for Mr. Perrin to be sure to get packages for Main (bindery) if hedoesn’t come to day. Spent most of PM disposing of pams brought in last week by Mr.Blackard.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Jan 25. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerSame student, who came recently to use 5 Wheaton. Mr. Perrin came for binding. Workedon Temple bibl. Mr. Piper for Mr. Mitchell Long, contract, used Libr.12:45 – 5:40 E. L Ogden.Mr. Piper again – told him I hadn’t found a letter on file authorizing him to use Lib. though Iknew, of course, it was OK. He was sure there had been a letter once upon a time so I said Iwould look again + if not found would notify his firm. Worked on subj. heads + filed cat cds.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Jan. 26. 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenDid some more shifting in Balcony. Wrote Miss Bergen suggesting a different way ofrcording replacement vols. in cat + shelf.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Worked on Temple bibl.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenWorked with inventory list, marking books permanently assigned to display case. Noreaders.
Thursday, Jan. 27. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenO.L. White (contact) used Lib. Campus mail. Gave final check to boks in RR 4b., Misc.-through Legal prof. to see that marks in books, Inventory + Off’l list cards agree. Noticedthat Guide to Lib needs revision.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, Jan 28 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Continued work on adjusting groups + verifying records RR 4b + RR-5. No readers.
Saturday, Jan. 29. 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMiss Norwood TVA Lib came to verify a quotation from Maitland – “Law a seamless web”She found it in “Select essays.”12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl.
Monday, Jan. 31. 1944[8 – 1] H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Phone call after 5 from a Mr. Garrett asking information about night classes.Told him what night classes are tentatively scheduled. He asked if he could ever see any offac. at night + I said he might try – before or after 7 – 8. Saw Mr. Blackard before he left tolookout for Mr. G. Brought from B some of the students texts needed for the present term.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerThe new woman student was in Library all the evening. Wanted to be shown about. She istaking Agency + Criminal law.
Tuesday, Feb. 1. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerThe girl in Dean Witham’s class came to use Martindale..12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Norwood TVA tech. lib. phoned to ask if we would lend 36 Ill law rev 60. I looked updup. cop + called up to say yes. Miss King has already phoned for 2 NYS vols., so samemessenger took both. Discussed changes in Lib. with Benton Jones of 1939/40 ? class, whosaid he felt lost coming back to study + had forgotten all Mr. Steinmetz had taught. Showedhim my cop. of “How to find the law.” + said I’d let him use it. Mr. Shell + his half-blindhelper used conference room. Mrs. Morris says 16 students registered, 17 incl. if Mr. Reedcomes back.
7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Feb. 2. 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenSent Dr. Ruth Stevens some advts of foreign law + a citation to book notice + asked if shecared to have such in future. Dusted periodicals. Showed lib to a new studentCulverhouse(?) as near as I can make out his signature. Mr. Reed came to say goodbye. He isin the Navy now – goes to Chattanooga to-night.12:45 – 5:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Kramer? (fee) to use Ill. Statutes. Worked on Temple bibl. Campus mail near closingtime.7 – 9:20 E. L. Ogdenworked on cat cards.
Thursday, Feb. 3. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenOn Jan 7 asked Miss Bergen to withdraw 4 vols. Dodd, Admin. of workmen’s comp, lost1939, Cunningham Logic, lost 1936, and 2 vols of Bouvier law dict. v. 1, 3, lost 1923.Counted in Law Jan ’44 statistics Dodd + Cunningham 2 v. withdrawn. Did not countBouvier, as it was presumably not counted in basic figures of books in Law Lib. No reportfrom Main Lib. that any of these were withdrawn in Jan. Dean Witham says that hereafterwhen he will sends visitors up to use the Lib. he will send with a note giving name. This,when I asked names of two who came in Jan. + he couldn’t remember. Made up statistics,circulation, books, ref. + cash to take to Lib. meeting tomorrow.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday Feb. 4 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenWorked on revision of inventory RR-512:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner2 of Mrs. Hamer’s students used Wheaton. Worked on Temple bibl.7 – 9:20 E L Ogden.At meeting this P.M.: Mr. Jesse couldn’t get anybody to consider disposal of waste paper.Mr. Jesse talked of future of Libr. school – Miss Goehring said some high school studentswere cleaning books. Mrs. C + Miss Goehring wanted to know how to answer people whoasked when Audigier collection was open. No Red Cross work will go on while womansmeeting here next week. A staff meeting Mar. 15 – Mr. Jesse will be speaker – S+W.
Saturday, February 5. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerDusted Current periods. + display. Worked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenContinued work with RR-5 Inventory list.
Monday, Feb. 7. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Rec’d “Special Libraries.” Wrote Mr. Jesse as to HHT’s vacation.7 – 9.20 H. H. TurnerSeveral visitors (users). Mr. Shell brought a girl friend at closing time.
Tuesday, Feb. 8. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Ross Stewart, fee, used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Wrote Miss Bergen as to cataloging U.S. Supreme Ct briefs. Rec’d from LawCollege pam sups to Michie banks + banking to Williams Code. Notified Miss Ringo.Finished location marks in books in RR5 and gave final checking with Inventory list.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerFound door unlocked (R.R.) Took care of vols. in campus mail.
Wednesday, Feb. 9. 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMt fault leaving door unlocked. At closing time Mr. Wicker in Lib. remarked that Mrs. W.had car outside + was honking for him and would I care to ride home. So I closed up in toomuch of a hurry! Hope to do better hereafter. Mr. McVeigh came to say good-by + return abook. Goes to Fort Benning to night.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Temple bibl.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenAdded serials from Daily Record to shelf list.
Thursday, Feb. 10. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenFowler + Fowler called to ask if we want 1943 Martindale. I put note in Mr. Perrin’s box tocall for it + take to Main “when convenient.” Read some OT shelves and copied inventory
7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerHad to leave early on account of sickness.
Friday Feb. 11, 19448 – 12 E. L. Ogden1 – 47 – 9:20HH Turner sick.12 – 1 Mr. GarlandMr. Jesse authorized payment of Mr. Garland for student help – said use what is needed. –pay 30¢ an hour + report to Miss Goehring. Miss D. Harris said Mr. Jesse wants statement ofsupplies that might be needed – wanted it within a day or two. Mark Webster used lib forMr. Carr (contract).
Saturday Feb. 12 19448 – 12:00 E. L. Ogden1 – 5:30Continued work with cards, mended, checked mail +c. Wrote to Mr. Jesse that we could useto advantage a card cabinet for the official list – suggested a 4 drawer as in Lib. Bur. cat. 280p. 64 # 2334 R or 6 drawer 2336R but wouldn’t need rods – that 6 drawer would take careof some of the misc. things from cat case – such as binding records + from desks as pam. +reprint records +c. I did not say that the 4 drawer could go on table back of desk but 6drawer would have to go on 2d lib-desk or have carpentering done on shelves back of deskto get it in.12 – 1 Mr. Garland
Monday Feb. 14, 19448 – 12 E. L. Ogden1 – 2Mr. Piper used Lib. for C.H. Smith (contract). 2 young military men are officers + hissergeant, both lawyers used Lib. Sent Prepared for Mr. Jesse notes of Burnet’s Life + deathof Sir Matthew Hale and Lives of the North’s by Roger North to recommend for Main Lib.purchase if not already there.12 – 1 Mr. Garland1 – 5.30 H. H. Turner“Military men” are Lt. Edmund W. Montgomery + T/3 Perry R. Gersham. They usedtypewriter at lawyers table with Dean’s consent. Miss Goehring called up that bindingwould be sent So. Bindery Monday. Campus mail. Mr. Piper again.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenMr. Shell brought 3 young women (nurses) to use Lib. while they waited for some one inclass. Copied some more OT inventory.
Tues. Feb. 15 1943 48 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Jones asked for instruction in methods of looking up cases by subjects. Said he’dforgotten what Mr. Steinmetz had taught. Mostly housekeeping, putting things away in B. –tied up Fed. Reg. for Jan. – Mended boxes for supplies, +c +c.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Boaz, (in alluminum [sic] Co. Alcoa) came to say goodbye. He + his wife are leavingtomorrow A.M. for a brief visit home before joining foreign consular service. His wife canaccompany him while his duties are on this hemisphere (S. America he thinks at first). Hesent special messages to Miss Ogden. Campus mail.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenMr. Headman ret’d books.
Wednesday, Feb. 16, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenDusted periodicals – tied up U.S. News, Amer. law + lawyers, N.Y. Times book rev. 1943 +put in B. + Shelved other things in B.12.45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerCapt. George Lincoln Lewis now in Army paid hurried call, especially enquired for MissOgden + sent regards.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenWorked on cat cds. for Jan accessions.
Thursday, Feb. 178 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenFinished bringing cat cds to date with acc no. list.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Stayed in Lib. 5:30 – 7 as [stam?] was bad.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, Feb. 18 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMade list of statement of Walter B Garland’s hours served as student ass’t to take MissGoehring Fri. Feb. 11 12-1, 5-5:30; Sat Feb. 12 12-1; Mon. Feb. 14 12-1 total 4 ½ hrs. Mr. J.R.Simmonds of Johnson City bar used Lib.12:45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Simmonds here all afternoon.
7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenWent to Lib. conference this PM. Lasted less than an hour. Hardly anybody had any news.The question of closing for lectures was brought up. Some fac. member had commentedthat the Lib. wasn’t closed + Mr. Jesse said he hadn’t given the matter much thought before+ inquired what we did, saying that Dean Smith appeared to take it rather seriously. AtMain – the various depts. seemed to think that closing applied mostly to undergrads + thatfac. should not be shut out. Miss Currell said they were so far away, they couldn’t goanyway. I said Dean Witham hadn’t approved it at first but more recently had advised justclosing locking the Lib door for that hour. – but, I said we have also to consider Knoxville +out-of-town lawyers. Miss Bolin wasn’t there. Mr. Jesse concluded no hard + fast rule couldapply everywhere + we would have to use judgment as to exceptions. Use of elevator by fac.also had been asked about. All said they always had used it when they asked to. Mr. Jessesaid there was still some school money that Mr. Fitzgerald wasn’t going to spend + MissGoehring was asked to recommend books on bibl. of school lib + if any left we could allrecommend. After the meeting I suggested Miss Bergen get a cop. of Basset, Cataloging forlaw libs so I could ask by page + par. what she thought of its recommendations instead ofwriting notes – also if a discarded Dewey classification could be sent us it would beconvenient. Miss Goehring + Mrs. Clemens had attended one Lawson McGhee book rev.hour. Miss Ringo announced that some Lib. school person was coming in March to inspectstudy our Lib. – Main + branches. Mr. Jesse, speaking of the Lib. in general said he did notthink any new services were added in the last six months to the services given before. Mrs.Clemens said the conference room is now being used sometimes for what is practically“seminars” and Miss Goehring is reserving books for students. Mr. J. asks whether otherservices seems to be needed or desired by faculty – the filing of cards in departments (geol.,bot. +c) for books on their subjects in Main Lib was considered in this connection. After themeeting I saw Mrs. Reed about some Van Deventer books + Miss Bergen about somecataloging notes + gave Miss Goehring notes about Fed Reg. Acco bound – some vols ofwhich had acc’n nos + some not. Also notes of two acc’d pams for which we had cat cds butbooks hadn’t come.
Saturday Feb. 19, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenScrubbed desk linoleum – thought periodicals did not need dusting; Mr. Simmonds in Lib.again, also Mark Webster to see 144 NYS which he had asked for before. I phoned TVA +Miss King said it was on her desk with others and ready to put in mail. I told Mr. Websterwe would phone him when bag it came. Mr. Wicker wanted a table showing highest statecourts and whether their state constitutions limits them to appellate jurisdiction – afterconsiderable search didn’t find just what he wanted. Put acc’n nos in Fed. Reg. in Accobinders by Miss Bergen’s instructions + hunted information about Van Deventer books.Also rearranged supplies in new boxes Mr. Orr brought.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner
Monday, Feb. 21. 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenAn engineering student wanted to take out Clark Contracts (RR-5). He said about 30 inclass and there is a class assignment of reading in it. I asked Dean. W. if he wanted it kepthere for his classes or was it permissible to send it to Engin’ng Lib temporarily for use ofthere. He said keep it here. Asked Dean also if Ass’n of Law schools had a meeting + if soany discussion of library matters. He said only an informal gathering of law school peoplewho attended the A.B.A. Chicago meeting and that he recalled no mention of Librarymatters. Finished marking Fed Reg. Acco bd vols. + worked on subject headings.12.45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenLaw Lib. J. ret’d by Mrs. Clemens with a note by J. Adams that M.L. Ogden (Gov’t Ref. Lib)might like to see it so sent it on for check list of pubs. of state legislative councils.
Tuesday, Feb. 22. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple Bibl. Closed Library 10 – 11 on account of lecture on Hill. Would haveforgotten it if student hadn’t reminded me.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20A young man, Ken. Jefferson, from Gatlinburg used Lib. – wanted to see Tenn. Jim Crow law+ to borrow Mangum Legal status of Negro. Told him to ask Gatlinburg Lib to ask it byinter-Lib. loan from Main Lib or wherever else they chose to ask. Was it ref.? Found Codesecs. for him. He asked to see where books where shelved so he’d know when he cameback. Show Found a case for a U.T. prof. who was verifying foot notes – had name of a Tenn.case + date (which was wrong). Was that ref.? Looked up a matter for Miss King said to befrom a La statute 1935. Didn’t find it + reported. Then suspected it might mean U.S. Stat. atLarge for that date. Found some corroborating evidence in U.S. 1935 Sess. laws and phonedher. TVA has Stat at Large + we haven’t. Called it search. Also finished (or rather continued)a search on which I spent considerable time yesterday + gave up. – to find a statement ofauthority for supreme court jurisdiction of each state showing whether appellate only, andwhether by constitutional or statutory provisions. Could find no compilations of stateconstitutions newer than Thorpe. Finally found C.J.(2) gave best information I could find.Mr. Blackard cleaned shelves + brought miscellaneous periodicals + pams for disposal.
Wednesday, Feb. 23, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenContinued work with Mr. Blackards donations of pams +c. Mr. Egerton(?) at least he had aletter addressed to Egerton McAfee +c. came to see Fed. Sup. advance sheets. Again I foundnos. were missing. We will have to keep these at the desk if we want to keep them. Began tolook over the new Handbook, Assn of Law Schools.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner7 – 9:20 E L Ogden4 students, 1 fac. member all at once!
Thursday, Feb. 24. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss D. Harris phoned for Mr. Warner’s address. Mr. Jesse had come across a statement ofdeposit of 50¢ by Mr. Warner for a Lib. key in 1930 + thought it was too old to let stand.Prof. Warner is in Calif. now – transferred there almost 2 weeks ago. Spend most of P.M.getting U.T. Police School papers, 1940 in new binder + planning a table of contents. ToldMiss Harris what we had done about Mr. Garland + said Mr. Perrin hadn’t been here sinceshe phoned so mail was quicker, in spite of Feb. 22 lack of mail delivery.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Friday, Feb. 25. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Campus mail. Saw Mr. Perrin’s car from window and waited to see if he was coming up. Itold him things had been waiting in my tray all this week. He said he was here (Law Col.)day before yesterday. I told him he wasn’t in the Lib. He gave no reason. Continued work onthe Police school papers. This was the 1940 school. Mr. Blackard says he changed hislectures some for the 1941 school – doesn’t know whether Mr. Wicker did or not. Finishedtable of cont. for the papers + bound it in folder with Acco.
Saturday, Feb. 26, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenDusted periodicals, shelved some things in B. – mended a little +c. Sent Main Lib. our file of“Victory” which we do not need to keep. Sent Miss Ringo the printed sales list of HoraceVan Deventer library which Miss Bergen had found and sent me. I wrote Miss Ringo that Ithought it belonged with order records, if anywhere.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner
Monday, Feb. 28. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Wrote slips for some of the Sanford Briefs vols.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Feb. 29. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenContinued slips for Sanford briefs7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, March 1 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMade out statistics report for circ., reference, and for books as far as can be before Main Librept is rec’d. Continued making slips for Sanford briefs. Noted from Dean’s U.T. Registerthat Law Col. is scheduled for vacation 5 PM Wed Mar 29 – 8 AM Tues. Apr. 4.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl. Mr. N.B. Morrell (contract) used Library. Campus mail.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenContinued work on Sanford briefs. A young man from Kramer phoned to ask if we had anycorporation loose leaf service – Hadn’t so he asked if we had anything to show how todissolve a Delaware corp. I said maybe Fletcher so he came down + in the mean time Ifound a 1943 Del. corp. pam. with brief directions, directions in the Corp. manual, + then heasked for forms – found in Fletcher Corp. forms so he will come again tomorrow to copy.
Thursday, March 2. 1944[8 – 1] H. H. TurnerDusted Display + Current period. Worked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Stone from Gatlinburg. Helped Mr. Parish identify two citations to pubs we do not have+ one of them English. Called it search. Miss Ringo called up to say she is ordering 6 drawercard cabinet.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday March 3, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenLibrary conference this PM. Campus mail.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl.4 – 5 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:204 -5 meeting at Main Lib. 7 – 9:2 Will write it up to morrow - continued work on Sanfordbriefs.
Saturday, March 4. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple Bibl.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenPacked for Main Lib Words + phrases ser. 1-5 (28 v.) by Miss Ringo’s request who saidpublishers want these by Mon. 15 in order to grant credit for the new “permanent ed.”which we have rec’d packed + shelved. As to last Fridays meeting at Main Lib: MissGoehring announced between term hours at Main: Thurs. Mar. 16, 17, close at 5:00, Mar. 18(Sat.) close at 12:00, Mar. 20 (Mon.) close at 5. She also brought up the question ofpromptness [of] campus mail service. Said one inter-lib. loan request was delayed a weekbecause of delay in getting from a branch the book wanted. Miss Curnell said it was prettyreliable at agr. – A book she asked for at 8 AM would get there in afternoon. Agr has twocalls a day by campus mail. Miss Bolin said irregular. Post office mail was all put on a tableat far end of hall + every one went there to get their own. Campus mail was broughtdirectly to Lib. + was usually too heavy for her to carry herself. It used to come often atnoon when the Lib. was closed + was left outside the door but changed when requested todo so. I reported irregular but when something was wanted at a special time, like binding, Iphoned the office (Kirkman’s ) to give the message + he would come. That recently therehad been some days delay. I spoke to him about it when I saw him + he came next day. He issupposed to come to Lib whenever he comes to the building but doesn’t always. Mrs.Clemens reported as to reference questions work on finding data about books needed forresearch, as to individual vols and contents of each. This led to a general discussion ofbibliographical aids, in sciences +c. Surgeon-gen’ls cat. Internat’l cat sci. lit. + others + whatdetails you might expect to find there and questions followed about the L.C. depositorycards, the old ones are being superseded gradually by cat in book form and a new file isbeing started in a case near charging desk + Mr. Jesse’s office. Mr. J. wasn’t ready to decidefinally, but left it to Miss Ringo “as looking after the building”(?) and one of the others MissBergen (?) to decide how they should be packed + how stored until time should developclearer reasons for one form of disposal or another. He told them to study the problem +come to him when ready to report or when they got stuck. Mrs. Clemens also brought upthe question of pamphlets in the vertical file that were, or verged on, propaganda. She +Miss Adams did not always agree as to whether a certain pub was or was not to be putwhere students could get – on the ground that their judgment was not sufficiently matureto distinguish between propaganda + fact. Miss Baker had started a separate collection onthat basis. Mr. Jesse thought Miss Baker was right, but as to Mrs. Clemens furthersuggestion that a third person might join in making the selection, he said that was Mrs. C’sresponsibility alone. That if, after giving full consideration to Miss Adams opinion, she wasnot convinced, that her judgment would stand. Several other questions were asked aboutas to present whereabouts of various things whose location had been changed.Campus mail.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, March 7. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenWayne Parkey wanted help in looking up a case which he knew of only by memory, notsure of court or style or anything except that it had to do with a certain incident in the townof Old Hickory Tenn, five or six years ago. Failed to find it. I kept on looking for some timeafter he left to see where our search might have got off the track. I checked cases in socalled 3A TEnn, with table of cases, Michies Dig. and 3d Dec. + with Shepards Tenn citationsso as to write a long-deferred statement for Law Lib Jour. Did little else this p.m. Campusmail. Called Mr. Parkey’s “search”7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerHad 7 students working nearly all the evening.
Wednesday, March 8, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden.Cleared up some arrears of things waiting to be done – especially examination of our vols.of Southern Law Rev. began pub. in Nashville 1872, reported to be the first of its kind pub.in the south.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenContinued examination of Handbook Ass’n of Law schools which I began this P.M. at home.Mr. Hancock for RR Kramer used Lib.
Thursday, March 9. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Continued examination of 1944 Hand-book, Ass’n of Amer. law schools.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Friday, March 10. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:30In morning saw Mr. Jesse. He OK’d employ of student help next Fri. + Sat. to be paid by Lib.Also OK’d plans for + open hours for Law College spring vacation Mar. 29 5 PM – Apr. 4 8A.M. I said we’d both be here so I could work on shelves; also left with him the HandbookAss’n of Amer. Law Schools with list of page refs to mention of libraries and called hisattention to standards for librarians, not officially accepted as yet, will need considerationin budget when applied here. He said we both appeared to think alike as to holding on topresent situation and what was desirable in future. Worked on Sanford briefs. Mr. Hancockbrought letter from Mr. Kramer made out to U.T. College of Law + stapled to letter. Sentboth as they were to U.T. Treasurer’s office. Recorded changes in list of names authorizedto sign for Mr. Kramer. Asked to have letter ret’d to Law Lib. for filing.
Saturday, March 11, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. More work on briefs.12.45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Hobbs brought 2 students to see Library.
Monday, March 13. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerDusted +c. Worked on Temple bibl.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Ross Stuart used Lib and showed receipt for Lib. fee pd to Aug. 3, 1944. Spent most ofpm. on subject heading (new) refs. and records on Minn. brief on bar integration. Campusmail.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, March 14. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Rec’d notice from Treas. Off. that Mr. Kramer’s fee is pd to July 1, 44. RossStuart came to Lib. near closing time + left his brief case, coming back to-night. He isstudying (reviewing) math + physical preparatory to applying for navy. Miss D. Harrisphoned that because of a fac. meeting, our lib. conference is postponed to next week.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerRoss Stuart again.
Wednesday, March 15. 19448 – 12.45 E. L. OgdenFound new 6 drawer card cabinet ready to be unpacked. Phoned Main to ask if OK to do so+ was told to keep it, but look to see if it was OK. It was. Transferred to it from boxes theOfficial list; from cat case, binding records; from desk, Pam. + brief + reprint records. Usedtwo of the emptied boxes for old Knoxville Bar Lib. Ass’n records, and notes on U.T.trustees. Appearance + convenience of work greatly improved and two drawers in cat.empty for expansion. Mr. Wicker wanted a list of “recent books rec’d” to fill out space inTLR proof – took all the rest of the A.M. He wanted it in form to send printer as he had notypist to do the work.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Worked on Temple bibl.
7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenDid not count this AM’s work as ref. – Looked through Tenn. private laws for acts relatingto U.T. Found none.
Thursday, March 16. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerLast night attended a joint staff meeting at S.+W. DuPont, Maryville, T.V.A. Lawson McGhee,County, schools, U.T., and heard excellent paper on the Model Librarian by Mr. Jesse; afterwhich a tentative plan for a permanent organization was discussed and a committeeappointed to draw up plans. Everyone voted in favor of it. Mr. N.B. Morrell, contract, usedLibrary. Dusted desk, Current period. + Display. Worked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenQuiet afternoon. Worked mostly on notes of about Southern Law Review – a Tenn. pub.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, March 17. 19448 – 12:45 1:00 E. L. OgdenPhone call from Lawson McGhee that a man there was asking for a Knoxville pub, weekly,distributed to lawyers every Friday – what was it? did we have it? Asked Mr. Blackard,Judge Jones, Mr. Steinmetz, the last named said it was “Knoxville Independent,” pub. byGeorge Fort (of whom Mr. S. gave an unflattering opinion) primarily a labor pub. butcarried legal notices such as are required by law a certain no. of times for non-residents. Iphoned Lawson McGhee but the lib. staff person did not think that was what was wanted.Finished notes on Southern law review. Counted as ref.1 – 5:30 Mr. Garland7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenCampus mail in afternoon. Collated +c. books brought by campus mail.
Saturday, March 18, 19448 – 12 E. L. Ogden12 – 1 Walter B. Garland1 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenDusted periodicals. Sorted Miscellaneous left overs in desk + basket and disposed of someof them.
Monday, March 20. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner(About Fri., Sat. in hosp.)Helped Mr. Hobb find wrong citation. Worked on Temple bibl. Counted as ref. (Gen’l)12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, March 21. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenSorted book advts preparatory to Law fac. meeting on purchase of books to be heldsometime in April.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerCall from Miss Bergen.
Wednesday, March 22, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenW. W. Piper used Lib., for Mitchell Long (contract). Mr. Orr investigated source of woodsmoke in Lib + back stairs and found it wasn’t dangerous.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus Mail.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenChecked some items on list of Acts relating to Tenn. Constitution.
Thursday, March 23. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenAdded to list of acts relating to Tenn. Constitution.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, March 24, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden.Looked up + made notes on matters to be inquired into at Main Lib. this P.M. before, at +after Conference, especially Codes to be ordered.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerPut up notices of Library hours Law College spring holidays + notified T.V.A. Campus mail.Worked on Temple bibl.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenLooked up case books at Main given by Kennerly’s.
Saturday, March 25. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerDusted desk, current period.s and display. Campus mail.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on list of Acts relating to Tenn. Constitution.
Monday, March 27. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenRoss Stuart (contract fee) used Lib. Worked on information about books suitable forpurchase.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, March 28. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl. Someone from Women’s Fac. Club called up to enquire abouthaving a meeting in this building, Library probably! Referred her to Dean Witham. Wholething very vague. Central location probably inducement.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail (about 5 PM) brought note from Miss Ringo that Law book fund has $327.32left and $389.00 worth of continuations still to come. Dean Witham says meeting about lawbooks to be held probably 2d week in April to decide what to be ordered for use of summersession + perhaps Codes. Miss King phoned to ask what we have on Admiralty + could theybe borrowed. I said yes + read list from RT + OT. She may send for something tomorrow.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday March 29, 19448 – 12:30 E. L. Ogden12:20 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Mark Webster for Mr. Carr (contract) used Library. Worked on Templebibl.
Thursday, March 30. 1944Easter holiday starts evening9 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Worked on Temple bibl. a.m. + p.m. Mr. James Johnson, contract, came for a brief visit.9 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Worked on shelves in B. Shifting + rearranging. Mr. W. Kennerly brought Dean a list ofbooks Mr. Montgomery would give Lib. if wanted. Mr. Wicker asked if we had portrait ofJudge Baxter for Judge Green’s next article.
Friday, March 31. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Mr. Thomason, contract, used Library. Worked on Temple bibl.9 – 12 [E. L. Ogden]1:30 – 4Continued work in B. Dean Witham phoned Mr. Kennerly the items checked on his list +notified Mr. Perrin to go for them. HHT made a copy of the checked items on slips + I sentthe original to Miss Ringo.
Saturday, April 1. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Made up Circulation statistics, April March. Mrs. Fred Smith paid a social call.9 – 12 E. L. Ogden
Monday, April 3 19449 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Read some of shelves in OT where shifting was done Thurs, Fri + Sat. of last week +prepared Inventory list for copying. Campus mail.9 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 2.45Started copying Inventory. Dusted books on tables, Display, Current Periodicals.
Tuesday, April 4. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner“Easter holidays” over! Mr. Charles H. Smith (contract) used Library. Copied inventories inB.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Stone of Gatlinburg used Lib. Mr. Orr nailed up window in west wall of N.W. stackwhich had slipped down. Made up book, circulation ref. + cash report for March – alsoextra-Univ. users – only 1 name! Miss Ringo phoned could I come early Fri + look oversome of Van Deventer books. I said I would try to be there at 3:30.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, April 5, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenCecil Babcock, City Atty, Lenoir City for Admiralty law. Finished copy of Extra-Univ. users ofLaw Lib. Jan – Mar. ’44. Searched records to see when, if at all, pages from Shepards Atl.reporter were sent to Main Lib for credit allowance on new vol, rec’d Nov. 1944. Foundnothing. Made final verification of Tenn. Pub. Acts relating to U.T. preparatory to copying.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCopied Tenn. Pub. Acts relating to U.T. Campus mail.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenInvestigated books on admiralty as possible suggestions for purchase. 4 students! Alsocontinued work on OT lists.
Thursday, April 6. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerContinued marking copying Tenn. Pub. Acts relating to U.T. Mr. Egerton (contract) usedLibrary.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenWayne Parkey (contract) used Library. Campus mail. Put list of Tenn Acts + statisticsreports in tray for Main Lib. Made notes on books given by Mr. Frank Montgomery throughWarren Kennerly to send Main to help in cataloging. Campus mail. Mrs. Morris said meetingof fac. for considering books would be Mon. 1:30 if satisfactory to Lib. I said yes if HHT canarrange it.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, April 7, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenAt Mr. Wicker’s request checked up Tenn. Sup. Ct judges in 176 Tenn to see which hadn’tbiogs in TLR. Discovered some names omitted in index TLR v. 17 and on search in earliervols discovered an article or two indexed under “courts” for which our biog. index had noentries. Called it “search.” It wasn’t re-search, maybe not even ref. but it took nearly all thetime 8 – 10:30. Mr. Wicker wanted it to take Judge Green this A.M. so everything else side-tracked. Miss Harris phoned the Lib. conference this P.M. is postponed to next Friday!! Inchecking 176 Tenn. I noted in margins of cop. 2 the TLR citations faintly in pencil, to beerased afterwards but on second thought it might be well to leave them.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on biographical slips 6 Tenn. Law Rev.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerPaid back time taken last Monday. Same as above.
Saturday, April 8. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on biog. slips. Did some Saturday cleaning. Mr. Hess escorted a Mr. Morgan aroundLibrary.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked most of the time on Judge Green’s M.S. Judges Jackson + Baxter.
Monday, Apr. 10, 19448 – 12.30 H. H. Turner1:30 – 2.15Worked on biog. slips in 6 T.L.R. “Genesis Supreme Court,” by Judge Samuel C. Williams.12:45 30 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenA fac. meeting about books at 1:30, then worked on Judge Green’s papers.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, April 11. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on 6 T.L.R. biog slips.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished work (at least all I expect to do) on Judge Green’s papers on Judge John Baxter +Howell E. Jackson. Campus mail. Phone call from the sister of a Clinton worker wanting inf.on Tenn. Building + loan laws. Told her if he would call to night would have ready what inf.I could get. Mr. Wicker + Main Lib. asked. Judge Jones not here.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerHad a long call from Ensign Evans U.S.N. who graduated here in 42. Colored man fromClinton called up to ask if he could come here + use Tenn. Code.
Wednesday, April 12, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenAsked Dean Witham what he told the colored man who wanted Bldg + Loan laws. He saidhe told him that instead of using Lib. he could use the cop. of Code in Dean’s Office + theman said he would call again tonight. This AM I phoned Miss Harris at Lawson McGhee toask if a cop of code was at Negro branch. She said probably not, but if a reader wanted touse it there he could phone Mrs Carr, 3-6755 and the Lawson-McGhee cop. would be sentthere for his use. The branch is open 12-9 PM daily she said. I told Dean Witham it would beall right to tell him to come here this time if he phones again to night + then give him theinformation about getting it elsewhere. I did not say that it is easier to do this than get atDean’s Off. at night.7 – 9:2012.45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerSpent most of time on current period. especially last no. T.L.R.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenOffered to help Mr. Shell look up periodical articles for his case note and spent most ofevening on it. Had no word from our negro prospect.
Thursday, April 13. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMade slips for 18 Tenn. Law Rev. 3, biog. + otherwise.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Attended to various “left overs” – not much progress made however. MissKing asked if we would lend Schneider Workmen’s comp. – I said yes. She will send for it tomorrow.7 – 9.20 H. H. TurnerTwo colored men came to use Code in Dean’s Office. Worked on Law Rev. biog. (JudgeGreen)
Friday, April 14, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenFiled book advt. gotten out for last Mondays meeting and wrote + filed an account of themeeting. TVA returned some books + got others. Mr. Egerton (contract) used Lib. Mr. Rud,former student, now in navy uniform, blew in with loud + cheerful greeting to all, includingLib. desk + conversed with students only waving a goodby to the desk as he went out. Saidto have finished “boot” training + be on his way to Naval Lakes station.12:45 – 5:30 [H. H. Turner]Worked on 18 Tenn. Law Review, biography. Mr. Thomason contract used Library. Dr.Walrath, U.S. Div. of Extension, paid short call.
4 -5 [E. L. Ogden]At Main Lib – Told about request for use of Law Lib. by colored man + what we did about it.Apparently Mr. Jesse did had not heard of the suit for admission of negroes to law libcollege or of the 1943 appropriation to the state Com’r of education to be spent for negrohigher education nor for a proposal to buy a law library from Ark. for it a year or so ago. Mr.Jesse asked if any one but himself were going to state lib meeting in Nashville – disc spokeof the considerations involved whether or not a library University should pay expenses formore than one, saying for one thing, that in some institutions faculty members going tomeetings to read important papers were not allowed expenses when administrativeofficers were. Miss Currell had thought of going but decided it would cost about $35.00 fortwo days meeting + it would [not] be worth it to her as the subject regional libraries did notespecially concern her and Mrs Clemens had meant to but hadn’t been feeling well so forthat + other reasons decided not to. Mr. Jesse spoke of an article on his desk – aboutsomething professional - I did not understand just what and asked if any one thought thereought to be meetings to discuss professional problems, their theory + philosophy, notnecessarily their application to their own problems, to include anyone on staffprofessionally interested, whether not just heads. He invited suggestions and said it oughtnot to be on any compulsory, or expected to attend, basis but from real interest. He spokeof one study he had helped with – subject heading, on which not much had been written,while a whole 400 p. book had been pub. on author entries. No suggestions were made, thesubject being left with those present to think about. A proposal to number the cat. drawersso they would not be put back in wrong places was talked of – the only question talked ofwas whether the nos should be painted on or put in some less permanent way so as to beeasily changed if cases were placed differently. Before meeting saw Mrs. Clemens about anote in Special Libr. of a pub. by State Law Index + Council of state governments on stateconstitutions. She told me Mary Louise had been asked this AM by Dr. Lee Greene to gethim a bibliography on state constitutions by 4 P.M. today, and that she (M.L.) had beenlooking it up at Main. Mrs. C. took my note from Spec. Lib. and said she would look it up. 5students to-night! an unusually large no for Friday, when readers are few or none for mostof the year.
Saturday, April 15. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerDusted Display, current periodicals + books on tables. Worked on biog. index. Campus mail.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenFiled some cards, checked locations marks in Off’l list with Inventory list + other odds +ends. 1 student all afternoon (Garland) let him stay after Lib. closed.
Monday, April 17. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerContinued working of biog. slips.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenBen Winick + N.B. Morell (both contract) used Lib. N.BM said give the Va-Tenn. boundaryvol to Main Lib. as Law Lib already has a cop. Mr. Wicker says Courthouse portrait of JohnBaxter isn’t easy to get at. He still would like a port. if we can find one. I asked NormanMorrell + he suggested McClung room, but knew no individuals to ask. Began examinationof records preparatory to binding. Mr. Wicker gave a cop. of “Beckwith et al Lawful actionof state military forces” as a gift of Mr. Silas Williams of Chattanooga, a friend of the authorwho reviewed it for TLR + returned it as Mr. Wicker had suggested in case Mr. Williams didnot care to keep it.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerWorked on 6 Tenn. Law Rev. no. 2 biog. slips. Williams Genesis of Tenn Supreme Court.
Tuesday, April 18.19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on binding.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday April 19 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenBinding. Mr. Wayne Parkey (contract) used Lib. I phoned K. Caldwell on chance she mighthave photos of men mentioned in her father’s “Bench + bar.” She said if she had any theyshe wouldn’t know who they were. Mrs. J. Caldwell in Lib editing Judge Green’s MS. thatE.L.O. did preliminary work on.12.45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerMr. N.B. Morrell (contract) used Library also a young girl with Mr. Parrish. Campus mail.Worked on biog. slips 15 Tenn Law Rev.7 – 9:20 E. L. Ogden
Thursday, April 20 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Parkey again (contract). Made biog. slips for 15 Tenn. Law Review, Important events inthe judicial history of Tenn by Charles N. Burch.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Worked on binding.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, April 21, 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on 15 Tenn. Law Rev. as above.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Campus mail. A young woman from legal dept. T.V.A. came to see Ill rev. statutes for amatter of personal business (She was in same offices as Mrs. J. Caldwell) but couldn’tunderstand what the law meant. I advised getting a lawyer. Mrs. C. came at night + decidedthe law wasn’t what the lady hoped it would be. Didn’t get her name. Worked on binding +read College + ref. libraries. Found Baxter prt. at Main Lib. – search.
Saturday, April 22, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenWorked on binding.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner
Monday, April 24. 1944[8 – 1] H. H. TurnerWorked on biog. material T.L.R. 15. Dusted display, current period.s + books on tables.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Worked on binding. Dean Witham in Nashville for Judicial Council meeting.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, April 25. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on 15 T.L.R. biog. material (Cetenary [sic] of Ass. Justice John Catron by WalterChandler).12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mr. Koger came for a few minutes to look at Legal Direct.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, April 26, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Worked with books given Library by Mr. Blackard, collating + listing + packing some to goto Main Library.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCollated + made copy of list of Mr. Blackard’s donation. Campus mail.
Thursday, April 27. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on 15 T.L.R. biog. material.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenLooked over some more of Mr. Blackard’s case books.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, April 28, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenContinued work on Mr. Blackard’s gifts.12:45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerWorked on T.L.R. v. 15 biog. material. Campus mail. Collated vols. brought by it, and Mr.Blackard’s gifts. Mr. Thomason, contract, used Library.
7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenAt conference Mr. Jesse told dept heads and branch lib’ns to make out statement ofvacations wanted + amt of substitution needed + send Main by next Friday so that the partscan be fitted together. He showed a gadget for reading films passed it around and discussedpurchase for Main Lib., Engineering + Agr. where film material is located or borrowed. I didnot try it. Others said easy to read with. They are trying the experiment of having filmsmade of scientific research papers that are wanted instead of borrowing the whole vol byinter-library loan, and think it will cost less than the loan service. The gadget reminded meof a midget stereopticon – but I did not look at it closely. Cost $3.00. From what was saidabout the Sunday opening for the rest of the term, I inferred that the English dept, or someof its fac. wanted it to encourage cultural reading by students, so they are taking notes ofwhat is asked for +c. Mrs. Clemens said she was busy all afternoon but more like a hostessthan a reference librarian. Miss Bales has an extra cop of U.T. Register she will send us.
Saturday, April 29. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerFinished biog. slips for 15 Tenn. Law Rev. and resumed work on Temple’s Eminent men ofTennessee. Campus mail at noon.12 45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished mending + packing for Main Mr. Blackard’s gifts. 2 students all afternoon.
Monday May 1. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenSent 55¢ cash to Main (fines). Campus mail. Consulted fac. about Viner’s abridgment +wrote Miss Ringo to send it here tied up.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, May 2. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Arthur Fowler, Loudon lawyer, used Library. Worked on Temple bibliography. Mr.Harry Strauss, contract, used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Ellison came to return TLR nos lent to her yesterday. Worked on binding.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, May 3. 19448 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Mr. H. Broome used Lib for Judge Hicks. At night made out statement of anticipated LawLib. staff vacations.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Winick + Mr. C.H. Smith, contract, used Library. Campus mail.
Thursday May 4. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, May 5, 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Worked on Temple bibl. Dusted current period. + display.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20In afternoon a Naval Officer asked to use Law Lib. Amer. digest. Said he was from Calif.interested in no of students – showed him table of enrollments in Bar examiner. H wishedhe could get back to law. I think his stripes were those of Lt (jg). At night a student fromHill, David Lea came about with about a dozen call slips having call nos. only. He said inanswer to my question that he wanted material to take out on judges + juries. Looked likehe had jotted down call nos of everything under those headings in cat. I did not get outquite all he had asked for when it was after closing time. I asked if he couldn’t come back,he said no, he lived 15 miles in country and had to have his speech ready Monday! Mr.Wicker came in + I asked the boy to state just what he wanted. Then he said his assignedsubject was: Why would it be better to have three judges try decide a case instead of a [sic]having a jury. Mr. Wicker suggested Willoughby, Organization of judicial admin. + the boytook that + 6 others + left at 5:40. I asked if he was a pre-law student + was going to be herethrough August + if so would he be available for helping in Law Lib. He said not likely as hiscourse would be pretty heavy. Called it reference-general, as I did some suggesting inaddition to getting out his books.
Saturday, May 68 – 12:45 E L OgdenCampus mail. Sent cop. of letter to Bradwar to Mr. Jesse to have approved + typed. Mr.Albert asked to buy dup. Shepard’s citations also cop. 1 N.Y. statute citations. Wrote MissRingo to ask if subscr. to this could be stopped. Haven’t asked Dean yet whether there hewould agree to disposal of these.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple biog. material.
Monday, May 8. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple biog. material.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, May 9. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. N.B. Morrell (contract) used Library. Worked on Temple bibliography.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished examining serial check lists and binding records for candidates for binding.Campus mail.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday May 10 19448 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibliography.7 – 9:20 E. L. Ogdenfiled cat. cards.
Thursday, May 11. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Arthur Fowler, Loudon attorney, used Libr. Cleaned top of desk, dusted current periods.+ display. Mr. N.B. Morrell, contract, used Library. Worked on Temple bibliography.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenStarted on bringing cat + shelf cds for serials to date. Mr. Wicker asked for list of recentbooks rec’d. to fill blank space in T.L.R. ready to go to printer + wanted them written out inproper form + all data (pp. + price) for printer to follow. Miss King phoned for help inidentifying an English case. Found it cited in Engl. + Empire digest + reported to her. Calledit ref.-general.
7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, May 12 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenHunted up data to verify statements in proof of Review of Meade’s – Judah P. Benjamin forT.L.R. Called it “search.”12.20 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerCame early as I want to take time off soon. Mr. Cecil Babcock, Lenoir City attorney usedLibrary. Campus mail.4 -5 [E. L. Ogden]At Main Lib. Conference.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenAttended to periodicals + to books brought by campus mail.
Saturday, May 13. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Ben Winick, contract, used Library. Did Saturday dusting chores. Prof. Bentley called.Made portrait cards for “Loyal Mountaineers.”12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Monday, May 15. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. N. B. Morrell (contract) used Library. Made biographical slips for Humes LoyalMountaineers.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mr. T. Carty for McConnell used Library. Mr. Greenwood for RR Kramer (fee).Mr. W. Trent called to say he is going into diplomatic service (but the way he spoke Ithought he wasn’t very sure) + to visit around.
7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, May 16. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Carty again for Mr. McConnell, + the Gatlinburg lawyer who has been here before to useFederal Reporters (O.E. Stone).12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenFor a while Lib looked almost busy (about 2:30-3 busiest). Mr. Stone (Gatlinburg), HBroome (for Judge Hicks), Mr. Greenwood (for Kramer), Mr. Coyne (for TVA) and severallaw students all here together. TVA tech. Lib asked if Wis. Law Rev. Summer no. 1942 couldcirculate. I said no. Found afterward it was a “symposium” number. At 5 Mr. Koger to useMartindale.6.35 – 9.20 H. H. TurnerCome early to avoid storm.
Wednesday May 17 19448 – 12:45 EL. OgdenMade memo for Dean Witham of vols Mr. Albert asked to buy and asked if he approved. Gotexam. schedule from Mrs. Morris.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner2 T.V.A.s used Library, one Mr. Koger Coyne who is coming back this evening.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenAn evening alone. Presume all students attended Alohe-Oe ceremonies and did not come tobuilding afterwards. Rec’d Dean Witham’s OK to my note of this A.M. as to Mr. Albert’sinquiry about buying dups of various vols of Shepard’s Citations. Sent the note with OK toMiss Ringo saying I would refer Mr. Albert to her when he asks again. He said he wanted v.1, 2 N.E. citations + 1 N.W. (3 v. dups) and N.Y. statute citations 1 v. (1940) and itssupplements which we do not care to keep.
Thursday, May 18. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Loyal Mountaineers bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenWrote Mr. Jesse about letter sent him May 6. Wrote Miss Goehring to correct statement ofLaw Lib. hours sent her. Exams over Wed. May 31, not Fri. June 1. Campus mail.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Friday, May 19. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Loyal Mountaineers bibliography.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Campus mail. Checked OT Inventory list with Official list; At night Mr. Stone of Gatlinburgonly reader.
Saturday May 20 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenPaul Clark paid his fine. Mr. Albert said he wasn’t interested in buying our dup. Shepards.His uncle will attend to Shepard’s for him. I wrote note to Miss Ringo to that effect.Attended to Official list + car cds for books brought yesterday by campus mail. Mr. Coyne,TVA used Library.12.35 – 5:30 H. H. Turner
Monday, May 22. 1944[8 – 1] [H. H. Turner]Mr. Shell + a girl from business college held exam. in Library. Dusted Display, Currentperiods. + cleaned top of desk. Miss Goehring phoned that vacation schedule was OK.
1 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenReally left at 5:15 being offered a ride in consequence of a sprained foot.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, May 23. 19448 – 12[H.H.T. handwriting] Mr. Benton Jones, student, took Miss Ogden’s place.12 – 5:30 [H. H. Turner]7 – 9:20Man repaired Venetian blind in A.M>
Wednesday, May 24. 19448 – 1:15 H. H. Turner3:15 – 5:307 – 9:20Mr. Frank Fowler, contract, used Libr. Gave him copy of Library Schedule. Miss HelenHarris from Main Library came to study Helpful hints. She will substitute tomorrow andSaturday afternoons. Worked on bibl. of Humes Loyal Mountaineers. Campus mail.1.15- 3.15 Mr. Garland
Thursday, May 25. 19448 – 12:45 H. H. TurnerMr. Leslie Bass, contract, used Library.12:45 – 5:30 Helen Harris (from Main Library)Campus mail.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, May 26. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Loyal Mountaineers bibl. Mr. Trent brought a middle age friend to see Library.1 – 5:30 Mr. Garland7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Saturday, May 27. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerUsual Saturday dusting. Mr. Coyne for T.V.A. Mr. McIntyre, just entering navy, paid a visit.12.40 – 5:30 Miss Helen Harris, Main;
Monday, May 29. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Phoned Main Lib. Lib. time of Jones + Garland.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, May 30. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden118 N.C. found in TVA is being ret’d. Yesterday Miss Goehring asked for hours of studenthelp so they could be put on this month’s roll in case they were leaving. After looking up Iphoned Miss D. Harris: Benton Jones 4 hours + Walter B Garland 6 ½ hrs. Had told MissGoehring that both expect to keep on. Miss Harris will send form for Mr. Jones to fill out asMr. Garland did. Mr. Shell + Mr. Hobbs are opening an office in the Cherokee building inpartnership, Mr. Shell for civil cases + Mr. Hobbs, criminal cases.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, May 31. 19448 – 12:30 H. H. TurnerSomeone from Pane, Kramer & (Greenwood I think) used Library. Gave him copy of Libraryopenings for next two weeks. Mr. Thomason, contract, used Library. Gave him schedule.12:30 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenSpent most of P.M. looking up information on Tenn. reports for answering a letter from anAla. judge.
Thursday, June 1. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner9 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Finished letter to Judge McElroy, Ala. + sent to Mr. Jesse for approval + typing. Shifted in B
Friday, June 2. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Mr Coyne (T.V.A.) used Library A.M. Mr. Greenwood, for Kramer (fee) in p.m. Made biogslips for Judge Williams’ article on Tenn. Supreme Ct. history 18 Tenn. Law Rev. no. 4. Mr.Tapp of firm Grimm & Tapp, not contract or fee, wanted to use Fla. Codes + Page on Wills.Explained situation to him. I think his firm may pay fee, as he said they had done in past.9 – 12 [E. L. Ogden]1:30 – 4Shifted in B. Campus mail brought after 4.
Saturday, June 3. 19449 – 12 H. H. TurnerMr. Greenwood from Kramer, again.
Monday, June 5.Commencement. Library closed.
Tuesday, June 6. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Mr. Coyne (T.V.A.) used Library. Helped him hunt up an English case + counted it “general.”Gave Mr. Benton Jones pay roll application to fill out + then sent it to Main Library. Mrs.Morris + Dean absent so took phone calls. Worked on biog. material in 18 Tenn. Law Rev. 4.Judge Williams + Judge Green’s article.
Wednesday, June 7. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Campus mail. Work as on June 6.
Thursday, June 8. 19444 [sic] – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Work as on June 6. Campus mail.
Friday, June 9. 19444 [sic] – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Work as on June 6, 1944. Long call from Mr. James Johnson, contract.
Saturday, June 10. 19449 – 12 H. H. TurnerHad a long call from a woman passing through here, formerly a teacher employed by MissKate Ogden and Prof. Ross. Didn’t catch her name. Worked as on June 6.
Monday, June 12. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Cleaned and dusted. Worked as on June 6. Mr. Morrell, contract, used Library.
Tuesday, June 13, 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4
9 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Mr. Thomason (contract) used Lib. Phone call from an unnamed person wanting to disposeof law books. Only one of those she mentioned was of value – 1 Tenn. Chanc. App. Mr.Thomson said he might be interested – if a vol he didn’t have, Mr. Shell also, if Mr. T. didn’twant it. Told her I’d call back when I found out.
Wednesday June 14 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Greenwood (for RR Kramer, fee) used Lib. Phoned 3-72021 (Lady who wanted todispose of law books) to call Hobbs + Shell about the vol of Tenn. Ch. App. after learningthat it was v. 1, the only one Mr. Thomason has. Hear there are 12 students – Craig Caldwell+ Mrs. Jacqueline Caldwell not coming this term. Miss Bresnahan, new, showed her aroundthe library. Talked to Dean Witham and Mr. Wicker about discontinuing subscription toJour. land + pub. util. econ. and disposing of the bound vols. 1-19 to some other dept. of U.T.on an exchange basis. Mr. Orr tried without success to get bird out of library.12.45 – 5.30 H. H. Turner7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenFiled cards. No readers.
Thursday, June 15.19448 – 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mrs. Chas. Wayland (?) used Lib after phoning for permission. She said shehas done a good deal of D.A.R. genealogical work + has been indexing WPA copy of minutesof J.P. court, Knox Co. Had a long list of names to look up and went through our biog. slipsthrough C. Has Caldwell, Temple, Humes, + Tenn. the Volunteer State at home so can takerefs here + look them up later there. She asked if we would mind having this indexmentioned in an article she is writing for the Sentinel. I said better not. It hasn’t coveredenough important publications – not planned as a major project. She is interested inaccounts of all Knoxville Co. lawyers, it seems. Was interested in the Knox Co Bench + Bar1900 picture. Miss King phoned that a TVA man would come to look up something on salesif we had vols he wanted. She read a list. We hadn’t much they hadn’t. She asked if U.T. lawfac. members had done any special work on Tenn Sales Act or the Amer. Law Inst. Shephoned a 2d times to say she’d send for 2 pubs. I said we’d lend the Amer Law Inst. P.F.D.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, June 16, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMrs. Morris delayed by a flat tire so first hour pretty busy attending to telephone messages+c. Business law girl at 9:20 8:50 wanted to know where Dean Witham’s class would meet.It was in Room 102 at 9, after Contracts which is 7:30 (I think) to 9. Miss Norwood phonedfor books on trustees – naming several – then said what was wanted was on law of trusteesfor educational institutions. Sent her Elliot – Colleges + courts 1936 cop. 2 – with a notethat 1936-40 could be used here as it is kept in Dean’s office + doesn’t circulate. Started anew folder in vertical file – top drawer – for reading lists for pre-law + law students. Onlyitem so far, is the reprint from Wilson Bul. Jan. 44.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenWent to Main Lib. anyway even though no meeting. Learned: Binding will be sent SouthernL.B about July 15, Main hasn’t rec’d 7 Labor Cases yet; Miss Ringo will ask Mr. Jesse aboutJour. land + pub. util. econ. Law Lib. doesn’t care to continue subscription. Left v. 20 no. 1 ofthe Jour. (not yet checked as rec’d) with Miss Ringo.
Saturday, June 17. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenNo readers. Straightened out + coped notes on collation of Southern law rev – our set,though incomplete.
Monday, June 19. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenSpoke to Dean Witham about a suggestion coming indirectly from him that the Law Libraryneed not be open Saturday afternoons. He dictated a notice to go on his bulletin boardasking all students who would be inconvenienced thereby to let it be known by Friday ofthis week. Mr. Benton Jones started collecting material for a research paper onConstitutional law. Sent Miss Ringo letter from Mich. Law Rev saying exch. with TLR hadbeen cancelled last Oct + TLR had been so informed. Told her Law Lib. had not beeninformed of this + had put Mich Law Rev on list of periodicals for which TL Main Lib paidTLR the subscription price. Had been listed at $3.50. Letter said price $4.50. Noted for MissR. that Dean W. approved subscription beginning with v. 92 no. 3 – Dec. ’43. Mended.Campus mail.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner4 students at one time.
Tuesday, June 20. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenWrote Mr. Jesse what was done as to proposed Sat. afternoon closing and asked if E.LO +HHT were to be scheduled both for Sat AM in case of it is done or would he prefer other useof our time. Mended.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday June 21, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden12:45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail.7 – 9:30 E. L. OgdenLooked over + mailed letter to Judge McElroy of Ala. which Miss D Harris had typed + sentby campus mail. Young man from hill used Commerce Clearinghouse Labor Law Service v.2A. Will be back to use it again.
Thursday, June 22. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerAnother bird came to visit Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Orr got bird out very quickly. I put notice not to turn our fan near desk off + on bypulling out plug. Do it by switch on fan – using window stick. Spent some time identifying aref. book title wanted by Mr. B. Jones + sent to Main Lib. for it. (Ref.-Gen’l) Miss Harrisphoned message from Mr. Jesse O.K. to put in Sat time as I suggested at Law Lib. – Maindoesn’t need us. There will be a meeting at Main Lib. 4 PM tomorrow.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerYoung man from Hill using Commerce Clearing House Labor Law Service. Charles Burke,Dr. Neal graduate, now practicing law in Mr. Moses? office and attending summer schoolhas introduced himself. Said this was his first visit to Library.
Friday, June 23, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenSpent most of A.M. trying to see fac. members to get information for a new answer to Mr.John Bradway’s letter of May 6.
12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenWas at Main Lib for conference 4 to 4:40, about. No more conferences this summer unlesssomething unforeseen occurs. Miss Currell told about a recent visit to Ky. exper. sta. library,where station only is in a building apart from Ag. College Bldg. which is on campus somedistance away. Curriculum lab. libr has been moved to Main Lib., in old Lib. school quarters,I think, and is under Ms. Fitzgerald’s direction as to whether who shall be allowed to use it.Miss Ringo goes on leave July 14. Miss Bergen’s typist is on 2 weeks leave + may come backmarried, though Mrs. Clemens said she hadn’t made up her mind. Mr. Jesse said Jour. Land+ pub. util. econ. would be kept at Main Lib. I am to send all bound vols there and can v. 19,prepared for binding. As for compensation, Mr. Jesse said no specific allotment could bemade but the Main Law Lib can be assured that anything there that Law Lib. needs wouldbe sent. Miss Goehring said the youth using Commerce Clearing House Labor service 2Aasks if it can be sent to Main for him to use. and that if a few vols. of Fed. Reg. are sent at atime, they can be put in Acco binders for us. Told Mr. Jesse Lib not to be open tomorrowafternoon nor Sat. afternoon hereafter.
Saturday, June 24. 19448 – 12:15 H. H. TurnerDusted and straightened Display and Current Periodicals. Cleaned top of desk. Finishedbiog slips for Humes Loyal Mountaineers.12:45 – 5:30 8 – 12:15 E. L. OgdenShifted English reports to make room for new vols. Got Mr. Wicker + Dean Witham’sconsent to let Main Lib have 2A Labor Law loose leaf for use of a reader at Main. I will sendher Miss Goehring the loose leaves to file as they come. Packed Jour. land + pub. util. econ.v. 1-18 to go to Main.
Monday, June 26. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerPut up notice of Saturday 12.15 closing. An elderly gentleman who has been here before,wanted information about boundary controversy between Hancock + Hawkins Cos. Suitabout 1846. Neither Mr. Wicker not I could find report before 1876, but I spent a great dealof time so counted it “General.” Mr. John Parker, alumnus, + FBI paid a visit + used Lib. tolook up a point of law. Finished biog. ind. of Humes’ Loyal Mountaineers.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Piper brought back Ga. Code borrowed this A.M. Miss Ringo phoned about periodicals +I asked her to ask Miss Bergen to send me her book statistics for Law Lib for May, so I cansend my statistics report to Miss D. Harris. Made out the report on circ. + ref. ready to addbooks when it comes. Sent Mrs. Clemens a picture post card sent Dean W. by NobleFreeman to see if she could tell what the Jap. printing said. Asked Miss Goehring to send(charge to) Law Lib a cop. of Ayer’s Newspaper annual (not the latest) to use as a gazeteer.I used it so in the OES and have been meaning to ask for it here – a recommendation in LawLib. J. reminded me.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, June 27. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerCat. Dept phoned that 60 vols have been added to Law Library in May.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenN.B. Morrell (contract) used Lib (the only reader except Mr. Wicker) Campus mail (Iphoned to have him reminded) Continued comparing OT Inventory with slips to see that itwas both were accurate. Sent Miss Harris May statistics.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, June 28 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenVerified in B. a number of items that were questioned in the OT list.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Morrell, contract, used Library.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenContinued work on OT Inventory list + slips
Thursday, Jan. 29. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. S. J. R. Weems, with Dean’s permission used Library in search of material on HonorableDischarge from Navy. Found what he needed in U.S.C.A. but Dean advised his applying toCommandant of nearest recruiting station, but for some reason he didn’t want to do this. Ilooked thro index of Federal Register, + U.S. Code of Federal Reg.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenNo readers. Continued checking OT list with official list. Campus mail.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, June 30. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail brought notice that books for Southern Lib. binding should be sent Main nolater than July 8. Saw Mr. Wicker + Judge Jones as to general ref. books recommended for alaw lib. Dean Witham said I was to decide choose or recommend or something – evidentlytoo busy. Phoned Mr. Key as to what periodicals he sees regularly. He said only Jour. Amer.Judic. Soc. and A.B.A. Jour. Had a call from Mr. Wynns – very spruce in handsome uniform,but browned + thinner. Wanted to be remembered to Miss Turner. Has been in Tex. – willgo to western Okla ext and hopes to have something to do with court martials.
7 – 9.20 [E. L. Ogden]Worked on June statistics. 2 readers after the 7-8 class until closing, usually only 1.
Saturday, July 1. 19448 – 12:15 H. H. TurnerDid usual Saturday dusting, dict, display + current period.s Worked on biog slips forTemple’s Notable men of Tenn. from 1833 – 1875…8 – 12:15 E. L. OgdenGot several vols of Fed. Reg. ready for Miss Goehring to have student help put in Accobinders. Main Lib phoned 27 v. added in June.
Monday, July 3. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenFiled Loose Leaves in 3 pubs. Sent Miss Goehring pages to insert in CCH Labor Law Serv. v.2A. Campus mail. Began packing binding. Left note in Dean’s Bul. Bd. frame for Mr. Bowersthat if he wanted any to be held back, let me know.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday July 4 Holiday
Wednesday July 5 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenRevised + packed vols to be sent to bindery.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Koger, for a few minutes in search for material on John T. Sneed who isn’t listed in anybiography.
7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenBinding.
Thursday, July 6. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Finished packing binding to go to Main + told Mr. Perrin to be sure to take ittomorrow.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Friday, July 7. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Robert Trent, member of Knoxville bar ass’n, wanted to consult Kentucky Code. InDean’s absence gave him permission but explained rules. Spoke to Mr. Key yesterday abouthis request for material for President’s page, Bar Jour. He said he only desired citations andwould come here to use them.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail took rest of binding. I finished collating Fed Register through Dec. 1943 +packed to send to Miss Goehring. The boy who has been using C.C.H. Labor Law Service v.2A came + was pleased to hear the vol. was sent to Main Lib for his use.7 – 9:20 not open
Saturday, July 8. 19448 – 12:15 H. H. TurnerUsual Saturday chores. Cleaning, dusting +c. Finished biog. index Temple Notable men.8 – 12:15 E. L. OgdenWorked on stacks verifying OT list.
Monday, July 10. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, July 11. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on arranging biog. material for Temple biog. index.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, July 12, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenWorked on OT Inventory list12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Worked Temple bibl.7 – 9:20 [E. L. Ogden]Continued OT Inventory list.
Thursday, July 13. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Thomason, contract, used Library. Worked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, July 14. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Campus mail. Helped Miss King with a wrong citation (General ref). Continued work on OTInventory list. No students readers at night.
Saturday, July 15. 19448 – 12:15 H. H. TurnerUsual cleaning +c.8 – 12:15 E. L. OgdenVerified Inventory list in B.
Monday, July 17. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenContinued work on OT Inventory list.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, July 18. 19448 – 1 [H. H. Turner]Continued Temple bibl.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail brought note that binding for Nat’l binding will be sent July 29. Continuedwork on OT Inventory list. Campus mail also brought typed letter for Bradway. Sent Mainfor typing about a month ago.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, July 19. 19448 – 12:15 E. L. OgdenWorked on binding.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Worked on Temple bibl.7 – 9:20 E. L. Ogdenmended + worked with cat cds. No readers.
Thursday July 20. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Dean Witham sent Lib. a letter asking for a list of dups that might be sentprisoners-of- law -war lawyers + law students. Made tentative list from OT + consultedJudge Jones + Dean Witham as to what was suitable. Mrs. Greenwood (Kramer) used Lib.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerNo readers.
Friday, July 21. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner1245 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenDean Witham isn’t willing to close Lib evenings but agrees to day time cut to 8:30-12 1:30-5 for the rest of the term and close Friday night. Saw Miss Goehring this A.M. who saidHelen Harris would come if substitute needed. Saw Miss Goehring + Daphne Harris inregard to duplicates asked for war prisoners. Consulted Mr. Wicker about the list. Am tosend Miss D. Harris a copy of the list in Mr. Jesse’s absence.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenContinued work on list of dups.
Saturday, July 22. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerUsual Saturday chores. Copied list of duplicates for war prisoners. Campus mail.8 – 12:45 12:30 E. L. OgdenWorked in Balcony reading OT shelves +c.
Monday, July 24, 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. J.G. Johnson came to return a book he took out this A.M. + to get another. Hevolunteered some remarks about Hitler + I showed him Radin + let him take it out,remembering just after I spoke that it was a Main Lib. book + Miss Baker said theircontracts permitted borrowing Law Lib books only. I do not know the status of lending alaw book if it belongs to Min, not Law. Seemed reasonable to me in this case, anyway.Campus mail.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, July 25. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenJohn Ayres (contract) used Lib. Mr. J. Thomason ret’d books. Miss Morris phoned up to askif I knew what a pile of books + some pictures were on 2d floor. Mr. Orr didn’t know whoput them there. They proved to be dups of Tenn. Bar Ass’n Proc. + Pitts reminiscences (withan inscription dated 1930 giving it to Law Lib!) a framed group portrait of Knoxville bar1900 (like ours, but rather better frame) and another, larger, 1917. A few “cram” bookswith R. Kennerly’s name in them were there too, so presumably all came from same source.Sent the Bar Ass’n Proc + Pitts to Miss Ringo saying what we think of Pitts, got Dean’sconsent to throw away the “cram” books. (Afterwards gave them to Mr. Wicker who said hecould use them for exam. questions.) Learned Mr. Garland hasn’t come back yet so decidedto plan schedule for next week without him + phoned Miss Goehring to ask Miss HelenHarris’ services on Mon. + Wed. either morning or night, Mon. preferred, + Miss G. said shepreferred it too so we settled it at that. Mr. Orr goes on 2 weeks vacation beginningMonday.7 – 9.20 H. H. TurnerPut up notices of changes in Library hours.
Wednesday July 268 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenShifted in B to make room for Negligence cases. Mr. Orr took them up to B. Consulted withMr. Garland as to possible substitution hours. He said he’d like all of them, afternoon till4:30 and night. I told him Mr. Jones had spoken for Tues + Fri Thurs P.M. and that we didnot need help for so many hours. Am sorry I spoke so soon to Miss Goehring, but thoughtshe would need to know as soon as possible so as to arrange her schedule. Mr. Garland wasdetained by illness of his father who had a heart attack. Made out a tentative schedule forMr. G., and a statement about services expected as he may not realize (though I told him)that more would be wanted than when he substituted before. N.B. Morrell used Lib.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMade shelf labels. Campus mail. At almost closing time Dean asked me to examine BancroftWhitney list of publications to see what ones were in Library. Had time for only a start.
7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenPacked binding for Main Lib.
Thursday, July 28.19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Bancroft-Whitney lists of pub. for Mr. Wicker.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenTried to help student find out how to use Fed. Register. No success. Saw Miss Goehring thismorning about substitute next week. Got Mr. Wells ideas on book-cleaning methods.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, July 28. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Campus mail. Mr. Neblett, TVA, used Lib. Worked on OT inventory. Found out where searchof Fed. register failed. Called it “Gen. Ref.”
Saturday, July 29. 19448 – 12.15 H. H. TurnerCopied names of lawyers entitled to use Law Library.8 – 12:15 E. L. OgdenFinished reading OT stacks and marking OT Dup. books.
Monday, July 31. 19448:30 – 12 H. H. TurnerExamined lawyers list copied Saturday. Copied page balcony no. Fire inspector inspected.Former student (Burton Tarpley) who is secretary of one of the candidates for governorand who graduated ’36, called at Library in vain search for faculty. Mrs. Morris very late.Added up July Circ. statistics.1:30 – 5 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20No readers at night.
Tuesday, Aug 1 19448:30 – 12 E. L. OgdenFrank Bird, U.T. Law College alumnus made a visit to Law Lib. Substitute janitor’s hours willbe 6:30 – 11, 5 – 9:201:30 – 5 B. Jones7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenMade up rept. Circulation, book + ref statistics. One student looked in for a few minutes –did not stay.
Wednesday Aug 2 19448:30 – 12 Helen Harris1:30 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenPhoned Fowler + Fowler, Jas. Johnson, Frantz McConnell + Seymour that and TVA legal deptLaw Lib hours are shortened. Campus mail.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenMrs. Pieper (student) only reader.
Thursday, Aug. 3, 19448:30 – 12 E. L. OgdenPhoned Mr. Key about pictures + pubs found in hall last week. He said Robert Kennerly wasin town then + prob. sent them. As to the dup. framed pictures of Tenn. Knoxville bar, 1900,he would see Robert Sat. and ask what he wanted. I told him a reader had been askingwhere to get one + I could give Mr. Kennerly her address if he wished. Mr. Privetter usedLib. He hasn’t a contract nor an authorization but was a fac. member. I had no opportunitythis A.M. what is his status for lib. use, so said nothing about it to Mr. O. + considered hewas using it “with permission.”P.S. Dean Witham says treat him as a faculty member “on leave of absence.”1:30 – 5 B. Jones7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenNo readers.
Friday, Aug. 4 19448:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Campus mail. Tried two ref. questions, no success with either. Amer. digest as guide to“illegal strikes” and Oregon law on establishing county lines. This wanted by TVA technicallib. (Miss Norwood). I answered phone call + said we had no Oregon statutes but I wouldlook up in Ore. law rev, secs on new legislation + articles. Called it search. Also looked inIndex to state laws although she could see that in TVA Legal dept. Mrs. Morris on leave sotook phone calls. Mrs. Galyon phoned a personal inquiry for HH Turner to ask what to dowith a book on W.J. Bryan’s political campaign 1896 + would we want it. Suggested she callup Main Lib.7 – 9:20 not open
Saturday, Aug 5, 19448:30 – 12:00 E. L. Ogdenusual routine
Monday Aug. 7, 19448:30 – 12:00 H. Harris1:30 – 5 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Mr. M. Egerton (contract) in after noon. Mrs Pieper (as usual) only reader at night. Mr.Wicker said Judge Green had articles nearly ready on Hugh Lawson White, Andrew Jackson,John Overton as judges. Mr. Wicker wanted also to know what material law lib. had onthese. Spent all of evening on these + a good part of afternoon.
Tuesday, Aug. 8, 19448:30 – 12:00 E. L. OgdenContinued examination of material for Judge Green – still more to do in selecting whatJudge Green ought to see.1:30 – 5:00 B. Jones7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenNo readers. Continued items for Judge Green.
Wednesday Aug. 9, 19448:30 – 12:00 H. Harris
1:30 – 5 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Gave Mr. Wicker results of work on Judge Green’s subjects. Left books on table with placesmarked in case facts or dates in his MS. should need verification. 2 student readers at night.
Thursday, Aug. 10, 19448:30 – 12 E. L. OgdenGot janitor to hand framed portraits of Knoxville lawyers 1917 in place of the 1900 groupand moved the 1900 one to N.E. stack room, over the closed door into hall. Attended tovarious housekeeping matters. Did not record yesterday that Dean Witham wanted a namelooked up in Harv. Law Rev. 1942/43, ours at bindery. I phoned TVA law lib., the nos werethere and Miss King looked it up. “Ref.” – but not my work so didn’t count it.1:30 – 5 B. Jones7 – 9:20 E. L OgdenNo readers. Put in order letters of authorization from lawyers-borrowers.
Friday, Aug. 11, 19448:30 – 12:00 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 5Talked with Dean Witham about advisability of suggesting to RR Kramer that instead ofpaying a fee for the use of the Library, he might ask Mr. Duggins (a member of the firm, andowner of a contract) to give an authorization for all other members + employees to use hisname in getting out books. Or should I continue to repeat reminders that fee is due? Headvised letting the matter rest for the present. Campus mail. Finished verification of OT list(Inventory). See also Aug. 25
Saturday, Aug.12, 19448:30 – 12 E. L. OgdenPhoned report for Miss Goehring on Mr. Jones hours as student ass’t. 24 1/2 . Disposed ofsome arrears including washing linoleum on desk + a few other housekeeping jobs. Examswill be Aug. 23 and 24. Wrote Mrs. Clemens about some U.S. docs. not needed in Law Lib.
Monday, Aug. 14, 19448:30 – 12 H. Harris1:30 – 5 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Mr. Orr came at night, back from his vacation. Campus mail.
Tuesday, Aug. 15, 19448:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Morning pape announced resignation of Dean Witham to join Univ. of Indiana as Dean ofnight school to be started in Indianapolis. He leaves Aug. 30, to begin duties Sep. 1. Deanwill be missed! Mark Webster (for Jas. Carr, contract) used Lib. A large package from WarDept, Off. of Judge Advocate general, addr. to Law Lib. contained 1 printed pam. and 6 thickvolumes of mimeographed material (mostly illustrative docs) relating to American militarygov’t (1918-20) and Amer. representation (1920-23) in Occupied Germany. Displayed forthe time being, to be decided later whether to keep. Contains little on courts. At night got 2vols ready for binding.1:30 – 5 B. Jones
Wednesday, Aug. 16, 19448:30 – 12 H. Harris1:30 – 5 E. L. Ogden
7 – 9:20Campus mail. Yesterday at Main Lib. Miss Ringo said she didn’t know what to do about thebooks TLR had asked Lib to pay for – that there just wasn’t money enough for anything butcontinuations – and the time did not seem opportune for asking Dean Witham. I agreed asto that and said that as Mr. Wicker was a member of the Lib. committee and faculty advisorfor TLR. I would tell him of the situation and let him decide when the matter could beconsidered. Told him today and he made a memo. – said probably matters would be clearerafter a few days and he would see about it.
Thursday Aug. 17, 19448:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Mrs. Morris brought exam. schedule + phoned Registrar’s Office to send a new U.T. catalogto Law Lib.1:30 – 4:30 B. Jones7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenHelped student hunt for account of Lord Eldous decision in Murray v. Bowman (Ref-Gen’l).Did not record that on Tues. I mentioned to Dean RR Kramer fee. He advised that itnot be demanded, certain policies now being considered might make changes. B Kohler forKramer used Lib.
Friday, Aug. 19, 19448:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 5Last night Mrs. Clemens phoned to ask if we could lend a single no. of Fed. Reg. from Acco-bound 1943 vol. Main Lib. cop is regularly bound. A student wants a passage from it typed. Isaid we would lend if she could assure the reliability of the borrower + if he would get itonly when the typist was ready + would return it promptly when done. She said all thiswould be done. No name given. Could not find source of my memo of Dec. 8 1937 that Ass’nof Amer. law schools allowed cost of original bindings of periodicals to be counted.7 – 9:20 Lib. closed.
Saturday, Aug 20, 19448:30 – 12:00 E. L. OgdenPacked a carton full of Interstate migration hearings (U.S.) not wanted in Law Lib., to go toMrs. Clemens, Main Libn. Phoned Miss Ringo answering her note as to whether annual +monthly expl. service to Mertons – Fed. taxation would be wanted. Said, yes it would.Continued search for Ass’n of Law Schools statement on cost of binding as allowance on the$1500.00 annual expenditure requirement.
Monday, Aug. 21, 19448:30 – 12 H. Harris1:30 – 5 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Campus mail. Mr. Coyne, TVA used Lib. Mended. At night 2 students came for overnightbooks but no readers.
Tuesday, Aug. 22, 19448:30 – 12 E. L. OgdenConcluded search for relaxation of Lib. standards of Ass’n Amer. law schools.1:30 – 5 B. JonesCampus mail.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenSaw Miss Ringo at Main Lib this P.M. and asked if she knew of any other allowance made byAss’n of Amer. Law Schools for addition to money actually appropriated. Dean says we shallfall short of the requirement of $10,000 over a period of ten years and want to counteverything legitimate. Cost of binding new periodicals can be added. I thought may be thevalue of state reports + session laws rec’d in exchange for Tenn., but I don’t know. She willsee if Miss Baker has any correspondence on file about it.
Wednesday, Aug. 23, 19448:30 – 12 H. Harris1:30 -4 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Mr. Wicker is authorized to act as dean in any matters requiring prompt attention. Madesome investigation of no of vols. rec’d by law lib. by exch.
Thursday Aug. 24, 19448 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Yesterday had hours for Ag 24 – Sep 20 posted Lib. door + Dean’s Bul. board + asked MissHelen Harris who made the copies to take one to Main Lib for Miss Daphne Harris + MissGOehring. Read RR5 + its overflow in B. Missed Ballantine Problems in law Ed. 2 also Clarkon Equity 1938 ed which had been noted missing in Feb.: Ballantine was asked for Mon.Tues night + couldn’t be found. Posted these + Moynihan reported later by Mr. Albert,apparently card mislaid. Campus mail.
Friday Aug. 25, 19448 – 12 [E. L Ogden]1:30 – 4Will begin by filling in some omissions of days past. A postscript to Aug. 11 entry: Whenasking about Mr. Kramer’s fee Dean Witham told me that a recent survey by Ass’n Amer. L.Schools had shown that the greatest improvement in relations between law schools andbench + bar had come from opening giving all lawyers the right to use the library forreference. Dean Witham had intended to propose this for our library and Mr. Wicker toosaid he was in favor of it. With this in view, Dean Witham suggested no one be reminded offees for the present. I did not want to record this at the time because the students are toomuch interested in their own prospects for use of the library not to get word of this ifrecorded at a time when a student assistant has access to the record. Mr. Jones while onduty was assigned most of the filing of loose leaf material, wrapped + labeled packages(Fed. Reg. +c) and made notes of book reviews. Miss Helen Harris, of Main Lib. clerical staffdid collating, ruled check cards, some loose leaf filing, and printed lots of labels for Balconyshelves.
Found out that neither Mr. Wicker nor Dean Witham had actually counted up how near to,or how far from the 5 yr. $10,000 requirement the Lib expenditures actually are, so afterlooking up figures reported on questionnaires 1939/40 to date and calculating amountsspent plus amounts reported for binding, minus amount spent for rebinds as shown on mybindery lists, took the result to Miss Ringo this morning and asked to have my figureschecked with Main Lib records and figures added for 1942/43, 1943/44 which I lacked. Ialso checked for 1943/44 the Law Lib. acc’n lists to get the number of court reports,session laws + legislative journals received as a result of exchange of similar Tenn. materialallotted by legislative act to Univ. Lib. for use or exchange. Did not look up individual itemsbut assumed all state of these types of publications for other states came as exchangeexcept N.Y. reports. Counted in the 2 cops of Tenn. repts + sess. laws + 1 cop. of Tenn.legislative journals kept in Lib. but not any of these that are kept in faculty offices. LearnedMr. Wicker is authorized to act as dean for any matter requiring action before a new one isofficially appointed.Checked all books charged to Dean Witham + collected periodicals he didn’t want to bebrought to Lib. All charges OK, including Tenn. Acts. One vol. Hicks Unauthorized practiceof law which had a “permanent charge” 27 Ap. 36 was missed in checking several years ago.Didn’t turn up. Mr. Kohler, for RR Kramer, used Lib.
Saturday, Aug. 26, 19449 – 12 E. L. OgdenMr. Hobbs (with Law Lib. staff members consent) and Mr. Kohler, for RR Kramer used Lib.Sorted dups + listed dups of periodicals from Dean’s office. Also file of Amer law school rev.making as complete a file as possible for Deans Off. and listing rest as dups. Campus mail.
Monday, Aug. 28 19449 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Mr. William Piper (for Cates, Smith + Long contracts) used Lib. Finished memo for Mr.Wicker + Mr. Jesse on 5 yr. expenditures for books for Law Lib. + calculations of sums spenton new binding for same period. Also counted Acts, reports and leg. journals rec’d inexchange. Showed Mr. Wicker who said he was going out of town for a few days + wouldask Mrs. Morris to type it with a cop. for Mr. Jesse, which she did including a cop for LawLib. file. Query by phone asked if we had Ala. Code 1940 + if not where? Suggested TVALegal Dept. Shifted some periodicals. Filed the cop of memo to Mr. Wicker + Mr. Jesse inQuestionnaire folder.
Tuesday Aug. 29 19449 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Finished shifting periodicals in RR. + did some other clearing out.
Wed. Aug. 30 19449 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Mr. Coyne (TVA) used Library morning + afternoon. Shelved in B. + attended to variouspending matters. On way home at noon took note to Mr. Jesse waiting since Monday AM forcampus mail which came today. Miss Ringo phoned to ask if 1943 sup to Michie’s dig hadcome. I said no. She would order. She thought she might be able to sell an extra cop. of C.J., +asked if annotation vols could be included. I said they wouldn’t be needed here. Brought todate serial + cat shelf records.
Thurs. Aug. 31, 19449 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Mr Coyne again almost all day. Mr. Piper (for Mitchell Long (contract)) early in am. Finishedchecking cards for accessions, helped Mr. C. a little (not to call it ref.) Wrote an addendumto my note memo on expenditures – gave one to Mr. Wicker, addressed another to Mr. Jesse(which I mean to take him on way home) + did various last minute jobs before starting onleave to morrow. Campus mail at 4.
Friday, Sept. 1. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Mrs. Morris sick. Added statistics for Aug. A young man to find serviceman’s ReadjustmentAct July 44 in U.S. Code Cong. service.
Saturday, Sept. 2 19449 – 12 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Coyne – T.V.A. Mrs. Morris sick. Took messages. Book revs. Shelf cards.
Monday, Sept. 4. 1944Labor Day.Closed.
Tuesday, Sept. 5. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Mrs. Morris says Mr. Wicker has been made Acting Dean. Made shelf labels.
Wednesday Sept. 6. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4MR. Ben Wynick (contract) only visitor. Campus mail.
Thursday Sept. 7. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Campus mail.
Friday, Sept. 8. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Mr. Stauss, faculty, used Library.
Saturday, Sept. 9. 19449 – 12 H. H. TurnerRead + straightened R.R. shelves
Monday, Sept. 11. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Same as yesterday. Mr. Thomason, contract, used Library. Campus mail.
Tuesday, Sept. 12. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Mr. Greenwood, for Kramer, (fee) and Mr. Parkey, cont. used Library. Mrs. Morris said thatMr. Sansbury of Wake Forest and Mr. Kohler and Mr. Ramey had been appointed on LawFaculty. the 1st will teach Torts + Contracts, the 2d Adm Law, + the 3d Bills + notes. Mr.Kohler made his first appearance. Mr. Kohler, new law faculty member, and Mr. Stauss, fac.used Library.
Wednesday, Sept. 13. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Mr. Wicker has given Library the following official list of Faculty.Robt. M. JonesWilliam H. Wicker (Dean)Dale F. Stansbury (new)Parttime:Kohler, Ramey, Privette, and Steinmetz.
Thursday, Sept. 14. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4The doctor has told MRs. Morris to stay at home until blisters on her hands are cured. Mr.Wickr brought up list of subjects to be taught 1st +2 term, and asked me to make copies ofTentative schedule for him + for Library. Took tel. messages. Mr. Piper, for Mr. MitchellLong, cont., and Mr. Carty, for Mr. McConnell used Library. Mr. Shoemaker, alumnus withthe U.S. Civil Service Com. Erie, Pa. paid a long visit.
Friday, Sept. 15. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Mr. Stauss, faculty, used Library a.m. + p.m. Mr. James Johnson (cont.) Finished reading andstraightening R.R. shelves. Mrs. Morris back for a short time. She is better.
Saturday, Sept. 16. 19449 – 12 [H. H. Turner]Mr. Orr cleaned Library. Mrs. Morris absent so took messages. Mr. Strauss (contract) usedLibrary. Judge Jones only other person in building.
Monday, Sept. 18. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 410:45 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4
Tuesday, Sept. 19. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Cop. inventory R.R. 4b.9 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Caught up with inspection of accessions to date.
Wednesday September 20, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCop. inventory. Mr. N.B. Morrell, contract, used Library. Campus mail.7 – 9:30 E. L. OgdenSent Main Lib. statistics reports for July +Aug.
Thursday, Sept. 21. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner1 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenPhoned Mr. Ramey to ask if his class in Admin. procedure would want more than the 3available cops of Final rept. Atty Gen’l’s Ctte on Admin. proc. (2 Lib.’s and 1 Ramey’s) Toldhim that Pike + Fischer’s Loose Leaf service on Admin. law also contained a summary ofsome chapters and full text of other. He hadn’t seen Pike + Fischer. I suggested he mightlook at it next time he came, also told him of a Ctte rept (House Rep) giving text of Smithbill, introduced Aug 25 44 to require late admin. procedure. He said this might be put onreserve too. He has 6 in class – thinks we have no need of more cops of final report. Mrs.Pieper came in near closing time. She has been transferred to Knoxville but was asked notto begin to take time off for law study until the second term so she can be sufficientlyfamiliar with her new work to go ahead with it by herself at odd hours when she makes upthe hours off. She returned Beveredge v. 1 + 2 and I let her take v. 3 as she is onlytemporarily out, I thought she has the same rights now as in vacation time.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Friday, Sept. 22. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Mr. Wicker says that in connection with the sesqui-centennial of the Univ. there is to be aLaw School forum Nov. 10. He will have the subject the future of legal education; JudgeJones the history of the Law school; Mr. Key Legal education + the bar. From now on Mr.Wicker wants to see anything published on his subject. The Law Institute will be inNashville, Nov. 17. Mr. Garland brought case note list for 1944/45. At night Mr. Wicker, Mr.Stansbury.
Saturday, Sept. 23. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerDusted current periodicals + display. Cleaned top of desk. Campus mail.12:15 45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenVarnished desk linoleum. Hunted for material on post-war legal education. (Counted Ref.-General)
Monday, Sept. 25. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Wrote Mrs Clemens to ask whether she had any dups of Atty Gen’l’s CtteAdmin Proc. Final report we could have for circ. Mr. Parish asked if book store had any forsale – he wanted one if assignments continue to be as long. 4 students – 1 fac. all stayed along time. Mr. Wicker brought Judge Green’s paper.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Sept. 26. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorke don Judge Green’s papers. Mr. Ramey came + selected some Monographs too for hisclass in admin. law. Miss Harris phoned meeting in Mr. Jesse’s office Friday at 4 P.M.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Sep. 27 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenContinued work on Judge Green’s papers. Took Judge Jones some of my notes on the historyof the Law College.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenContinued work on Judge Green’s paper.
Thursday, Sept. 28. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Finished (or quit) work on Judge Green’s paper.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerTook care of vols. rec’d in Campus Mail.
Friday, Sep. 29, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Wicker came up with Mr. Nigro to show him what to study for coming exam. forpractice in U.S. dist. courts. He told Mr. N. that “both of them” could use Lib. for this study. Ispoke to Mr. Wicker about the broken window in the stack room – he said he had writtenMr. Kirkman + sent a letter to Mr. Hess + would phone again. The paper Mr. Orr nailed on isnot holding + I pointed out that to leave the window as it is risks damage to pricelessbooks. Learned from Mr. John Trent that he is “working with” Shell and Hobbs and thatthey had accepted the offer of Amer + Engl. Encycl. of Law 30 v. from Mrs. Ida MillerHarbison and she had given them a good many other books besides. Some of these she hadsent to Lawson McGhee but told them they might have them if the Lib did not want to storethem. It turned out they didn’t want to. Mr. Trent says Hobbs + Shell had taken in $1000.00since June. Lib. conference of dept heads this P.M. Hadn’t noted a few days ago that Mrs.Harbison (1018 Chipman St.) had phoned a few days ago to ask if I could tell her of someyoung lawyer who might like the encycl. set as she was moving to a smaller place + didn’twant to store it. I suggested Shell + Hobbs and said I’d phne them about it. Evidently theylost no time in seeing her. They The books had belonged to her father, Mr. Miller, who dieda few days years ago.12.45 – 5.30 H. H. Turner7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner(for ELO because of heavy, continued rain.)
Saturday, Sep. 30, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenAttended to bindery records. Wrote Dr. Lee Greene to ask if he wanted the mimeographedmaterial we filed for Dean Witham when he was on the War labor board. I saw by the paperthat Dr. Greene succeeded him in this work. Wrote Registrar’s Off to send a U.T. register1943/44. Mrs. Morris phone for one some time ago + they said it would be sent but it nevercame. Jerome Templeton (Jellico) used Lib.12.45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerFootball game. Only Mr. Stansbury in Library.
Monday, Oct. 2. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Mark Webster for James Carr, contract, used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenLooked up data for inter extra-lib users July – Sep ref. + inter lib. loan statistics July Sep.Asked Mr. Wicker whether there was to be a meeting about books in Oct. He said not now –no money – later in the year perhaps. Mr. Shivery (U.T. Fac.) borrowed Life of Marshall v. 1.Said some of the family claimed descent from his brother Thomas Marshall. Also asked if Iwas the one who lived in Rugby. He was curious to learn who owned property around theresince the lumberman died. He may ask Miss Turner about it when he returns the book.Campus mail.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Oct. 3. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Revised + copied list of pam. subjects. 2 students in afternoon, no reader at night.
Wednesday, Oct. 48 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenLong call from Tyree Harris, here for a Supreme Ct. case. Mr. Paul Keelshaw, N.L.R.B.Atlanta Office used Wigmore’s Evidence. Miss Ringo phoned binding would be sentSouthern L.B. next Thursday. Showed one new student the Lib. Asked him to send others.
12.45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerA faculty member used Library - Shivery? Dr. Lee Green phoned Miss Ogden that he wouldbe very glad to have all War Labor literature sent him by Campus Mail. The man usingLibrary is connected with U.S. government (Keelshaw). Mrs. Morris says that Mr. Wickerwishes every any one to use law library, tho only contract + fee can take out books. CampusMail.7 – 9:20 E. Lucy Ogden.Spent most of the evening reading College Research Libraries. No readers. Listing names ofusers of Library doesn’t mean we are trying to exclude. The Law college hasn’t entireexclusive regulation of this. Our reports have to be made to the Main University Librarianand until we get instructions to change we will have to keep on using the same form as wehave been doing. (Excuse leaky pen!)
Thursday, Oct. 5. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple index.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenSent Miss Ringo back a letter from Shepard to her asking us to return NY. Statute CitationsNovember no. + they will cancel our subscription which would begin with that number. Inoted on letter that Sep. no came Sep. 18 and was last rec’d and I had noted on check cardto send Nov. no to Miss Ringo when it comes. Wonder why they expect to send it, anyway.Moot Court met. – wasn’t scheduled for today. Talked to Mr. Wicker about students notusing the Lib. enough + could the faculty encourage them to do so. Asked if it wouldn’t beall right for me to phone Mr. Steinmetz + ask him to announce an invitation for them tovisit the library, singly or together and be shown around. He said OK. Mr. W.P. O’Neil(contract) came late and said asked if he could stay after I leave because he has to argue acase tomorrow that was set for next week, with briefs that were prepared by Mr. Jarvis whohas been in the S. Pacific for a year. I phoned Mr. Wicker and got his assent. Began to get theN.WLB releases in shape to send Dr. Lee Greene.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. O’Neil (contract) here all the eve.
Friday, Oct. 6. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Irvin Saxton (contract) to use Words + Phrases. Worked on Temple bibl. Had 5 studentshere at one time.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Campus mail. U.T. 1943/44 Register rec’d. Mrs. Morris had asked + been promised one inAug. I wrote + reminded Registrar’s Office Sep. 30. So here at last! Forgot after all to getPhoned a message to Mr. Steinmetz asking him to tell new students they could be shownthe Lib. any time. Finished listing and packing Nat’l War Labor Board material for DFr. LeeGreen. Did not note yesterday that men put new pane in the broken window NW stacks.
Saturday, Oct. 7. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerUsual Saturday chores, dusting curr periods., display, digests, desk.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenSent Miss D. Harris statistics for Sep. (book, circulation, reference) and extra-Univ. usersstatement for July, Aug., Sep. Mr. Stauss used Lib. No students. Inspected possiblecandidates for binding.
Monday, Oct. 9. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenN.B. Morrell (contract) used Lib. 1 student all afternoon. Mr. Stansbury in and out a gooddeal. Brought cat + shelf cds to date for vols ret’d from bindery. Wrapped 2 vols for bindingand sent note to Miss Harris Miss Eakin. Fire extinguishers were inspected.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Oct. 10. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerLaw College had first furnace fire.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Looked through 68 ABA report for Ctte pubs.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerA Mr. Mayo from Nashville, new student, spent most of eve. in Library and wanted to beshown about. He says he will be here often.
Wednesday Oct 11 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenFound in checking acc’n lists with cards that 2 cops of Book 5 pt. 1 Code fed. reg. had come.Wrote Miss Bergen to ask which is to be returned. Also wrote that cards for Hulbert, Legalphrases +c rec’d June 14 haven’t come.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Cecil Babcock, Lenoir City lawyer, used Library. Also Mr. Shivery facultymember.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenNo readers.
Thursday, Oct. 12. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenStudents Garland + Culvahouse the only readers. Sent Main Lib the Docs. on Militarygovernment of occupied Germany 1918-20 rec’d some time ago, Mr. Wicker approving.Resumed work on revising cards in cat. for pamphlets.
7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner2 new students (one, Mr. Jones) at opening. Also Mrs. Caldwell, Later Mr. Mayo.
Friday, Oct. 13. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20In afternoon 4 new students; 1 asked to be shown around, all stayed some time. W.W. Pipercame for a book but did not stop to use Library. A letter referred addressed to Lib DeanWitham listed the books wanted by the committee for sending law books to prisoners ofwar. (See this record for July 20) Got these into cartons in B. + got out shelf and official listcards on which changes will have to be made. Campus mail. Set clock to correct time.
[Saturday, Oct. 14, 1944]8 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenTalked to Mr. Wicker about the books to go to War Prisoners. He will talk to Mr. Orr aboutthe possibilities of packing for shipment from here, + if not feasible will talk to Mr. Jesseabout it getting Main Lib. to do it. Gave Judge Jones some more material on history of lawcollege. Several students in Law Lib. Answered Mrs. Clemens question of yesterday sayingthat the best portrait of Hugh Lawson White to have reproduced is the one in Nancy Scott’sbiog., the one she spoke of. The others we have here are reproductions of that and none ofthem reproduces the autograph which would interest the Ark. Library in the county namedfor H.L. White.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerLawyer from T.V.A. “looked around Libr.” He asked about night classes. When I said told hecould borrow through TVA Legal Dept. Lib he said he wasn’t in Legal dept but in personnel.
Monday, Oct. 16. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Morrell (contract) used Library. Someone from Oak Ridge who has enquired before,asked if we had N.Y. Consolidated Laws and is coming here to use them. Worked on Templeindex. William Clark, ’35 paid a visit. He is a teacher of Air service. Mr. Stauss, faculty usedLibrary.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenAt Main Lib this A.M. learned that when books for prisoners of war are withdrawn the bookplate, perforation stamp on t.p. + on p. 33 are to be stamped “discarded” (Main Lib. hasstamp).Miss Bergen offered it to me but I said I did not want to do it in B where there is no place towork + did not want to bring the books down to the desk until arrangements for packingwere made. Mr. Wicker will see Mr. Jesse about this. Mr. J. + Miss Ringo are still away.Begged Miss some big clean used manila envelopes from Miss Eakin. She offered to sendmore from time to time. Mr. Stansbury, Mr. Piper and Miss Bresnahan only users of Lib. Mr.P. returned a book + did considerable telephoning about some rush business that hadturned up at the office. Worked on cat refs for pamphlets.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Mayo, student, used Library all eve. Also Mr. Stansberry [sic] for short time.
Tuesday. Oct. 17. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerSix students at one time, Dr. Green, (faculty) and Mr. Thomason Devault, (contract) usedLibrary. Dr. Green used books relating to Labor. Wrong again! It is Mr. Ramey, faculty.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. DeVault again. Mr. Culvahouse. No other readers. Continued revision of refs.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday Oct 18 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenCopied and verified list of books to be sent to prisoners of war (see this Record 24 July + 13Oct.) Mr. Wicker will consult Mr. Jesse about packing. I told Mr. W. that ownership markswere to be cancelled before they are packed + that as there was no place in Balcony towork, nor is it convenient to have them around in Lib, I’d rather wait to do it untilarrangements for packing are made. Explained to two students that cards for books in RR-5are to be signed while books are in use in room. Our circ. statistics may look up a little.12 45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Privette, fac. Mr. Garland, Mr. Parrish. Campus mail. Mr. Bill Trent back fromWashington, paid a visit.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenCraig Caldwell 8 – 9:20 only reader. Wanted Adv. sheet to 88 US L. Ed. no. 11 – couldn’t findit + no charge.
Saturday, Oct. 21. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. John M. Elliot Vice President of The Harrison Company came to look around. His Co. isbuying dups. from the T.V.A. Chattanooga library and hoped to interest us in some of thecollection. Showed him around Library. He stayed sometime and is coming back. Dusteddisplay + current periods. Worked on Temple bibl. Mr. Wicker says he will try to get moreboxes but thinks only a part of collection for war prisoners may get sent.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Elliot again. Talked quite a while but I fear got no satisfaction. I learned from him thatall the Chatta. law book the TVA Legal Dept here didn’t have are being brought here andinclude N.Y.S., and reports + codes prior to Reporters of states where TVA has business. Heinquired about Codes. Told him some were asked to be ordered that couldn’t be becausefunds gave out. Worked on cat cds. + notified Main Lib Miss Bergen of instance where L.C.cds + our cops weren’t alike.
Monday, Oct. 23. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Shell to get signature of witnesses to good moral character of himself and Mr. Hobb inapplication for federal Bar Exam.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Irvin Saxton used Lib. Campus mail. Sent note to Miss Eakin about binding Law +Contemp pam. Main Lib. cop. Changed cards for prisoners of war vols withdrawn and sent alist to Miss Bergen.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Mayo only user.
Tuesday, Oct. 24. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Paul Keelshaw and Albert D Maynard of N.L.R.B., Atlanta, used Lib. Mr. Maynard said hemight be in again tomorrow. Said law school in Atlanta had given up all day classes but hadnight classes. Campus mail brought Encycl. of forms. The very last I think, of the H. VanDeventer books (his lib. bought June or July ’43) that will come to us.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday Oct. 25 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMended Encycl. Forms rec’d yesterday.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner4 students used Library. Mr. Ely, contract.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenMended. No readers.
Thursday, Oct. 26. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner
Friday, Oct. 27. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerHoliday for E.T.E.A.Mr. Orr swept Library. Mr. Jones, Garland, Mr. Stansbury. Mr. Bishop U.S. Army used Tenn.Code. No classes today – E.J. Ed’l Ass’n. meeting.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20No student, but Mr. Stauss, Mark Webster (for Jas. Carr, contract) were here a long time so,with the Army man, Law Lib. was not without a reader all afternoon. Miss Currell phonedthat some one at Farm wanted a 1932 Michie’s Code + had Law one that could be lent him“indefinitely.” I said we had 2 cops of the 1932 and the 1937 suppl. + I put them in Campusmail. Decided to put Encycl. Forms with Bankruptcy reports – not because they haveanything to do with each other but because I can find room for them there. Looked overAmer. Law + Lawyers for items of possible interest to Mr. Wicker. No readers at night.Mended.
Saturday, October 28, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Steinmetz brought his Legal Bib. class to Library for the last quarter hour of their class.Campus mail. Rearranged sections of Bankruptcy Repts in N.E. stck to make room forEncycl. forms.12.45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerNo users but Mr. Stansbury.
Monday, Oct. 30. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner3 students + Mr. Stansbury nearly all eve.
Tuesday, Oct. 31. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMore activity last night + this a.m. than for some time. Judge Burnett McAmis used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenJudge McAmis in Lib. and Myron Ely (for L.C. Ely, contract). Campus mail.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner1 students all eve.
Wednesday, Nov. 1, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Finished writing on Official List cards the story of books given to Prisoners of War.Collecting the information given in this record on various dates, facts are: In July ’44 DeanWitham received a request from Dean Warner Fuller (Wash. Univ. School of Law, St. Louis)Chairman of the Committee on Legal Literature and Education for Law Students in theArmed Students Forces. He wanted a list of books that could be spared for the use ofprisoners of war. Duplicates, of older eds. of case books + treatises, that could be spared forlaw study + discussion groups in prisoners camps, overseas, some of which were alreadyorganized and in operation. He suggested that the faculty members as well as the Librarymight have some suitable material. After consulting with faculty members as to whichvolumes had some value for the purpose, a list of dups. was prepared for Dean Witham +for Mr. Jesse (who was away at the time) and given them July 24. A reply addressed to DeanWitham (who had resigned Aug. 31) came from Dean Fuller Oct. 13 (dated Oct. 10) listingthe vols desired and giving directions for shipping to War Prisoners Aid, YMCA, N.Y. Thevols. offered by the Law Library were chiefly treatises which came with the Knoxville BarLib Ass’ns Collection + duplicated those already in the Law Lib. A few were students textsof which the Library had more than one copy, no longer needed in demand as newereditions had taken their place. The volumes wanted were collated from the shelves, be inthe Balcony brought to the reading room floor July 18, inspected for soundness, somecleaning and mending done and on Oct. 23 stamped discarded (Main Lib. stamp borrowedfor this) book charge cards removed and Law Library records attended to, + a list sent toMain Lib. for correction of records there. Some difficulty was experienced in getting soundcartons for packing, Main Lib. sent 2 (not very good), Mr. Wicker brought some, Law Libhad some (not very good) and finally, the best 3 among them were selected by Mr. Wicker,who provided brot line for typing them up, Mrs Morris procuring gummed paper, and onOct 27 Mr. Wicker, Mr. Culvahouse + Miss Bresnahan carried them down to the office floor,Mr. Wicker + Mrs. Morris with others help got them shipped. E.L.O. filed a cop of the list inBaker – Witham correspondence folder (which needs a new name).
12:45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerAt Staff meeting (Univ. Cafeteria) Saturday Oct. 28 night, the following notes were taken:Notes taken at Staff Meeting 10-28Miss Jean Adams, who presided, said that it had been suggested that after Christmas wehave meetings every 3 or 4 weeks on Friday afternoons (using Library time) to discussprofessional topics. These would not take place of present conferences, but supplementthem. Mr. Jesse then made the following remarks, after which the meeting adjourned, asbuilding was about to be closed. He reported from a recent meeting be had attended inChicago (?) stressing need of a professional attitude in library work, when in contact withthe persons whom we serve. The chief concern now is the use of Library by returnedmembers of Armed Forces who will come pouring into our schools + colleges. We muststart now preparing for them. He advocates having library divided into sep. units so theycan be handled more quickly and easily. Each of these sections will be in charge of amember of the staff which will have to be greatly increased to cope with increasingdemands. He urges staff to read current library publications to help to maintainprofessional attitude. Those will be a great demand for So. American material, especiallypams. Need of increased appropriation for books. There will be a 50 percent increase ofnon taxpayers using Library. Realistic us[?] academic methods will be necessary.Worked on Temple bibl.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenFiled cat. cards.
Thursday, Nov. 2. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Scaife of Oak Ridge for CEE.W. used Lib. seemed pleased with what he found; says hemay come again. From 1 to 3 students in Lib. all afternoon. Mr. Scaife was on Yale Law Jour.Bd. 1935/36 he said7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, Nov. 3, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenChanged schedule because of Lib. conf. this P.M. at 4. A lady (whom I did not ask to register)wanted to see grounds of divorce in R.I. Got what she wanted from Martindale + VernierFam. law. (Ref. general). Mr. Scaife of Oak Ridge.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus Mail. Mr. Scaife continued to use Library.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenAt conference this afternoon, there was a discussion of statistics. Mr. Jesse’s idea is to statethem but not stress them. He and various others present gave instances in which differentlibraries counted so differently that comparison meant nothing, but as Mr. Jesse said, theyare often what a library’s class is judged by. He favors having them reported but countedconservatively. Some mention was made of a library room(?) to be placed in Ayres Hall andtalk about a library for a student center – about which I knew nothing. Engineering, too,seems to want an increased collection of non-professional books especially consideringneeds of stu expected students who may not have had full high school courses. Miss Ringosaid the U.T. faculty were consulted as to what type of state docs they were interested inand that she had notes of what the UT Library had so she wouldn’t be selecting dups. of UTcollection. That they were first shown a very large collection, not including Ill., from whichthey could take anything they wanted, and then the Ill. state pubs from which they couldtake just so 3 cops were left. Mr. Jesse said Miss R. had calculated that what they selectedwould amount, conservatively, to several thousand dollars worth and the cost, includingfright + their expense about accounts about $300.00. He said they hadn’t decided when tounpack it but that would have to be done before they go to Minnesota on a similar errand,arrangements being underway. After the meeting, I talked to Mr. Jesse about the proposalMr. Wicker is going to make about admitting all lawyers to Lib. for reference use. Mr.Wicker spoke of it when he was driving me home yesterday + I thought Mr. Jesse should beposted as to what is coming. Mr. Stauss used Lib. asked some questions about use of Gen’ldigest. Didn’t count it ref. Two students also in for a while.
Saturday, Nov. 4. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Steinmetz had no class today.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss King (TVA) phoned to ask if we had addresses of bar ass’n presidents + secretaries instates around Tenn., Ky, N.C., Ala, Ga., Miss. Said we might get them from some of the lawjournals but the best way to get them would be to go through A.B.A. journal current nos. +each of which has accounts of state bar meetings held + officers elected TVA isn’t gettingthis now. She said some one might come to look at them. Rearranged U.T. pubs so as tohave as complete a set as possible in RT whether the nos. had been cat’d as U.T. Records ornot. We have 1892/93 – 1842/43 except 2 nos. Also did some shelving in B.
Monday, Nov. 6. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMiss King, T.V.A. Law Librarian, came to collect addresses of bar ass’n presidents.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss D. Harris asked number of periodicals rec’d by gift or exchange. To get this, it wasnecessary to decide which of TL.R’s exchange are to be paid for this year + which of thosepaid for last year haven’t come. Did not quite finish the job. Phoned Miss Harris to let it beknown that Law Lib wants 29 Cornell as soon as may be after it comes from bindery (CraigCaldwell phoned to ask if it was here.) Mrs. Scaife used Lib.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner2 students used Library.
Tuesday, Nov. 7. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenHunted up data on Tenn. + Va. boundary question for a letter from Maurice V. Samuels1261 North Flores St. Hollywood Calif ask addressed to Pres. Hoskins asking informationabout a Tenn. or Va. physicist Vernon Rader or Tenn. or Va. judge, Victor ( ) Hudson and theVa.-Tenn. boundary. It was given Mr. Wicker who brought it to the Library. Called it“Search.”7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday Nov. 8, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenFinished lokoing up data fro the Calif. leter. Called it all “Search” counting woek of HHT +ELO both days. Did not record yesterday that Mr. Wicker brought up a letter from Ass’nAmer. Law Schools exec. ctte to the effect that cost of binding new periodicals could not becounted as part of the $1500.00 required adequate annual amt spent for books, but the Cttewould consider it again when it meets Nov. 17.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMade biog. slips for 18 Tenn Law Rev 57 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenOne student all evening. Did routine work.
Thursday, Nov. 9. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished statistical reports for Main Lib. + put in campus mail. Tired to find a case for MissKing (TVA) cited as 15 NY State 227. Didn’t, but concluded the citation was to N.Y. StateReporter, (Nat’l Reporter series) which began 1886 and was discontinued in 1897.Compared two cds of Harv. Quinq. cat. 1894 + 1909 to see whether the earlier needed to bekept.
7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Friday, Nov. 10. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerQuite a number of 1st yr. students here mmost of forenoon. A student from Hill came tohunt up a Supreme Court case. Mr. Culverhouse and I assisted him.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Campus mail. Mr. Scaife all afternoon. Tried to find something about Canadian law hewanted but did not succeed. Called it “general.” No readers at night.
Saturday, Nov. 11, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Steinmetz class met in Library.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerA (Torts) student named Merrell all afternoon.
Monday, Nov. 13. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMiss Norwood, T.V.A. technical Libr. asked me to locate a quotation from a speech by Gov.Hadley of Ohio, at Ohio’s Constitutional Convention 1873. (“The government is right thatgoverns me,”) also biographical material about governor. Looked thro Ohio bar journals,also various other sources. His son is mentioned in Who’s who in jurisprudence. Counted ingeneral. She really wanted Jour. of Ohio Constitutional Conv. 1873.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Currell phoned to ask address to which we sent law books for prisoners of war. Themother of a prisoner in Japan wanted to send him some books on horticulture. I got theaddress from the letter filed in College Off. Don’t know whether it will help any. PhonedMiss Harris that I’d be at Miss Goehring’s Sat. night if nothing happens to prevent. MissHarris said Main Lib. would be open Friday but anyone wanting to go to exercises would beexcused.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerOne student (Mr. Mayo) here all eve.
Tuesday, Nov. 14. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Wayne Parkey, Contract, used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss King phones to ask if we had a 1944 Case Penna court. Discovered her citation had thename wrong (Dauphin County Ct) but we hadn’t the case. Judge Jones Campus mail broughtnote from Miss Goehring that as to cleaning library for the sesqui-centennial Friday.Phoned Miss Harris to tell her Law Lib would keep its usual hours but + HHT would be offin morning and ELO in the afternoon. Judge Jones returned notes on Law Lib history whichI sorted + put back in vertical file.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerOne student all eve.
Wednesday Nov. 15 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. M. F. Carter wanted to consult authorities on Patent law. 2 stuents.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenContinued work on Inventory list B.1-5. No readers.
Thursday, Nov. 16. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMrs. Morris says that Mr. Hess has ordered all buildings closed tomorrow 10-1 for theSesqui Centennial.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20In afternoon Mr. Lehmann (law student) of Oak Ridge brought his mother to see Lib. Mr.Wicker said he was going to talk to Mr. Jesse. I showed him copies of statements we makeof extra Lib Univ. users + repeated how that fines were set to conform with Main Lib. prac.+ to carry out rules of KBLA for keeping out those who would make a habit of using it forlaw practice. Did not see him after he came back. No readers, afternoon or night. Copiedsome inventory sheets + read lists of U.T. students to refresh my memory. Most of them Ido not remember.
Friday, Nov. 17. 19448 – 9:40 H. H. TurnerClosed until 1 for Sesqui Centennial.1 – 1:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Scaife (from Oakridge)1:45 – 4:30 H. H. Turner4:30 – 5:30 E. Lucy Ogden7 – 9:30
Saturday, Nov. 18. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Ward Case, Jamestown, came to use Gray, Perpetuities.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenNo readers.
Monday, Nov. 20. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenSorted publisher’s circulars. 4 students stayed most of the afternoon.7 – 9 20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Nov. 21. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerAn elderly gentleman, J.M. Moore, came to look up a Fla. statute found it in Martindale.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenNo readers. Mr. Stansbury is writing a book on N.C. law + asked if he could take N.C. reportsthat are covered by N.E. reporter (v. 96 – date) + keep them in his office until the book isfinished. He had asked Mr. Wicker’s approval + seen Mr. Orr about getting Mr. Orr to moveout other things to make room for them. I said I thought it wouldn’t inconvenience anyoneto do as he asked. He agreed that if any one vol was wanted in case N.E. was in use, the setin his room would be available. About 8 shelves full.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Nov. 22, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenDr. Abraham A Kaufman M.D. used Tenn. Code for laws admitting M.D.’s to practice in Tenn.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl. index. Moot Court.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenCleared out some more advt. circs from vertical file. Mr. Stansbury carried down some ofthe N.C. reports he asked for. No readers.
Thursday, Nov. 27. 1944Thanksgiving Day – Federal8 – 1 H. H. TurnerLibrary closed 10 -11 for service. Mrs. Morris away, so took telephone calls.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenNo readers. Mrs. Pieper returned a book and remained to talk a while – left at 5:30. Mr.Wicker brought up what seemed to be campus mail. He says the forum addresses may bepublished.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday Nov. 24 19448 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden1 student reader for a short time. Put in order some of the clippings pams +c. resurrectedfrom the “What disposition?” collection in the vertical file.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl. index. Mrs. Morris brought up Exam. schedule.
7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenAt conference this P.M. the Main Lib people talked about the use of the new phone. All thatconcerns outsiders is that what we do is to call up the Library number and then ask for thedepartment we want. We can ask for individuals, of course, but they can’t arrange for adifferent signal for each individual so they will just call the dept. (ref., or cat., or whatever)and some one there will answer; then you can call ask for the person. Students will beallowed to use it to call up fac. members or for other Univ. business, are referred to payphone for personal. They use the phone at loan desk when they need to, not any of theother phones. I am not sure whether fac. do the same or whether they use the phone fromany where they happen to be – ref. or cat. +c. Miss Ringo announced that $2000.00 hadbeen secured for a research fund, $500.00 of this had been allotted to Law, I think Chem. +engineering were to get smaller sums and about $600.00 divided up else where. The sumfor Law is what they counted on to cover continuations for this fiscal year and it will not beenough for anything more unless a few books needed in courses. A Mr. Nicholas is takingover some of Mr. Kirkman’s duties including janitor crews. Some of the University displaycollections are being moved into the hall near the front door (I think) to remain there as“storage” until the Lib. decides they are not wanted there. A bust(?) of Dante, + some lionswere mentioned (I haven’t seen them). There is talk of having rugs or tapestries put onsome walls in the halls as a help in deadening sound. Students’ use of typewriters wasmentioned. They can do it in the conference room but when not in use the typewriters areto be checked at the law desk. Main Lib. ink filling stations are wearing out and Ref. room isletting students fill pens free. Am going to ask whether this is to be the rule for us – willwait till I send in the Nov. cash. There is hope that the roof of Main Lib may be put in orderas the builder is under bond to do it and after that there will be some cleaning +redecorating of walls, beginning with cleaning the cat. rooms. Christmas holidays will bearranged as last year, Miss Goehring being designated to adjust the matter of substitutionwhere it is needed. The time allowed will be 4 days in addition to the three usually allowedfor all the Uni. Engineering will be closed all the time. Branches will let Miss Goehring knowwhat they need – All just as last year. Miss Bergen reports Mrs. Evans getting on well butcan’t tell when she will be back. Miss Ringo says three lots of binding are at the NationalBindery (including 22 Cornell l. q.), she has written several times and can’t find they havedone any of them yet. – the first lot went in July. The Main Lib has book plates for theKennerly gift and the cataloging will begin as soon as they can manage to do more thanbooks now ordered. There was discussion as to desirability of including in the new booklist a list of new periodicals subscribed for or long sets bought. This will be done, Iunderstand. Mr. Jesse Wicker came in to night and is disappointed that the money allottedto the Law will not go further. He had been informed of the amount but had understood itwould be in addition to amount needed for periodicals, not including them. He will see Mr.Jesse about it. P.S. meeting lasted till 5:30!
Saturday Nov. 25. 1944.8 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden3 weeks from today 6 PM. holidays begin. Campus mail. Returned to Mr. Wicker letter fromMr. Samuels of Los Angeles with all information I could gather on Prof Rader, Tenn.physicist, Judge Hudson (Tenn. Circ Ct?) (none on either, here or at Main), Tenn.-Va.boundary controversy. Filed in “Dean” “correspondence” a note of places searched andinformation found. I do not know whether the letter will be answered here or sent to Pres.Hoskins office. It was addressed to him + stamped “rec’d Sep. 29, 44” Mr. Wicker brought itto Law Lib. Nov. 6. There was no note on the letter as to what answer, if any had been giventhe writer on any of the questions asked. Told Mr. Caldwell about Cornell law quar. delay atbindery. He will ask Paul Clark to find out whether TVA Lib. or any has it or if anyone thereis a Cornell grad. who might be able willing for him to use it if he has it. Wrote Miss RingoBergen to ask if Reports of the US Tax court have been rec’d + are to be kept here incontinuation of the Board of Tax Appeals reports which has been kept at Law (v. 47 lastrec’d. for 1941); also asked to have ordered v. 7, 8 of Cum. suppl 1938-43 of Code fed reg.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner
Monday, Nov. 27. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl. index.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenH. Broome used Lib. for Judge Hicks. Gave Prepared for Mr. Wicker a memo as to Ky lawjour. not rec’d since May 43. – exchange cancelled? and if additional exchange wereconsidered how about Tex bar jour. (Proceedings refers to it for Ctte reports) Ga + Ky barjournals (for neighborhood interest) + Nat’l bar jour (negro.) with sample copy just rec’d.Decided to withhold note + write about Ky myself.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Nov 28, 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mr. Wicker came to say he had been talking with Mr. Jesse about allowingKnoxville bar to use Law Lib. for reference with out fee. That Mr. Jesse approved and so didPres. Hoskins and it now remains to learn if there will be any objection from contractholders. I showed him the registration cards and gave him copies of the two circulars thatwere sent to contract holders. I said I knew nothing about their probable attitude. I learnedfrom Mrs. Morris that Ky law jour is still on TLR mailing list so wrote for nos not rec’d todate + for current in future. Started on binding which is to be shipped. Mr. Hobbs came toreturn a book borrowed by Mr. Trent (John). Mrs. Morris got from me a list of periodicalsfor which Main Lib is to pay TLR $100.00. I had made it out some time ago when Main Libasked for a list of gifts.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wed. Nov. 29 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenW.W. Piper used Lib for Mitchell Long (contract). H. Broome brought back books that hadbeen borrowed for Judge Hicks. I asked him about the hist. of Knox Co. court he was to giveat E.T. Historical Soc. meeting. He says it will eventually form a part of a history of Knox Co.– that he has only one cop. now as he expects some modification will be made beforeprinting. Said a committee headed up by Miss Rothrock is getting it Knox leg. hist. done.Judge Green is one of those contributing, having offered to. Mr. B. examined county recordsfor his data using the typed cops. made for first 20 v. by WPA + the original data records forsubsequent. He was aware that Judge Green doesn’t habitually go back to original sourcesor check accuracy of those he quotes. He says Judge Hicks office has codes of states in thisFed. jurisdiction incl. Ohio + sometimes lawyers are allowed to use them but such use isn’tinvited. Miss Ringo phoned to send back 245 Ala. West pub. co sent it to Lib by mistake +wants it back. Records at Law are cancelled for this v.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Webster for Mr. Carr, contract, used Library. Also about half a dozen students. Campusmail.
7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner (substituting for E.L.O. because ofthreatening weather)
Thursday, Nov. 30. 1944H. H. TurnerState holiday. Thanksgiving Day
Friday Dec. 1. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner7 – 9:20Mr. Scaife? used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Scaife still – up to closing time.Says he is coming back next week. Mr. Wicker advisedkeeping old ed. of Ballantine Problems in RR-5 as new ed. isn’t available. Got binding ready(only 3 v.) after visiting Main Lib. this A.M. to find what Roxite to ask for “olive” as there isno sample. They use 6661 – haven’t a sample either. Miss Bergen had Main + Law shelf cdscorrected for our cop. of U.T. Magazine historical ed. which was sent also as a “rebind.”Calculated books interlib. + ref. statistics and extra-Univ. users. Mr. Wicker approved asuggestion of Mr. Stansbury that new law building should be air-conditioned. Mr. S. saysthat new medical libraries that have done this never have to clean the books.
Saturday, Dec. 2. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerCampus mail.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Baker came in for a long call leaving her Maryville friend in the car waiting. Miss B.didn’t know who was to be here, if anybody. Had a nice visit with her. Mr. Dickey, David W.used Lib. Told him Mr. Stuart (now in Navy) hadn’t renewed payment of fee, expired Aug 4.so Mr. D. will send fee to U.T. Treasurer. I lent him two books on his intention and gave hima note of Lib. hours. He says Jas. Iddins, another law grad is with him. Told him if Mr. Iddinswants to get books he must have a letter from Mr. Dickey authorizing it in Dickey’s name.Library cold 68° at 2:45. Did mostly housekeeping jobs. Heat began to come on about 5.
Monday, Dec. 4. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Scaife again.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Dec. 5. 19448 – 1 Helen H. TurnerMr. Parkey, contract, used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished getting data on periodical sets + codes in Lib. for Mr. Wicker’s information inpreparing for pub. statement of Judge Jones about the Law. Lib. As I remember it as he saidit, Lib. had “30 complete sets of periodicals” and “codes of states surrounding Tenn.”Investigation warranted a statement that we have 30 complete + current and more than 30others current, and complete for five – 20 years back; Codes with suppl. or sess. laws for 12states; Perhaps this gives a false impression because several of them are old codes, not thelatest – + this is true for N.C. Miss + Va. but the Ass’n requires 12 and some orders wereheld up for lack of funds. I thought under the circumstances it would be better not tomention states bordering Tenn. I filed details of the periodical + code count in vertical filefolder “Exchanges + other memoranda.” Sent Miss Goehring a note of Lib. hours Dec. 15 –Jan. 1 + told her Law Lib. staff would like to take our 4 days extra, each member one at atime + tell her later. now waiting to see what, if anything, turns up.
7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Dec. 6. 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Scaife used Lib. Mended.12:45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Scaife, and several students all p.m.7 – 9:20 E. L. Ogden2 students most of evening. Spent most of time looking for citations to TC (Tax court) casetoo new to be in bd. vols which Main Lib. has.
Thursday, Dec. 7. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail brought a book Mr. Hess had received from Gen Fowler + been asked toreturn to Law Lib. It should have been sent to Main. Mr. Wicker brought a sample of blanksto be filled out by each fac. member + for each former member 1935 or since. Asking tohave data on publications by each. Mr. Wicker asked to have them looked up for the onesthat have left, espec. Belsheim, Browder, Larson.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Francis Headman, contract, used Library, also Mr. Garland. Gave Mr. Headman Libr.schedule for holidays.
Friday, Dec. 8. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Mr. Kohler (Fac.) and Mr. Walter DeVault in Lib. most of P.M. Also 2 students working oncase notes. Mrs. Morris brought up campus mail. Mr. Garland all evening. Worked on list ofpapers by fac.
Saturday, Dec. 9. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden2 students working on case notes. Continued work on papers by fac. To get data asked forhave to give a “Description” of the article – slow work. Called it Search
Monday, Dec. 11. 19448 – 1 H. H. TurnerHelped for Mr. Piper, for Mr. C.H. Smith contract, find articles on Search and Seizure incurrent legal periodicals, especially bearing on 20 yr. old case Carroll v. Supreme Court.Counted in General12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20A Mr. J.H. Hodges of Hodges + Doughty asked to look at Ky stat. neither he nor Mr. D. haveeither contract or fee rights but I did not raise the question. He was here only a few minutes+ may not come again. Campus mail brought U.T. notes containing a notice of change inholiday dates.
Tuesday, Dec. 12, 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Students + Mr. Wicker busy with case notes. Had phone call from unknownparty wanting to know about a Fla. travel law tax law. Continued work on papers pub. byU.T. faculty. Mr. Kohler would be interested in having lists of U.T. Lib new books in future.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Dec. 13 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMiss D. Harris phoned to ask what make of desk calendars we had. Several students – testin torts to morrow.12:45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Iddins, who is taking Ross Stuart’s place, used Library. He is having membershiptransferred to him and will send check to U.T. Treasurer now that he has learned amountdue. Worked on Temple bibl. Campus mail.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenNo students.
Thursday, Dec. 14. 19448 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Bergen phoned that Miss Bolin is leaving to join the Red Cross hoping for dutyoverseas. Staff is getting a gift and planning a party Tues. night.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday Dec. 15 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenAttended to 1944 pocket supplements of Scott on Trusts (rec’d July 24) Vartanian Auto lawin Tenn. (rec’d Oct? 1944) and Moore on Fed. prac. (rec’d Dec. 4) having rec’d a note from RRingo that the bills hadn’t been rec’d but would be paid when they come. Mr. Bowers cameto get books for RR Kramer. Did not say anything to him about Mr. K owing fee and Mr. Bneeding letter (which at present Mr. K isn’t entitled to give). Would welcome a decision(final + decisive) on lawyer’s right to use Lib. Wonder whether the matter is to be taken upwith Exec. Ctte of Trustees?12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner
Saturday, Dec. 16. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner
Monday, Dec. 18.19449 – 12 H. H. Turner130 – 4Campus mail.
Tuesday, Dec. 19. 19449 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Conference of Dept. heads last Friday 4 – 5 P.M. Concerning ink for students, Miss Bolin saidstudents filled pens from Eng’s library ink free when they wanted to – were allowed to inCollege Library Office also. She had had her ink supply so long she did not know whetherCollege or Library supplied it. In Main Lib. Ref room students fill their pens from ink bottlesthat have been abandoned on library tables. No charge is made + pay not accepted whenoffered. So I said Law would not take pennies for it any more. Mr. Jesse said there musthave been a decision in the past about payment by students for ink but no one there couldtell him anything about it. He announced that Miss Bolin was leaving for Red Cross workand that Miss Karshner (who used to work in Main, then in TVA) was to take her placetemporarily (Miss B. is on leave of absence) but that when Miss B. comes back Miss K willbe transferred to catalog dept. so her appointment is not really temporary. Miss Currell toldof an offer from Jefferson City of books + bulletins belonging to an ex-exper. station manand Mr. Jesse advised she go there and look them over. As they seemed to be allagricultural, though it wouldn’t be necessary for Miss Ringo to go too, told Miss C. to makeout an expense account for the trip. She said she had enough gasoline. Miss Bergenreported that about half of the Kennerly books had been cat’d – there was a good deal ofsouthern biography, the books were in good condition and altogether it seemed to her themost valuable gift the library has had. She thought a note about them would be a good thingfr the Orange + White and there was discussion about whether a complete list had beenmade. Mr. Jesse said this would be well to have filed in the folder with correspondenceabout the Kennerly book plate. About the rule for fines, Mr. Jesse said it was not so much anew rule as an interpretation of an old one. That is all I remember.Miss Bolin leaves K for Washington for training for overseas work Jan. 8 but she doesn’tknow where she will be sent when trained. One more thing. She said Engineering College isor rather one man there is to be the editor of a new abstract journal for refrigerationengineers something like chemical abstracts for chemists. The national society ofrefrigeration engineers is to finance it and wanted it edited in Washington, but the manthey wanted as editor was here and did not want to go to Washington. He will look over thecurrent publications (about 300 of them) and select + assign articles to be abstracted. MissBolin said the publications would belong to the society, if I understood rightly, but the workof selecting articles for abstracting will be done by the editor in the Library. Now I thinkthat is all. Asked Mr. Wicker to OK a request for purchase of Ballantine problems in law toreplace the one lost in May, which he did. He said only 2 case notes had been turned in +both of those needed more work done on them so books will have to stay on tables till afterthe holidays. There will be a fac. meeting early in Jan. + the purchase of books will beconsidered then. There will be another Conf. of Dept heads on Jan. 12.
Wednesday, Dec. 20. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Mr. Wicker, Mr. Kohler
Thursday, Dec. 21. 19449 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Mr. W. DeVault used Lib. – also Mr. Stauss who is writing an article for Law Rev.
[Friday,] Dec. 229 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Mr. Stauss all day. Mr. Culverhouse in A.M. Campus mail.
Friday Saturday Dec. 23. 1944Closed for Xmas holidays.Monday, Dec. 25.Christmas. Closed.
Tuesday, Dec. 26. 1944Closed for Xmas holidays.
Wednesday, Dec. 27. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner and1:30 – 4 E. L. Ogden
Thursday, Dec. 28. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4 and E. L. OgdenMr. Gleason came to get a book for Mr. Parkey (contract)
Friday, Dec. 29. 19449 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Mr. Williams, T.V.A wanted to see Mr. Wicker but decided to stay around Libr. Mr. Staussreturned books.
Saturday, Dec. 30. 19449 – 12 E. L. OgdenPhone call from an Insurance Co from asking Mr. Blackard’s address. Got it from Mrs.Morris by phone, verified in Martindale. He is with Rogers, Towers + Bailey, Consolidatedbuilding, Jacksonville, Fla. Campus mail. Worked on revision of Inventory list for Tenn.material in N.W. stack. Had been working on this and on shifting in N.E. + N.W. stacks attimes when HHT + I were on duty at the same time.
Monday, Jan. 1. 1945Holiday. Closed.
Tuesday, Jan. 2. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Temp. so low that I took Temple bibl. home to work on in A.M.
9 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Temp. 50° F on opening; Got up to 58° by 12 noon. 60° by 1 P.M. 70° at 2 P.M. 66° at 3 PM.Work done was not much in quantity and selected for suitability to doing near radiator.Work on shelves in NW + N.E. stacks, planned for to day will have to wait till we both can behere together sometime in future. Mr. Coyne (TVA) in morning + 1 student.
Wednesday, Jan. 3, 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMrs. Harris phoned there will be a conference of Dept heads in Mr. Jesse’s Off. Fri. Jan. 5.Temp. low again – 54° at 8 A.M., 66° at 12:30. Helped Mr. H. Broome hunt Tenn. maps.12:45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Ther. 70°.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenNo readers. Made some progress with verifying inventory of Tenn. material in N.W. stack.Temperature comfortable. Thursday, Jan. 4. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerTher. 69 at 8 a.m. Mr. Harvey Broome to look up something, only for a minute. Worked onTemple bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on advts of books to be suggested for purchase. Mr. Dickey ret’d books.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Friday Jan. 5, 19458 – 1 E. L. OgdenFac. meeting about books set for 3:30 PM. Monday. Conference of Dept. heads thisafternoon so changed schedule with H.H.T.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail brought cal. pad.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner3 or 4 students afternoon + eve.
Saturday, Jan. 6. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenNo readers. Monday, Jan. 8, 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. W.W. Piper used Lib for Cates, Smith + Long.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner3:30 – 4 E. L. Ogden attended a fac. meeting on books – Mr. Wicker stated money available(or lack of it) E.L.O. was called on for information as to what has been pub. Several titleswere approved + the final choice among them was left to a committee – Mr. Wicker, Mr.Steinmetz and E.L.O. After this was decided, ELO left the meeting which continuedconsideration of other matters.7 – 9:20 E. L. Ogden
Tuesday, Jan. 9. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMrs. Morris absent on account of mother’s sickness, so took telephone messages.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Bowers for Mr. Kramer (fee) used Library.
Wednesday, Jan. 10 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenSpoke to Mr. Kohler about the Kramer situation. He did not seem inclined to take up matterwith Mr. Duggins or Mr. Kramer but did not commit himself.12.45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on Temple bibl. Mr. Kohler + Mr. Garland here nearly all afternoon.
7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenNo readers.
Thursday, Jan. 11. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenTried to find full name of Williams partner of Hal Clement about 1905. Didn’t find it. Calledit General Search. Let blind John Trent take out McKelvey, Evidence till tomorrowafternoon so Mr. Shell could help him with it without having to stay here. They cametogether. Mended.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, Jan. 12. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Piper, for Smith & Long (contract) used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Campus mail. Finished at Main Lib search for Williams name begun Thurs. + phoned N.B.Morrell the result. Mr. Wicker says that Mr. Stansbury has edited a new ed. of Jones onForms. (he did the last one too) but it is not to be pub. just yet owing to shortage of paperand stock of cops of 8th ed. on hand. Nevertheless the publisher claims it is the best sellinglaw book there is. At 7, Lib full of smoke + smell of burning paper but apparently no harmdone.
Saturday, Jan. 18 13, 19458 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMonday Jan. 15 19458 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenBrought lunch. Ate it in Conference room so didn’t need substitute at lunch time. NotifiedMiss Goehring that Mr. Garland would be here to night + to morrow night so no substitutewould be needed from Main. Miss Turner may be back by Wednesday. Campus mail.
7 – 9:20 Mr. Garland
Tuesday, Jan. 16, 19458 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Garland is willing to be here all evenings through Friday.7 – 9:20 Mr. Garland
Wednesday, Jan. 17 19458 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Fowler + Fowler phoned to offer a vol of “Amer. bar.” I promised to ask Mr.Perrin to call for it.7 – 9:20 Mr. Garland
Thursday, Jan. 18. 19458 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenPhoned Miss Harris to send tell Miss Goehring that Mr. Garland will be here Mon. throughFriday 2½ hrs each day. Miss Harris will put some “withholding” forms for Mr. G. to sign +return. Mr. Kohler here practically all day yesterday and all afternoon today. Miss Kingphoned to ask if several vols of legal periodicals were available. One item wanted was justback from bindery at Main so Mr. Ziegler went there to see it + came to Law Lib afterward.Judge Hicks, Mr. Broome + a stenog used Lib. Phoned Mr. Key’s office to fin ask if hisMartindale 1944 is to be discarded, it might be sent here. Said if notified when it is ready,we’d try to send for it. Mr. Perrin goes off tomorrow to be gone till Wed.
Friday Jan. 19. 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenCampus mail brought forms for Mr. Garland. I put them in an envelope stuck in 2d floor bul.board frame so he could get them after his exam. Shelved books used for case notes except2 lots not yet finished. Mr. Kohler still working with his – has been here nearly all day forseveral days. Letter from Dean Witham asked title of a book he had on his desk for severalmonths. I answered it was probably Feller + Harwich How to deal with organized labor.Note on official list said he had it Jan. 31 – May 18 1944. Didn’t note that a few days agoMiss Jean Adams phoned that some one at Oak Ridge wanted information about a lawyer –gave his name but did not know where he came from. I told her our legal directories havegeographical lists – so she said she’d phone the inquirer to call up up if they could give thatinformation. Nothing further heard of it. Miss Norwood (TVA Tech. Lib) asked if we had anyMiss laws in the 1800s – We hadn’t. In the course of the week transferred all legal aidmaterial to OT and rearranged grouping of Legal ed. material in RT.
Saturday, Jan. 20. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMade final changes in RT Legal education material + copied Inventory list. No readers. Onestudent came to get books out. Monday, Jan. 21[sic]. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Kohler here nearly all a.m. Mr. Garland + Mr. Culverhouse in ConferenceRoom. Mrs. Morris sick and here only part time.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenAt Mr. Wicker’s request looked over copy for new U.T. record. A statement about TL.Rexchanges led to a count of current titled rec’d in addition to those paid for by Lib. – result33 paid for and 33 not this year. We get others by direct subscription. (I did not countthese.) Statement was finally changed to “more than 60.”7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Kohler again. 4 students all eve.
Tuesday, Jan. 23. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Kohler. Mr. Fox Clinton lawyer used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. H. Strauss (contract), B. Kohler and Mrs. Greenwood (Kramer) used Library.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Jan. 248 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Kohler + Mrs Greenwood from Kramer. Mr. Tapp came + left a check for $24.00 for useof the Lib for a year. He made it to Univ Tenn Lib. Ass’n. + insisted that would be all right soI put it in campus mail addressed to Treasurer with a note of what Mr. Tapp said.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Orr dusted tables + brushed up floor. Made a good job.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenSpent most of evening looking up data on a vol. of Tenn. + N.C. law, Haywood, 1810 thatMiss Ringo phoned about + thought the Main Lib might buy. Mr. Shell came to coach Mr.John Trent in legal bibliog.
Thursday, Jan. 25. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenSpent some more time looking up Haywood’s revisal + sent note to Miss Ringo about it.Also spent some time looking up for Mr. Wicker data on rights of negro to membership in ascientific society on the ground that the state contributes to expenses of a laboratoryconducted by the society. Mr. Wicker got the request from the Hill + asked me to note someof the case notes on Mo. ex rel Gaines v. Canada, but I hunted up some other material.Called it search. Sent Pike + Fischer Administrative law, loose leaf v. 4 to Main Lib for cat’ngafter separating the contents of the old 3 v. and putting some in the new binder, v. 4 withnew title pages rec’d from publisher.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerNo one in Library.
Friday Jan. 26 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Mr. Fox brought back the borrowed books. Told him he must not consider this a precedent.Mr. Piper, for Mitchell Long (contract) used Lib. – wanted help in finding Restatement whenhe had a citation to a TD sec. no. – called it “general.” No students afternoon or night.Campus mail. Continued work with pamphlets and did some shifting of Tenn. pubs in N.W.stack.
Saturday Jan. 27 19448 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenContinued rearrangement of Tenn. material in N.W. stacks. Got from B. books for courses +put them in RR-5 put away Kohler books (65 v) dusted current periodicals.12.45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner
Monday, Jan. 29. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner16 students have registered.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. No re 1 reader, 1 student to borrow books.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Jan. 30. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Ziegler (T.V.A.) used Library. Also a surprising number of students at one time,including the newest arrival who was taken around by others!12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden2 student readers. Worked on binding to be sent off by Main Lib. Feb. 6.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner2 graduate students (girls) one to use Tenn. Code, and 1, “Codes of all the States.” A studentworked on Case notes! (Mr. Sledger)
Wednesday, Jan. 31. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerChanged schedules on account of President Hoskins’ birthday Tea. A group of 1st yearstudents used Library for a long time.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20
Thursday, Feb. 1. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerGraduate students back to use Codes.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Wicker says, enrollment now 19. Campus mail.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turnerone student most of evening.
Friday, Feb. 2. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:307 – 9:202 students nearly all evening.
Saturday, Feb. 3. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. Lucy Ogden1 student nearly all afternoon, another for a short time.
Monday, Feb. 5. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Wicker asked for portraits of Robert Caruthers and Archibald Wright for a new paperby Judge Green. Found one of each in Greenbag + sent Main a note asking for others if nottoo hard to find – had ref to Speed – Tennesseeans, ports + asked to look in Hist ofCumberland Univ. and ask if if another there, send best. Campus mail. Phone call from theHill to remind Mr. Orr that Miss Stevens will have a class in Room 102 tonight at 7. Put noteon his door. Mrs. Morris went home sick early in P.M. and Mr. Wicker to a fac. meeting, soanswered phone calls.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner2 students all eve. until 9.
Tuesday, Feb. 6. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Arthur Fowler, Loudon lawyer, used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Headman (contract) used Library most of evening.
Wednesday Feb. 7, 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenPhone call from Main Lib. Conference on Friday at 4 P.M.12:45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerRev. Mr. McKenzie Pastor of Fort Sanders Presb. church? was sent by Main Library to lookup McCulloch vs. Maryland U.S. Repts. Mr. Scaife from Oak Ridge again several law students.2 students? to see Pure Food & Drug Act.7 – 9:20 E. L. Ogden3 students most of evening.
Thursday, Feb. 8. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden
7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerOmitted to mention that Frank Bird law graduate, now in army paid brief visit this noon.[E.L.O. handwriting]P.S. Near closing time (5:30) Mr. J.O. Craswell, teacher of martial law, Gibbs High Schoolcame to look up a Penna case (7 Watts) referred to in his text book + at same time Mrs.Pieper to get something on early English land law. Took Jenks + a vol. of Holdsworth. She istaking Real prop. + partnership. The young woman who has been using state codes askedfor Ala. + where could she get it – I said TVA legal dept. She said the project she is workingon, (Natural resources of Tenn. – mines + minerals) is one in which TVA cooperates so shewill go there. Mr. Kohler back working on same case again.
Friday Feb. 9, 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenHHT kindly changed schedule so I can attend a conference of dept. heads at Main Lib. at 4P.M.12.45 – 5.30 H. H. Turner7 – 9.20Aft. J. Fred Bresum[?] law grad. back from New Guinea brought his wife to call at Library.Mr. Garland, Mr. Kohler; Mr. Garland all eve. Devoted time to “Philadelphia lawyer” whichMr. Wicker wants me to review for T.L.R.
Saturday, Feb. 10. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerDusted current periods., display & tables. A student to see 9 Wheaton. Mr. Irvin Saxton(contract) to get material on dissolving a Trust.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Stauss for a short time. 1 student looking up material for a case-note.
Monday, Feb. 12. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. 2 students all afternoon – Another part.
7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner2 students all the eve. Mrs. Pieper and Mr. Garland. Mr. Mays for a while.
Tuesday, Feb. 13. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Ely (contract) for a short time.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Kohler + 1 student all afternoon. Another student for some time. Mr. Ziegler, T.V.A. usedLib. Showed Dean Wicker ports of Judges asked for + he took the two “Speed” books toshow Judge Green + have reproductions made. Main Lib. (Miss Goehring) phoned, some oneat Main wanted a code reference on “basic sciences” law. Found in Ind to Williams, (pock.sup.) the section requiring exam. certificate in basic sciences before granting license topractice (med.?) + phoned Miss G. – called it “general”7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Feb 14 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Cecil Babcock, Lenoir City Atty used Lib. Examined Bone Hist of Cumberland Univ., as topossible indexing for biog + port. Did the ports. and some biog., but the whole book shouldbe gone over carefully for verification of data filed and for addition of more. Returned bookto Main Lib. It was lent for a port. of R.L. Caruthers which wasn’t used for Judge Green’spaper.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerQuite a number using Library off and on. Several most of afternoon. Campus mail.7 – 9:20 E. L. Ogden1 student about 8-9; spent most of evening reading articles in Lib. Quarterly.
Thursday, Feb. 15. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerSpent a great deal of time reading Lib. Quarterly. Mr. Frank Bird law graduate now in armyused Library.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Headman phoned to ask if he could borrow the Ky book to use in a Clinton casetomorrow. I said yes. Didn’t think at the time to tell him that we have only the 1942revision, not the 1944. So I called him back + told him I thought TVA had ithe newer one. Hemay get a TVA lawyer to get it for him but if he comes here, its OK. He proposed to get ittonight + return it by noon tomorrow. Spent most of P.M. putting new covers on Inventorylists. Hope they will last better than old ones did.7 – 9.20 H. H. TurnerMrs. Pieper all evening. Mr. + Mrs. Headman + baby paid a long visit. Mr. Venable, now inarmy, paid a call.
Friday, Feb. 16. 1945.8 – 1 H. H. TurnerWord has just come that Mr. Sledge, a student 1st yr. has died suddenly from a heart attack.A student to use 6 Peters.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Campus mail. Worked on Inventory list for Tennessee pubs. in N.W. stack. Lady using 8Peters stayed till 5 PM. At night shifted some of Tenn. material and Virginia material toadjust space. Mr. Scaife came at 8:45 – only reader at night. Mr. In afternoon Mr. DeanWicker brought in Judge Green’s papers on Archibald Wright and Robert L. Caruthers forcomment and possible verification. Judge Green having answered Dean Wicker that theLaw College might make any changes needed but needn’t send it back to him (Judge Green).
Saturday, Feb. 17. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerDusted tables in R.R. + Lib. off. current period. + display. Cleaned top of desk.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenSpent most of P.M. on verifying names, dates + quotations in Judge Green’s paper onArchibald Wright. Readers: Mr. Stansbury + 2 students.
Monday, Feb. 19. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerTher. 62° 8 a.m. Mrs. Morris absent on account of illness. Took tel. messages.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenFairly comfortable early in P.M. but went down to 66 at 5:20. Borrowed HHT’s sweater –thank you. Mr. Hess phoned to ask if we had War mobilization + reconversion act of 1944.Found it in U.S.C.A. Congressional service so he came to see it. 2 students almost allafternoon and another for an hour or two – also a young woman from Hill for a short time.Mr. Ely returned books. Didn’t call Mr. Hess ref.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerTher. 64 all radiators cold. One student for a short time. Too cold to linger.
Tuesday, Feb. 20. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerTher. 70° at 8 a.m. Mrs. Morris still absent. Dusted.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. (Mrs. Morris came just as I did) 1 student most of P.M., also Mr. Wicker, alsothe young woman working on Natural resources of Tenn. project. Resumed work on N.W.Inventory list – Tenn. part.)7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Feb. 21, 19458 – 12:15 E. L. OgdenContinued work on N.W. stack. Tenn. Inventory list.12:45 – 5.30 H. H. Turner7 – 9:20 E. L. Ogden2 students one of whom (Mrs. Pieper) brought a friend with her who wanted “a quiet place”(It was). Continued work on Ref. sec. (Tenn.) Inventory. My flashlight rolled off desk +refused to flash thereafter, so borrowed Lib. flash light to go home with.
Thursday, Feb. 22. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenContinued work on Tenn. Inventory list – 1 student all afternoon; Another part of P.M. Mr.Tapp came to see Fla. Code but did not stay when he found we hadn’t it.
7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner1 student all eve.
Friday, Feb. 23. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerForgot to close 10-11 + 2 students remained in Libr. during that period when they wereexpected to attend Assembly!12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:202 students all afternoon; none at night. Campus mail brought notice Monday (Jan. Feb 26)vols for binding wanted. Got two ready but doubt whether they will get there before Tues.Notice of Staff meeting Fri Mar. 2. Yesterday near closing time Mr. Wicker brought some MS(Leon Joroulman) to see if Lib had books from which quotations were taken so page noscould be added to citations. One was at Main, so I offered to go there this A.M. and get data.Main hadn’t & other books wanted so phoned Lawson McGhee + got one there; Called itgen’l ref. Wrote Miss Bergen about U.S. 45th Cong 2d sess laws numbered as v. 20 pt. 2 ofStatutes at Large which I think is not correct. Wrote note to Miss Goehring asking whetherLawson McGhee book could be ret’d through Main, + if returned by Law, should Main beinformed when. A man phoned to ask what we have on Ad Maritime law. (Sounded like Mr.Kohler’s voice)
Saturday, Feb. 24. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerDusted tables, tops of books, display cases + current periodicals.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden1 student all afternoon.
Monday, Feb. 26. 19458 – 12:45 H. H. TurnerDusted.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mr. Wicker brought sent up Armstrong letter.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerWorked on T.L.R. Supreme Ct. Bull. list of articles relating to bench + bar of Tennessee.
Tuesday, Feb. 27. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Kohler, Mrs. Greenwood + Mr. Garland.
Wednesday Feb. 28. 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenPut final hasty (and maybe incorrect) touches to information wanted by W.P. Armstrongwho asked Dean Wicker for a list of T.L.R. articles on bench + bar of Tenn. and for a“bibliography” on same subject for benefit of Arthur J. Vanderbilt who had asked Mr. A. forone. Mr. A. sent him titles Caldwell – Bench + bar + Williams Phases +c (new book); I gaveDean Wicker a memo saying we haven’t enough material here for an adequate bibliographybut listed a few sources of information – Tenn. the volunteer state, – Foote Bench + bar ofS.W. Speed Sketches of prominent Tennesseans +c. Law Lib is to have a carbon cop. of thelist to file. It’s not inclusive enough to call a “bibliog” so counted it as search. Dean Wickercame to get price + pub of Uniform system of citation wanted by R. Kennerly so I askedwhile he was writing to inquire what disposition Mr. Kennerly wants made of the 1900Knox Co. bench + bar picture he gave us + was a dup. Mr. Kohler + Mrs. Greenwood wantedto stay after 5:30 yesterday + I said O.K. but couldn’t guarantee that lights would stay on asthey had all been turned off on this floor Monday at 5:40 + not turned on again when I leftat 5:50. But going down stairs with Mr. Wicker on way home, Mr. O. was in lower hall so Itold him Mr. K. was here + had promised to turn off lights when he left. Mr. O. said nothing(due to Dean Wicker’s presence?) Today Laura Luttrell phoned + wanted date of U.S. takingover Tenn. Hall permanently. She had date of lease, 1911.12:45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. 2 girls to read Dartmouth College case in 4 Wheaton.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenLooked up statistics for books, pams, extra-univ. users, Ref. + interlib loans. No readers.
Thursday, March 1. 1945[8 – 12:45] H. H. TurnerFinished Temple’s Eminent Tennesseeans bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden(See entry Fri, P.M.) 1 from CEW + 2 from Jellico.
7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday, March 2, 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMade biog. slips for Speedrs “Sketches of prominent Tennesseeans.” Mr. Wicker brought upsome very old (18 Cy.) legal papers, a gift from a new law student, (war veteran) which hehad recently obtained in Eng., requesting libr. staff to look them over and select. He willhave it framed.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Campus mail. In afternoon a young woman – working on thesis for degree MS. in Home Ec.came to see laws of other states on food as compared to Tenn. Gave her some help – calledit “general.” Spent a good part of the afternoon looking over the “indentures” noted by HHT.All but one were sheepskin, dates and the paper one was a copy of a will; Dates ran from1663 (Chas. II’s time) to 1815? Suggested to Mr. Wicker that I phone Main Lib. to ask if anyone there knew how to value such material and how to treat sheep skin to smooth + cleanit. I hadn’t the patience to strain eyes making out what they were all about. Dean Wickersaid he had told Mr. Sanford he would get the one we keep framed between two pieces ofglass. So the size will have some effect on choosing. Many of them too big. I ph Mrs. Morrissuggested taking the oldest. I phoned Miss Ringo and asked if anyone from Main would liketo come and advise + told her the documents would be here through Monday (Dean Wickersaid that was all right). Miss R. said she thought Miss Adams would be interested so Ispread newspapers on a table – unfolded the docs, + spread on papers, spread more paperson top and R. Kennerly dup. picture to weight them down.As to yesterday’s visitors, Mr. O’Hara from Jellico said he had been here before with Mr.Turnblazer. The other He had another man with him who just sat + waited for Mr. O’Hara tofinish, so did not count him as a visit user. Mr. Weller wanted help in locating something ona C.E.W. labor problem. Asked if we had a textbook (case book?) by Dykstra on businesslaw. So phoned Miss Goehring + they had one – he wasn’t sure it was what he had in mind –(his was in Denver, Colo), then he wanted to know how late Main Lib. was open, so Iphoned again, then about 5 min. before closing I phoned again as to procedure in lending,as he had seen U.T. books in the company library. He wanted Rosenfarb + Witte. So I let himsign the card and asked him to deliver a note to the Libr’n of the Ford Bacon + Davis corptelling that they were lent to Mr. W. as an inter-lib. loan (all which was the wrong way to doit). Hope it will turn out all right + I’ll do better next time. See Mar. 24
Saturday, March 3. 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Steinmetz says the points to consider in selecting our “sheepskin” are: subject matter,stamps, autographs. He will come Monday before his 10 o’clock class to look at them. Mr.Stansbury has seen them. May look again Monday but at first go-over rather favors the1693 one. Sent Jan + Feb. statistics reports to Main Lib.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMiss Ringo came to see documents of Mr. Sanford’s and to bring books dealing withsheepskins. We read several of them docs thro and parts of the others. We both favor the1693 one. She was deeply impressed with all.
Monday, March 5. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerDusted. Worked on bibl. of Speer’s “Prominent Tennesseeans.” Mr. Steinmetz examined the“sheepskins” + favors the 1693 one but says it should have celaphane [sic] on back toprotect writing on back. Miss Goehring, Miss Daphne Harris + Mrs. Evans came later. Theyagree with Mr. Steinmetz.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenSpent a good part of P.M. reading about care of records – preservation +c. Methods mostlytoo technical and requiring special equipment. Most of it was about paper. Campus mail.Books sent to printer for making portraits have come back. Verified more of the lawyerslisted from Speer. Miss. D. Harris phoned there will be a meeting of Dept heads at Main Lib.at Friday at 4 PM.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, March 6. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerStudent to use Tax magazine.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenGave Mr. Wicker the package of Mr. Sanford’s “Indentures” to be returned to him and theone copy that seemed to be the favorite of all who looked them over. He discussed themethods of enclosing or framing mentioning something done with plexi-glass to cover aMcArthur letter shown in an army exhibit here. Not framed, just enclosed in one piece. Saida firm on McCalla Ave did that. After investigating by telephone he brought the“Indentures” back to be kept with our other one in the folder “Treasures.” The Plexiglasspeople said they hadn’t sheets of that size, and the heat might melt the wax seals attachedto the sheepskin. Returned to Miss Ringo a circular letter saying from Williams Press,Albany, N.Y., to Miss Baker saying they had always had our order for N.Y. session laws. +why hadn’t we ordered 1944. Noted on the letter that this was a mistake – have no N.Y.session laws, only Cahill’s consolidated N.Y. laws including its 1944 supplement.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday Mar. 7, 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenA man from farm asked for information how to make a will in Tennessee, with forms. Gavehim Pritchard + Williams Code. Mr. Wicker will give Law Lib. his copy of Judge Williamsnew book on Phases of Tenn. Sup. Ct. history. Mrs. Morris reports that Mr. Key has 1944Martindale ready for us, and Mr. Perrin is asked to go for it. Miss Ringo notified.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Piper for C.H. Smith, contract, used Libr. Campus mail. Mr. F.C. Lourie to use Michie +Gore Tenn. Forms. Worked on Speer bibl.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenThis A.M. + tonight worked on a table of cont. of Wm Draper Lewis Great Amer. lawyersborrowing Judge Jones copy rather than getting the vols. from Main Lib. for the purpose.Will file a card, with contents in Official List.
Thursday, March 8. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Piper again. Dusted tables, Display + Current periods. Worked on Speer Bibl. Mr. FrankSanford, War Vet., spent much in Libr. Mrs. Morris called to Clinton by illness. Took phonecalls.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Wicker only reader. Verified a quotation from an English report for TLR MS. Called it“General.” Continued listing contents of Judge Jones set of Great Amer. Lawyers.
7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMrs. Pieper all evening. Worked on Speer Bibl.
Friday, March 9. 19458 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Also attened meeting of Dept heads at Main Lib. 4-5.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on Speer bibl.
Saturday, Mach 10. 19458 – H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Speer bibl.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenYesterday attended a meeting of Dept. and Branch heads at Main Lib at 4 P.M. Discussionbegan with Mr. Jesse’s comments on new schedule of hours and its effect on Library staff –that he knew how many hours heads were suppose scheduled for but was aware that thisdid not definitely mean the no. of hours they actually were working. That they could adjustwith their staffs any matters that might need adjustment but in general it was aall right togo on as they are doing now. The main thing is to be conscious of the new rule so thatLibrary might be in a position to meet any inquiry that might be made. (Not his exactwords, but the gist, as I understand it.) He went on to speak of the importance of“communications” so that one person would be kept informed of what another person wasdoing. Gave an example that in the teaching staff, the neat way the head of a dept. couldexplain the plan on which candidates for a degree work in his dept. and then when youtalked to teachers in the same dept, they had never heard of the plan. As for the Lib. heasked how much the branches needed to have notice of holidays + other openings +closings at Main Lib. He said plans for offering a doctor’s degree were advancing cautiouslyand probably wouldn’t be in operation for four or five years but the Lib. would look aheadand do what it can to prepare as it would necessitate radical changes. He said compared toother libraries he had seen, this one was remarkable for its economical use of funds andservice – that nothing was done that wasn’t needed – that “we are not wasting a penny” –and this applies to employment of staff + services as well as to purchases. Said Miss Baker’smanagement had accomplished this. In other libraries there were always disorganizedspots that absorbed funds when available but here if $2000.00 was allotted to researchwork it was spent on research work + nothing else. I told about out “indentures” + how Mr.Steinmetz said they should be evaluated – first by subject matter, then by seals, then byautographs. I said Dean Wicker would like to have this mounted so both sides could be readand had mentioned a letter exhibited in an Army show (See March 6). Mr. Jesse said thisprocess was “lamination.” Miss Ringo has samples. He advised that I prepare a letter for theNew York Library and ask advice for treating it + send it to Main Lib. to be written – thatthis Lib. handled every kind of doc. that could be + would know. Miss Goehring announcedthat a Lib. staff meeting would be held in U.T. Cafeteria evening of Mar. 23, for an addressby Dr. Lee Green on Tenn. legislature’s relation to local government. Those who come tosupper to come at 6:30 – the speaker not due till 7:30. She suggested bring your friends soas to have an audience for Dr. Green.After the meeting, I asked Mr. Jesse if he would like to see Iowa law review symposium no.on Federal legislation and post war education. He said yes – but only when it could bespared for some time as he would probably be slow in returning it and might like to show itto Dean Smith. I said I’d see that fac. members here were through with it before I sent it. Isaw Mrs. Clemens wh about the bibliog. on Tenn. bench + bar requested. I am to send hermy copy and she may make additions that occur to her. Brought back Williams Phases ofthe history of the Supreme Court of Tennessee 1944 and Fri. night identified + recorded theTLR articles whose reprints make up this volume. Miss Ringo says keep pocket sup. toHuddy about which I asked her some days ago.
Monday, March 12. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Speer bibl. Dean Wicker called home on account of mother’s death.12:45 – 4:30 E. L. OgdenH.H. Turner taking E.L.O’s place at 4 so she could do an errand at Main Lib.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerOne of the faculty (I think) all the evening, also two students.
Tuesday, March 13. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Speer bibl.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenLib. not to be open tonight nor to-morrow night. Mr. Allred (Farm) used Lib. to look upTenn. Law of wills. Mrs. Clemens phoned to ask about Tenn. regulations for licensingphysicians of other states – whether any more recent data than she found in Michie. Lookedup Williams Code which gave 1907 as date of act – no addition in Supplement. Mr. LeslieBass phoned to ask addresses of 2d hand book dealers in Nashville and in Atlanta. Saidtomorrow would do.
Wednesday, March 14, 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenNoted extra statistics. Finished listing contents of W.D. Lewis’ Great Amer. lawyers. (JudgeJones copy) for Official list. Phoned Mr. Bass addresses of Harrison Co, Atlanta + ArchieNeal, Nashville – Got this last from Main Lib. order dept.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner
Thursday, March 15. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerNoted Extra statistics. Made portrait cards for Speers Bibl. Dean Wicker ratified Mr. Jesse’sorder for closing Library “at night until further notice.” Mr. Broome, for Judge Hicks, orrather for research used Library.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenPhoned Mr. Jesse the notice Dean Wicker had posted. Three students from Etowah visitedLibrary. Campus mail.
Friday, March 16. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerNew janitor says he isn’t to work at night. Library staff to lock + put out lights, + leave downstairs for watchman. Mrs. Morris says no instructions have been received to this effect.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on binding which is to go to Main Lib. Monday.
Saturday, March 17 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Stauss only reader. Mr. Perrin took books for binding. Mrs. Jacqueline Caldwell isleaving law school to morrow – has 3 mos. leave to go home because her mother isn’t well –but says she will do law school review work if it is sent her (Arlington, Mass.) Campus mail.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerPut up vacation schedule of Library hours. Only one student for a short time.
Monday, March 19. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerNew janitor dusted chairs, tables and cleaned floor, also wash room. He wants to movedown here, with his wife! and live in building – don’t know how it will work out but Deanwill have to decide.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenBrought some shelf + cat cards up to date. Mr. Iddins, former student, has been in Nashville,has Ross Stuarts old place with E.J. Automobile Insurance Co.
Tuesday, March 20. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerNew Janitor washed libr. windows. Mr. Fowler Loudon used Libr.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Brought accessions through Feb. up to date on shelf + cat cards.
Wednesday March 21, 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenInspected shelves RR 6-10 and stacks N.W. + NE. to see where shifting needed + spaceavailable. Miss Goehring phoned that she had not succeeded in getting any one to help shiftbut Mr. Wells would come to morrow and see what he could do. Mr. Hedrick spoke ofpossibility of cleaning books. I told him Mr. Kirkman had said janitors were not to do thatbut that I could ask them to clean the cardboard strips to cover them. Mr. Hedrick said hewould take them down stairs + do them. I told Miss Goehring I thought I could do theshifting – there wasn’t such a lot, but Mr. Wells will come anyhow.12.45 – 5.00 H. H. TurnerMr. Carty, for Mr. Seymour, contract used Library. Copied inventory lists.
Thursday, March 22. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Found Mrs. Morris + Mr. Bass having a social chat in Libr. at 1.30. Cleaned + sorted currentperiods. + dusted display. Mr. Bass, contract, used Library all p.m.9 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Mr. Wells came and did a lot of shifting in Alcove. E.L.O. finished all that will be needed inthat part of the Lib. for a year.
Friday, Mar. 23. 19458 9 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Continued shifting in stacks. Miss Ringo asked if 1944 ex sess. acts had been pub. Saw itlisted in Law Lib. Jour. + learned Mr. Key had received it “a tiny little vol” said his sec’y.Didn’t count it ref. Campus mail.
9 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4
Saturday, Mar. 24, 19459 – 12 E. L. OgdenMr. Weller of Kellax corp phoned to say he was returning books by parcel post and infuture his address will be Carbon-Carbide Corp. Oak Ridge there + if he borrows it will bethrough that Lib. Asked Mr. Wicker if it would be OK to defer opening the Lib at night untilafter 1st week in April. He agreed. Wrote note to Miss Ringo to that effect.9 – 12 H. H. Turner
Monday, March 26. 19458 – 1 9 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Read R.R. 5, + Libr. Office shelves.9 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Read RR 4b + display. Put back on Engl. Rpts paste board strips that Mr. Headrick hadcleaned. Miss Ellison, Lawson McGhee came to get data on Tenn. hist. + biog. from TLR. Ishowed her my list of hist. + biog. articles from TLR + promised to lend it to her to becopied when more notes have been made on it. Campus mail at 4 P.M. – postman broughtbooks returned by Mr. Weller of Oak Ridge.
Tuesday, March 27. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenPhone call from Oak Ridge to ask where he could find a Tenn. amend. to Constitutionpassed by legislature in 1943 but not confirmed by Governor and keeping Tenn. control(jurisdiction?) over lands acquired by other govt. agencies. He wanted to know where hecould find decisions by courts on the point. I asked if he had looked in a Tenn. Code + hesaid no, so I advised looking in Williams which he was there. Then He didn’t give his nameonly “a government agency.” After I left the phone I wondered whether it really was inWilliams so looked up myself and concluded it was probably a report (not amendment) toof Sec. 97-98 of Tenn. Code (not constitution) _ I hope he found it. Spent some time lookingup data + trying to remember information for a letter from Miss Baker, sent here by MissRingo. Miss B had attended the funeral of a lawyer cousin whose lib would have to be soldand noted its contents hastily – showing a full set of Ill repts + Ill appeals to date; also somesess. laws + some annotated code vols of Ill. Also asked what was the U.S. set Law Libwanted to complete so that U.T. Main Lib transferred some of its vols to complete set atLaw. Was it Statutes or reports or what? Miss Bergen might know. But she did not – neitherdid I + so informed Miss Ringo. I looked up some advts of Ill. repts with prices in case MissBaker might be interested.
Wednesday, March 28, 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMiss King, TVA law libr’n phoned to ask if we had English 1925 oats + barley subsidy actand the 1939 sugar subsidy act. Looked in Halsbury’s laws of Engl. + found extracts fromlaws relating to British sugar corp. 1936, 1938 + other (32 Halsb. Laws of England 378-381) and that the Ministry of Agric. had powers over sugar subsidy (1 Halsb. 435) butnothing about 1925 barley + oats. Suggested to Miss King that Jour. Great Brit. Min. Agr.might have data she wants. Called “General.” The citations recorded here in case TVA wantsthem later. Book agent from Scribner’s wanted us to order Dic. Amer. Biog. reduced from$200.00 to $119.00. Told him nice to have but out of our financial reach.12:45 – 5.30 H. H. Turner
Thursday, March 29.19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenDean Wicker asked it if wouldn’t be well to get a have a ctte meeting next week on bookbuying + what time would suit. I said at first – anytime + then on second thought asked if itwouldn’t be better to wait until after West’s bill for the Jan-Mar quarter was paid by Lib sowe would know where we stand. He said OK + would I ask Main to give the informationwhen available.
Friday, March 30. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Saturday, Mar. 318 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenJudge Green phoned for information on G.S. Yerger. Called it “general.”12:45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerMr Albert worked all p.m. on Poll Tax.
Monday, April 2. 19458 – 1 [H. H. Turner]Mrs. Morris is sick but may be back this p.m. Judge Green called before 9 a.m. so gave himinformation on G.S. Yerger. Mrs. Pieper wanted to know when Libr. would reopen at night.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenArranged with Benton Jones and Miss Goehring and Dean Wicker for Lib. to be opentonight, Tues + Wed. + posted note to that effect on Dean’s Bul. board. Look up furtherabout date of creation of post Att’y gen’l for Tenn. following up statement about Geo. S.Yerger. A Mr. Kinnen (?) used Lib. – said he was a Knoxville lawyer bu – has been herebefore. His signature is on card for Gore’s Forms. – not really legible. Phoned Miss Goehringthat Lib would be open.7 – 9:20 Benton Jones
Tuesday, April 3, 19458 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Got up statistics data for March.7 – 9:20 Benton Jones
Wed. April 4 19458 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Still trying to catch up on arrears. Phoned Miss Ringo to ask if Perry, J.Democracy begins at home, The Tenn. fight on poll tax that Mr. Albert wants. Miss Goehringwill send it when she can. The new ed of Lydekker repair of books hasn’t come; after West’sbill Jan.-Mar. comes Miss Ringo will let Law know how much has been spent for books.Hunted up data on where Ill Univ law school case notes are pub + asked Miss Bergen forcat. entries under the Univ. for Ill. law rev. + Ill bar jour. where they are pub. since 1932.Dean Wicker brought a want + dup. lists of periodicals rec’d from Ark. Univ. Law school.7 – 9:20 Mr. Benton Jones
Thurs. April 5, 19458 – 12:45 5:30 E. L. OgdenChecked + sent on to Miss Ringo the want-dup.-exchange list that Mr. Wicker broughtyesterday to Law Lib. It was addressed to Law College. There were a few items Main Libmight perhaps be interested in. Law Lib had very few dups of the items wanted. Mr.Stansbury brought a man who began to ask about this building + the former faculty –remembered B.W. Turner and especially Judge Ingersoll. He is an agent for Bobbs-Merrill.After answering what I knew about former + present faculty (chiefly I followed him + Mr. Sabout and listed to their comments on books.) Mr. Stansbury, it seems has been working for3 yrs on a revision of Jones on Mortgages. Glenn of on Mortgages is all right for students butno good for a lawyer. It is just his law school lecture put together they say. The visitorseemed to think well of our lib. Moore, I think was his name. Dean Wicker wanted the no. oflawyers in U.S. Constitutional convention and no. in Tenn. legislature. Got Pres. Hoskins hadasked him. Got the first from the U.S. constitutional sesqui-centennial vol. – after lookingvarious places for the other, told Dean W. that it could be counted for 1943 from lists inTenn. Acts but 1945 figures would have to be written for. He asked me to count the 1943which I did. Called it 2 refs, general. Campus mail brought the book wanted by Mr. Albert –Appears to be more about Tenn. politics than about poll tax.7 – 9:20 W. B. Garland
Friday Apr. 6 19458 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenFloors all washed + waxed over night. Found lava soap on floor of lavatory with teethmarks on it! Rats? Asked Mr. Headrick to find out if traps were available. Uneventful day.Campus mail. Did a little mending. Mrs. Pieper is “glad to” agree to substitute in Lib. at nightin emergencies.Lib not open at night.
Saturday April 7, 19458 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenDusted periodicals. Judge Green phoned for information on Judge A.C.W. Totten other thanthat in Memorials in Tenn Rpts + Caldwell and found none. Called it general. Young womanfrom TVA all afternoon to see C.J. + Geo Wash law rev. Washed desk linoleum; mended.
Monday April 98 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenFiled books advts + sorted out book review slips. Looked further for information on JudgeTotten. Found none.7 – 9:20 Mr. Benton Jones
Tuesday April 108 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenListed State Codes for possible purchase and looked over Book rev. notes. Mr. Coyne (TVA)used Lib.7 – 9:20 Benton Jones
Wednesday, April 11 19458 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenFound Mr. Coyne had been here last night. 3 vol of Ill App. were on the desk, two of themthe ones Miss King had phoned for yesterday so I supposed all were to go. Gave them toTVA messenger before I noticed a note from Mr. Coyne that the ones phoned for need notbe sent. So I reported to Miss King. Continued getting data on books that might bepurchased.12:45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerDevoted most of time to Book Reviews. Mr. Mark Webster for Mr. James Carr (contract)used Library. A Mr. Creswell who has been here before came to look up a Chattanooga case.He is a teacher and asked if it would be all right to bring his class to show them the Library.I told him we should be delighted! He is an alumnus U. of T.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenWent to Main Lib this PM and got from Miss Ringo the statement Dean Wicker asked for.She said “Spent + committed $1375 + 57” this includes estimated cost of continuations toJuly 1. + she added Mr. Jesse said Law Lib was to get whatever it really needed. Also lookedfor more data on Judge AOW Totten – found none. Also copied some census figures askedfor by Dean Wicker on no of doctors + physicians lawyers in Tenn. Called it “general.”
Thursday, April 12. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Piper, for Mr. C.H. Smith, contract, used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Campus mail. Dean Wicker decided to have a meeting about books for purchase tomorrowafternoon. Mr. Perrin said he had been to building last week but didn’t come upstairs to Lib.I told him that things were here from Dean Wicker’s office waiting since Friday.
Friday, April 13. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerOrder from President Hoskins to close building tomorrow out of respect to PresidentRoosevelt. Later Miss Goehring phoned same thing.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20In afternoon: Campus mail. Met with Dean Wicker and Mr. Stansbury to decide on books tobe purchased this fiscal year. Made out list of those decided on, wrote out notes of othersdiscussed and considered not important, or to be bought some time in the future.University offices closed tomorrow and classes dismissed on account of PresidentRoosevelt’s funeral.
Saturday, April 14Closed.
Monday, April 16. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, April 17. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. B.J. Tabb, Chattanooga lawyer, worked on a brief he is preparing, after telling me detailsof his case. Campus mail.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished writing up account of the committee meeting on book purchases last Friday.7 – 9.20 H. H. TurnerMrs. Pieper
Wednesday April 18. 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenPhoned Miss Goehring to send form for Mr. Benton Jones to fill out before getting his payfor substitute work in the Law Lib. Benton H. Jones, 12½ hours, Walter B. Garland 2½hours. Mr. Strauss phoned to ask publisher of Schouler’s divorce manual. Campus mail. AtMr. Headrick’s request phoned Supt. buildings office to find out if rat traps had come – ratsare now getting at the soap down stairs. The office will notify Law College when they areavailable.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner7 – 9:20 E. L. Ogden
Thursday, April 19. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Harvey Broome for a short time used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenDean Wicker brought 3 biog. paper by Judge Green – Claiborne, Harris, Yerger, to be lookedover. Thinks he will not print Yerger with the rest. Had index entries for a portrait of eachClaiborne + Harris. Put forms for Mr. Benton Jones in Deans Bul. board with a note askinghim to fill out and send Miss Goehring. – by campus mail if he wants to.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Harry Strauss (contract) used Library.
Friday, April 20. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerLibrary closed 10 – 11 for Student Assembly. Campus mail.12:45 – 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]7 – 9:20Worked on Judge Green’s papers (search) on Wm. R. Harris, W.C.C. Claiborne and turnedthem in to Mr. Wicker’s office, with a note that many items in them were not verified, andthat I had not done anything with one of them Yerger at all. On way home, took to Main Lib.,Mr. Jones form for stating facts needed for “withholding.”
Saturday, April 21. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerCampus mail.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenTried to check up Tentative + Proposed final drafts of restatement of Property. Found oneTD we lack among Mr. Warner’s things. Seem to lack others. Numbering of P.F.D. confusedso it is hard to tell what. One reader (B. Jones)
Monday, April 23. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMrs. Clemens sent a man down here who want to locate in Rugby!12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenSent Miss Ringo a letter from Bobbs-Merrill asking if Lib. had a C.J. for exchange or sale.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, April 24. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, April 25, 19458 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenWrote Amer Law Inst. for missing Property Restatements. Began preparation for summerbinding.
Thursday, April 26. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Harley Fowler phoned to ask what we had on zoning + sent a young woman to getbooks – also wanted her to see whether our CJ 2d had that subject. She said they haddiscontinued subscription. I looked it up + found the subj. was under munic. corp. in old C.J.but that vol hadn’t come either. Called it general. Mr. Bass phoned for address of a 2d handbook dealer in St Louis + one in Chic. who bought books. Gave him Thomas (St. L.) + Flood(Chic.). Called it “general.”7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Garland worked all the evening.
Friday, April 27. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Thomason (contract) used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Worked on binding. No readers at night except Mr. Stauss for a few minutes.
Saturday April 268 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenContinued work with binding.12.45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerMr. DeVault (contract) used Library.
Monday, April 30. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Lehman brought his mother and a visitor from Iowa to see the Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenReferred to Miss Ringo for reply a letter from Tex Univ Law Libr’n asking where she couldbuy rules of Tenn. Admin. agencies which she learns are now to be printed.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMrs. Pieper all the evening.
Tuesday, May 1. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Wayne Parkey used Lib (contract). He thinks we shall have a big law school after thewar (Hope he is right). In looking up something else in Book of the States came across a ref.to the law referred to in the letter I took to Miss Ringo yesterday. Phoned her the ref (1941Ch. 111 p. (I think) 237) says each agency must keep a printed cops of its regulations togive to any one interested but doesn’t specify the agencies by name. Miss Ringo will writeTenn. Sec’y of State for information. Campus mail brought a carton of pocket suppls. to Fed.digest 72 v. which we do not have. Came from West pub Co. addr. to Main Lib. Miss Ringowill write to West.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, May 2, 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenContinued binding.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenContinued binding.
Thursday, May 3, 1945.8 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Harley Fowler, contract, used Library. Also Mr. Mark Webster for Mr. James Carr, cont.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Note from Miss Goehring asking ELO + HHT to let her know about ourvacations when we decide; since Univ. office hours are now on a basis of 38½ hrs a weekshe says we can cut our schedules to that + let her know if it means any change in libr.hours to let her know. Phone call from Main. Conference at 4 PM to morrow.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Friday May 4 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Wicker asked number of doctors in Tenn. legislature, 1943 – weren’t any. Also wantedprice of a book reviewed for TLR. Phoned Miss Ringo when I found no advt. notice nor bookrev. here. Didn’t count either as ref.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenConference at Main Lib. this afternoon.
Saturday, May 5. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. William Trent paid a social visit + enquired for Miss Ogden.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenAt conference yesterday Mr. Jesse said there was no special reason for calling a meeting,but just because it might not be convenient later + there hadn’t been one for some time.Regarding the recent orders for employees hours, he had considered at first thatconformity it did not apply to professional workers, but it seemed later that it should. Heasked branches whether it had changed Lib hours – Agr. + Eng. said they opened ½ hourlater every day. I said that as neither HHT nor I worked 38½ hrs a week we presumed nochange was needed. From further remarks I gathered that doing more than 38½ wouldmake lib. liable for claims for overtime pay but am not sure I understood. Mr. Jesseremarked that some persons + some jobs might feel differently about set schedules, somebeing the better for them and others preferring service according to the work to be done +not by specified hours. He went on to speak of long distance aims as to library salaries andthought there was prospect this year for slight advance toward the goal Miss Baker hadbeen working toward, the first step being to reduce the amount of difference betweenheads of depts. (administrators)and professional assistants working under them. Therewas the same defect in prevailing systems of prof. + associate prof. salaries. He hoped todecrease the difference by getting increases for some of the lower ones. That it hurt alibrary more to lose the nest-to-head in a dept. than to have the head go. In the first case, itleft the head the job of training another + resulted in her doing nothing but training. Hethought if present staff could keep together without much turnover that improvement inthe organization + salary system could be accomplished in a few years. As he has donebefore, stated that he considered the staff an excellent one. I mentioned the prospectiverequirements of the Ass’n of Amer. Law Schools + Mr. Jesse asked to have the data sent him+ asked those present to keep it in mind + find out whether those who worked under themwould be interested in qualifying. Perhaps Dean Wicker would permit some to take lawcourses with law librarianship in view.After conference I asked Miss Goehring about getting Fed Registers put in binders + shesaid between terms would be a more favorable time but that the one who did nice workwasn’t there any more. [margin text: as to vacations for Law Lib staff + substitutes] I toldher that last year we had Miss Harris here 2 mornings a week for 3 weeks and a lawstudent 2 afternoons for the same period. Couldn’t tell, as usual, until after the 2d termregistration. Would send a note about our vacations soon. (Sent May 8) It seems U.T.employees salaries are pledged not to be told any one. Mr. Jesse said he did not know why –
Monday, May 7. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenSent Mr. Jesse our dup. cop. of Ass’n Amer Law Schools hand book 1943 with librarianqualifications marked and told him it need not be returned.
7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, May 8, 1945A.M. Library not opened. Victory over Germany celebrated.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenAnswered Miss Goehring’s inquiry about vacations – June 1-2 HH Turner off; June 5 – 12E.L. Ogden off; August (exact date to be stated later) HHT off; Sep. 4 – 24, E.L. Ogden off. Asto substitutes couldn’t tell what would be needed till after July 19, when registration for 2dsummer term was over. Gave statement of shortened Lib. hours Thurs May 31 – June 12.Last Exams over held afternoon May 30. Registration June 11 and 12. A student from thehill looking up Tenn laws on cooperative marketing.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday May 9 19458 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenChecked Harvard list (books for service men) for service men with Official list + studied list.
Thursday, May 10. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Harvey Broome used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Sent Miss Ringo specified pp. of N.E. citations for credit allowance on price ofnew ed.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMrs. Pieper all eve.
Friday, May 11. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Chas. McCarty T.V.A. + stenog. used Library.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Mrs. Pieper all evening. Mr. Mayo to get a book. This P.M. Miss Reed phoned for Miss Ringoto send back to West the Fed. dig. pock. suppl. that did not belong or to send it to Main Libfor return. I said I’d do the latter. John Thornburg phoned asking for Dean Wicker who wasout. – wanted the name of a law fraternity which I found in students directory. Didn’t countit ref.
Saturday, May 12. 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Sandford told how he got the indentures he showed the Lib (and gave one)12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner
Monday, May 14. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, May 15. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail brought stamps asked for also whole box of manila envelopes for campus mailuse + whole box of date-due slips – enough to last several years. An out of town man – not alawyer – wanted some thing on “civil rights” – turning out to be Bill of rights – not muchused to using books I think as he seemed unaccustomed to using index + seemed to expectto have passages looked up set before him. He said he might come again. When asked toregister he said he thought I could write it better than he could – gave name + a Miss.address (see register). Think I did not help him much.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMrs. Pieper all the evening.
Wednesday May 16, 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenAsked by Dean Wicker about decision as to use of Lib by students after graduation. He saidit was approved on Univ. side but he had not yet contacted contract holders for theiropinion. Hopes to do it soon. In the mean time we can tell students graduating if that DeanWicker authorizes use for reference pending final official notification. Miss Ringo phonedthat U.S. News writes they did not find that subscr. had been renewed + wanted to knowhow addressed. I phoned the latter as on last no. rec’d which gives Jan 1946 as expiration.The News told her that until subscr. was straightened out mailing would be suspended. Soif it doesn’t come for a while that is why.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMrs. Pieper.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenMrs. Pieper all evening.
Thursday, May 17. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Harton of Frantz McConnell +c (contract) used Lib. Tried to help him find a City of N.Y.sales tax law 1934 – no success. Called it general.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Jones in Library all the evening.
Friday May 18. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Campus mail in afternoon. Mrs. Pieper all evening.
Saturday, May 19. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenSame young woman from Hill who has been here before. She stayed all P.M. Continuedsorting sample cops., checking with records + putting clean covers on those not thrownaway.
Monday, May 21. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenWrote Ky Law J for v. 32 which never came. Finished going over serial check cards formissing numbers. Began collating Fed. Reg. for putting in binders. No readers.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, May 22. 19458 – 1 [H. H. Turner]Mr. Morton who graduated here in 39 + is now in Chemistry Mech. Engineering faculty U.T.used Library. A large group of students used Conference Room finding it very dusty!12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Continued work on Fed. Reg. Group of students asked to use Conferenceroom but some wanted to go where they could smoke so went down stairs. Mrs. Morrisbrought new Law school announcement. Tried to help Mr. Wicker find a fed. law but wasn’tsuccessful. He found it.7 – 9.20 H. H. TurnerMr. Garland all the evening.
Wednesday, May 23. 19458 – 12.45 H. H. TurnerE.L.O. changed schedules to oblige.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenContinued work on Fed. Reg. No readers. 2 students to take out books over night.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Thursday, May 24. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMiss Wylie, home ec. student, came with Benton Jones to learn how to make a will. Mr.Thomason DeVault, Contract, used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenContinued work with Federal digests Register. Mr. Sanford brought 2 books on contracts +asked if he could keep them till Monday. Answered phone while Mrs. Morris presided overan examination.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turnerno visitors.
Friday, May 25. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. DeVault used Library. Noted book reviews in 1944 Ky. Law Rev., just received. Janitorhas gone to Harlan, Ky. for week end. Mr. Benton Jones has agreed to open buildingtomorrow night morning. Nothing was said about tonight. Mistake. He leaves in a.m.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerNo visitors. HHT taking E.L.O’s place as a gracious personal favor.
Saturday, May 26. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 1:30 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Monday, May 28. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished collating + mending Fed. Digests Register Jan 1944 – Apr. 1945 – will make 18 v.Listed imperfections on Official list card.
7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerCraig Caldwell all evening.
Tuesday, May 29. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 530. E. L. OgdenSent note to Miss Goehring that instead of HHT taking time off June 1 + 2 as previouslyreported, E.L.O. will do so, + will be back June 11 instead of June 13 – subject to plans ofexpected visitors. Checked a list of offers from Chic. Municipal Ref. Lib. + returned it askingto be informed if any charge for items they might send.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday May 308 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. C.H. Smith (contract) used Lib. Took inventory RR-5 and RT through Military law. RR-5found in good order but considerable discrepancies in RT between shelves + list. PhonedMiss Ringo as to what to expect in new sets. She said new McQuillin (8 v.) + Cycl. Fed. proc.14 v. have been received so I took off old ed. of McQuillin + Hughes fed. prac., put them RR6to wait till new sets come. Phoned Supt. Buildings to tell Mr. Perrin some binding ready togo to Main – this week if he can.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Piper, for Fowler, used Library. Campus mail.
Thursday, May 31, 19459 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Attended to cardboard for shelf covers that Mr. Headrick had cleaned + other odds + ends.Off until Monday, June 11.9 – 12 H. H. Turner
Friday, June 1. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Campus mail after closing.
Saturday, June 2. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner
Monday, June 4.Commencement – closed.
Tuesday, June 5. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Campus mail
Wednesday June 6. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4
Thursday, June 7. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Mr. Kohler brought a young man in uniform to library. Mrs. Morris on a 3 days vacation, soanswered phone.
Friday, June 8. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Mr. J.C. Thomason (contract) used Library.
Saturday, June 9. 19459 – 12 H. H. TurnerMr. Harvey Broome used Libr.
Monday, June 11. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 49 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Mr. (Lt.) Householder, former grad. student, veteran, prepared for state bar exam.
Tuesday, June 12. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 49 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Campus mail; Mr. Householder again.
Wednesday, June 138 – 12: 45 E. L. Ogden3 students. Mrs. Marshall Dyer (former Katherine Hughes); one man, didn’t say his name,and Mr. William Snyder came with K. Hughes Dyer. New students came to Lib. K. Hughessaid she had been in TVA land acquisition dept. + now she isn’t, thought it a good time tocome back + get degree. Her husband also is here – returned vet. She They are living on1500 block, Laurel Ave. Mrs. Morris says Mr. Dyer is in Engineering. Mr. Snyder is from E.Tazewell too. He asked about Lib hours + was pleased to hear we might be open Sat.afternoons. I said it would be unless we found nobody ever came. Mrs. Morris broughtregistration blanks + read off names. 14 students. She says four are going to take the statebar exam. So we can’t lend Mr. Householder Problems in Law as I would like to do. HarveyBroome came in and borrowed Knoxville ordinance on Fortune telling so he could get acopy made. Said he got results he wanted at the hearing but the ordinance will be useful incase the subject comes up again.
12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerDusted + sorted current periods. No visitors. Mrs. Morris says this Mr. Householder is notthe one who graduated here.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenNo readers. Finished up statistics of ref. + circ. + extra-Univ. users for May.
Thursday, June 14. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner5 students used Library.12:45 – 5:30 E L OgdenMrs. Dyer all afternoon. Campus mail.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerNo visitors.
Friday, June 15. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerDean Wicker brought up list of books ordered in April, with request that I call up MissRingo and enquire when they would be forthcoming. She that only first four had beenordered for lack of funds, that they had arrived, but had not been sent down yet, that Mr.Stansbury’s personal copy, N.C. Code? had never been ordered! 4 students, 3 for longerperiod, Dean Wicker gone for 10 days’ vacation to mts.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20In afternoon Mr. Nigro came – has just resigned from the button factory job where he hadbeen in charge of personnel interviewing applicants and liaison between management +labor. Is looking up prospects for practice, has an offer but doesn’t hasn’t decided. Camereally to see Judge Jones but was in Lib. quite a while. Looked over the A.B.A. pam. “Lookbefore you leap” and said it was just the sort of thing that would have helped when he firststarted. Mr. Householder the only other reader. He stayed all afternoon.
Saturday, June 16. 19458 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden
12:45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerNo visitor but Mr. Stansbury.
Monday, June 18. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMiss Metcalf here at opening. 5 students most of the morning.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mr. Garland + Householder here most of the afternoon. Miss Goehringphoned to have verified statement of Law Lib. hours to be put in next fall’s studenthandbook.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMiss Metcalf again. Another (Miss Shaw) from Univ. to get material for a paper on Incometax. Both all the evening.
Tuesday, June 19. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMiss Metcalf; a young man to find out legal requirements in different states, one of the newstudents, Mr. Sandford, Mrs. Dyer,12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Garland, Mrs. Dyer, Mr. Snyder, one or another of them here nearly all afternoon.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMiss Metcalf,
Wednesday, June 20, 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenStudents say no “briefing paper,” (i.e. interleaving paper) at book store so I offered gavesome of them (Mr. Snyder + Mrs. Dyer + Miss Metcalf) a few sheets each from the lib.supply which had been left on tables last year. Finished checking accessions to date withcat. and shelf entries. Campus mail brought some a nice lot (Amer bus rev + others) ofexchanges from Ark Univ. sent by Miss Ringo with letter asking that certain Law dups besent her. Did so.
12.45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Williams, Mr. Garland, Mr. Leonard all p.m.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenMiss Metcalf all evening. Recorded and shelved periodicals rec’d from Main Lib. throughexchange.
Thursday, June 21. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Raulston, Miss Metcalf, Thomas, Williams, Householder12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenGave some help to young woman (Miss Holmes) working on hist. of Tenn. labor legislation.Called it “general” from one to 4 readers working industriously. Lib. never without any –each stayed several hours. Campus mail.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerNo visitors. Janitor gone to Murfreesboro but night watchman came at 9:20 to closebuilding.
Friday, June 22. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on period. slips, Miss Holmes, Miss Metcalf, Bresnahan, Mr. Albert, Mr. Dyer, Mr.Williams.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20In afternoon Garland + Williams + at night Miss Holmes.
Saturday June 23. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMiss Metcalf, Bresnahan; Mr. James Johnson (contract) Householder, Friedman, Williams.Made book review, portrait + biographical slips for 18 Tenn. Law Rev. no. 8 also inventoryperiod. slips.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenReaders: Lou Williams till 2:30. Garland till 4:30. Mr. Stauss for a short time;
Monday, June 25. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerReaders: Mr. Albert; Bresnahan, Dyer, Metcalf,Campus mail.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenS.F. Fowler (contract) used Okla. code from B. No students. Judge Green phoned to ask if theLib had any information on John W. Head, reporter 1858-61. Told him I would look it up.Found no other information about him so far.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerNo visitors.
Tuesday, June 26. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerUsers – Culverhouse, for Bar Ex. Bresnahan, Metcalf,Mrs. Morris absent so took phone calls.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCulvahouse, Garland all afternoon; Mrs. Dyer most of it.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Culverhouse,
Wednesday June 27 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenCulvahouse, Bresnahan, Mayo, Metcalf. Daphne Harris phoned to ask for statistics byMonday. Resumed search for J.W. Head biog. and wrote Judge Green what I had foundenclosing a pam. biog. of J.W. Heads nephew? with some data on other members of thefamily. Called it “search.” Mr. Wicker wants in next day or two anything giving argumentsfor a high-standard law school.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerWilliams, Culverhouse, Friedman, Garland, Dyer almost all afternoon. Tried to find materialdesired by Mr. Wicker in current periods.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenNo readers. Continued “search” for material for Mr. Wicker.
Thursday, June 28. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Thomason (contract) used Libr. Mr. Williams, Metcalf, Dyer.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail brought Fed. Reg. vols in acco binders to be marked here. Mr. Lou Williamsalso Howe R. Neal to see Fed. patent laws. He said he had started to practice 1926 – 27 +used to use the old KBLA lib when Miss Heiskell was there said he had studied law at U.T.Has been “studying other things since,” he said is just graduating in bacteriology!7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Garland for a short time.
Friday, June 29. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerNo janitor + Mrs. Morris locked out of office so took phone calls. Users – Miss Metcalf,Bresnahan. Janitor came about 11 after Mrs. Morris had notified authorities. Later shediscovered that she had lost her bunch of keys! Janitor said he had only gone to post officewith mail. (He is expecting to get a federal job soon.)12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20In afternoon Miss Metcalf, Lou Williams. Mr. Carty for McConnell + Seymour (contract).Snyder + Garland (for a few minutes after bar exam). Wrote Miss Goehring that HHTproposed to take her month of leaving July 27 and coming back on duty Aug. 27 – whichwould be OK with me – and HHT hoped would not make any complications in payment.Finished to date statistics – ready to add tomorrow’s.
Saturday, June 30 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenFinished various statistics reports through June 30 + took to Main Lib. Counted circ. only tonoon June 30.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Webster, for James Catt, contract, Mr. Williams student all p.m., also Mrs. Williams nearclosing time.
Monday, July 2, 1945.8 – 1 [H. H. Turner]Miss Metcalf, Dyer, Mr. Garland. No janitor visible!12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenGarland, Williams, Snyder (for a few minutes) and a young woman from the Hill working on“municipal airports.” Campus mail. Mr. Shivery returned Beveridge Life of Marshal.7 – 9.20 H. H. TurnerA former student whose names escapes me (Mr. Percival) + who has been doing govt. workin Fla. has been given permission by Dean Wicker to do some research work here, andexpects to spend must time in Library. A Capt. Young (U.S.A.) from Miami, Fla Decatur, Ga.plans to study law here + wanted a copy of summer school announcement. I called up Mr.Wicker who said let him have Lib. copy, and he wished to speak to visitor himself. Janitorsaid he had to spend night repairing a borrowed truck which had broken down Sunday andhe might be late getting back tomorrow, so would I open building? I said yes.
Tuesday, July 3. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerCame a little early to unlock building. Mrs. Morris + Dean Wicker both left keys at home socouldn’t get into building office until Mrs. Morris went back to get hers. Miss Metcalf,Bresnahan. No janitor appeared all a.m.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, July 4. 19458 – 1 Holiday.Janitor cleaned Library.
Thursday, July 5. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Albert, Metcalf, Dyer.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenDyer, Snyder, Garland; also a young woman grad? looking up Tenn. law on cooperatives.Tried to help her + finally located a law in Michie that we hadn’t got track of in Williams.After a while found Mr. Garland was at same table + seemed to be helping too. I called mine“General.” Later a young man + young woman walked in and he asked for ethics of criminallaw. Showed him Canon of ethics which he did not seem interested in – wanted somethingnot in legal language. Tried one or two other things In him but + asked Mr. Stansbury forsuggestions. Meantime the young man browsed through RR4b + RT, took a fancy to Housel+c Fed crim law cases – wanted to borrow + if he couldn’t how could he get to, asked whereto buy it, then came back to his original question hadn’t we anything to tell what are the“rights of a person” + I advised him to consult a good criminal lawyer. He wandered aroundlooking at the shelves, came back + asked if we hadn’t anything for sale + then both went.The woman had looked around some too but mostly sat + waited. I suspected he was insome trouble and distrusted lawyers. I called it “General” and the “Cooperatives” another“General” and Judge Green another “General” – he wanted exact dates of birth + death ofWm. G. Swan, Tenn Atty Gen. 1850-54. Had years from his tombstone in Memphis but notthe year exact date. As I came into building Mr. Headrick was just ahead of me + went intoCollege Office. Mrs. Morris showed me later the note he left with the keys, saying he hadquit + had spoken to some on about closing up. An eventful afternoon!! Found tank inlavatory commode refused to flush or fill – Too late there to report it.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Garland all evening. He brought a friend who had a M.A. U. of Tenn. to be shown library.Dean Wicker had just read notice of janitor’s abdication + asked Mr. Garland and me toclose building, and me to unlock tomorrow A.M.
Friday, July 6. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerCame a little early to open up.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Dean Wicker said he had talked with Mr. Nicholas about janitor. Mr. N. says he has nobodyhe can send but someone will close the building tonight and to morrow at 6 P.M. No readersat night. Mr. Mark Webster used Lib for J. Carr (contract). Mr. Garland. Campus mailbrought (among other things) 9 more vols of Fed. Reg. to be marked before shelving. Astudent from Hill (pre-law) just beginning law study came to borrow Stone’s life of Darrow.I showed him the A.B.A. “Look before you leap” pam and the Harvard list of books for pre-law readers in the service.
Saturday, July 7.8 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenNo janitor so unlocked outer door and spent an hour on much needed dusting. Dyer,Metcalf, Mayo.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerDyer, Mr. + Mrs. Williams.
Monday, July 9. 19458.30 – 1 H. H. TurnerCame ½ hr. early. Dusted +c. Someone came later to brush up floors + dust again, not aregular janitor. Miss Metcalf, Mr. Weems, Dyer. A girl who is writing thesis on Taxation.Man to estimate about painting walls. T.V.A. man, Mr. Ramey, to use Arkansas statutes(Legal Div.)12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenPhoned Miss Goehring that I had done 3 v. of Fed reg with pp. upside down – had correctedour other that had one no. misplaced and found it very difficult to put the fasteners back.Could I send them back to be done at Main? She said OK, also that she hoped Miss Turnerunderstood that it was O.K. about her starting her vacation July 27. I said I thought she did.Janitor arrangement, says Mrs. Morris, is to have some one come to clean up but not to staynight. Watchman will lock up at night.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Leonard for a short time only.
Tuesday, July 10. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerNew part-time janitor came before 7 and had building open and Library aired and dusted.The girl who is working on her thesis. Metcalf. Weems.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. F. Headman (contract) used Lib. Garland all afternoon, Lou Williams for a short time. Astudent for data on crim courts in Tenn. (helped her some – “ref. – general”) + tax thesis girlall afternoon. Campus mail.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Garland, tax thesis girl + a young man to help her.
Wednesday, July 11. 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenYesterday at Main Lib learned that binding would be sent off July 17. In Lib – tax thesis girl,Dyer, Bresnahan, Snyder (for a few minutes). Mrs. Morris to be at home this P.M. gettinglinoleum laid in bathroom. Wrote Miss Ringo asking if Jour legal + political sociology v. 3had been subscribed for (not rec’d) + that v. 1-2 sent bindery in Dec. 44 not ret’d to Law;Dean Wicker says he had a letter from ABA Ctte that “Look before you leap” pam wasdistributed to Law School Deans and Librarians only – sorry they couldn’t furnish it inquantity but had already exceeded their budget.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMiss Metcalf, Garland, Weems. Copied period. inventory. Campus mail.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenTax thesis lady + young main joined her toward closing time.
Thursday, July 12. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerUsers: “Tax lady,” Metcalf, Albert, Dyer, Bresnahan, Weems12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenTax lady, Garland, Dyer7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerNo readers.
Friday, July 13. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerPresent: “Tax Lady,” Bresnahan, Dyer, Metcalf, Mr. Weems.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenTax lady, Miss Metcalf, + the young man who worked with tax laws last year. Helped thislast one try to find a La. labor law which seemed to be mis-printed in Labor law services.(Ref- gen’l). Took considerable time but it wasn’t really search. Spent more time on a ref. to8 Fed. Reg. phoned by Mr. Headman. He asked if he could send his sec’y to get the vols +take them to him at the Court House. Couldn’t find anything to correspond to the title no. +chap. he gave which appeared to apply to the Code, concluded it must be in the July-Dec.1943 Suppl. which we haven’t. The Sec. phoned to him twice more to court house + gotsome page nos to Register which I hope were the right things. She said she didn’t mindcarrying the vols although I offered to get the separate nos. out of the binder so therewould be less to carry. Finished listing vols for bindery.7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenMiss Metcalf, Mrs. Dyer took out a book from RR-5 to study together downstairs. Allevening no other readers. Yesterday talked to Mrs. Dyer about substituting in Library inAug. + she says she is willing to. Mr. Garland
Saturday, July 14. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerDyer, Metcalf, Bresnahan, Garland.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenLooked up last years Lib. hours + schedule for HHT’s vacation period. Made a memo. forDean Wicker asking if OK for this year to shorten hours – considering we have 2 lawstudent substitutes available where we had one last year. Miss Bresnahan, Mr. Snyder (for afew minutes)
Monday, July 16. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Wicker gave approval to shortened hours like 2d term last summer for the period whenHHT is away: Mon – Thurs 8:30-12, 1:30-5, 7-9:20; Fri. 8:30-12, 1:30-5; Sat. 8:30-12. Hesaid TLR will make a start next year anyway. Tenn. Bar Ass’n Ctte reports will be available,although no meeting of the ass’n was held + contract with printer has been signed. Twomen came to calculate for painting walls. I asked when they expected to do it + they did notknow. Mr. Garlnd, Williams only readers. Campus mail.7 – 9:20 [H. H. Turner]Mr. Garland.
Tuesday, July 17. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerUsers: Mayo, Williams, Dyer, Weems, Bresnahan, Garland, Metcalf.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenNo readers. Wrote Miss Ringo that Prentice-Hall Wills-estate-trust service announces a bdvol of “Unreported cases” to be sent subscribers free of charge about Sep. 1.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, July 18 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMayo + Williams in Conf. room; Friedman + Albert.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Carty, for Mr. Seymour (contract) used Library. No other readers.12 7 – 9:20 E. L. OgdenNo readers.
Thursday, July 19. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenNo readers. Campus mail. Dean Wicker had word from Admin. that the present janitorcould be only temp. and that it was difficult to get one to close at night. – that he had no reg.janitor in sight but would continue to send some one for a few hours cleaning daily. Mr.Wicker suggested that when Mr. Garland substitutes for Miss Turner he might take thenight duty and agree to see to the closing. I said I’d ask him when I saw him – haven’t to-day.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMrs. Dyer brought her husband + they stayed some time. Put up notices of Library hoursJuly 27 – Aug 25.
Friday, July 20. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerJudge Stooksbury + Mr. Headman used Library. Mrs. Clemens called up for a grad. studentwho wanted to find a case in S.W. Wrong citation. Later Mrs. Clemens phoned for furtherinformation. Judge Stooksbury is teaching commercial law in a business college. He spendsome time reminiscing about his law College days. Busy morning. Mr. Garland and Mr.Williams users.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Mr. Garland in afternoon, Mr. Stauss at night for a short time. Did some sorting + verifyingof periodical files and wrote for Miss Goehring library hours + schedules for rest of summerto Sep. 24. Also stated hours for July Mr. Garland will take charge. Dean Wicker had talkedwith Mr. Hess(?) about janitor situation – no one available for full time but can send a manfor a few hours cleaning every day. The difficult part was getting some one to close at night.Dean Wicker said perhaps after Aug. July 27 Mr. Garland would take charge of this at night+ I said I would see to the Library part Friday afternoon. Dean W. said he would see to thedownstairs Fri. P.M. at 5. He also said he had written to ask if A.B.A. would take an order for50 reprints of “Look before you leap” pam. and asked if it could be reprinted in TLR. Mr.Garland agreed to be responsible for closing the building at night. Reported to MissGoehring that Mr. Garland would be due pay for 11 hrs in July. (Jl. 16, 30, 31)
Saturday, July 21. 19458 – 12:45 E. L. Ogden12:45 – 5.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Williams and Mr. Stauss almost all afternoon.
Monday, July 23. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenGarland, Williams, Snyder + one other student whose name I do not know. Main Lib phonedN.L.B. binding will be sent July 31. Miss King phoned that a TVA man wanted to know if wehad some annotation or comment +c on the Uniform Sales law. I said we hadn’t except ascontained in the Uniform Laws set which TVA has. Asked Mr. Stansbury if I was right + hesaid yes.
7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerN one came to study. Mr. Snyder for a minute only.
Tuesday, July 24. 19458 – 1 [H. H. Turner]Mr. Williams, Mr. Evans, Mr. Snyder. 2 men to examine walls. They said that Library is to bepainted. Wrote City Manager asking for a copy of Knox. Code just pub.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Williams, Mr. Snyder, Mr. Garland. Had a post card from Tex Univ Law Libr’n askingapproximate date when Tenn 1945 Acts will be pub. Asked Mr. Wicker if any local lawyermight be expected to know. He suggested N.B. Morrell. Later I called Mr. Key and he said“Probably about the middle of August.” So I added that as a postscript to a card telling Texlibr’n to ask Tenn. Sec’y State. Mr. Benton Jones phoned to ask Lib. hours. Said he’d be heretomorrow morning to look something up. Campus mail brought a note from Miss Bergensaying she was changing marks of Cum. Sup. Code fed Reg. to 1938-43 and the later suppl.to 1943. I answered to cat dept. that I could change marks here but advised putting exactdates, Jun 21 1938 – June 1 1943 on the Cumulative Sup. and June 2 – Dec. 31 1943, on theother + asked if these vols couldn’t be sent us promptly on publication, that the vol Mr.Headman wanted wasn’t here yet but had been our for some time. Another phone callwanted to know if we had all Tenn Priv Acts 1833-56. We lack some. I read the list. Notvery satisfactory to give such information over the phone.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerTher. 92. No visitors.
Wednesday, July 25 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Benton Jones, of Knoxville bar, used Lib. Miss Bresnahan, Mr. Williams, Garland. A Mr.M.J. Hale came to borrow a book for Mr. Kramer, told him Mr. K wasn’t qualified forcirculation right but Mr. Kohler was. Tried to get Mr. K but he was out so let Mr. Hale takethe book signing Mr. Kohler’s name + his own, to be reported to Mr. Kohler what was done.12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Snyder, Evans, Garland.
Thursday, July 25 6 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Strauss, contract, used Library. Dusted current periodicals. Mr. Evans, Mr. Snyder.12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Garland, Mr. Wicker.7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerMrs. Dyer.
Friday, July 27. 19458 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 51 student a few minutes in morning; Dean Wicker; in afternoon, 2 students 4:20. No otherreaders. New phone book came. Phoned Miss Goehring that plastering + painting would bebegun “any time” + asked old newspapers to protect books – in case. She said she’d send.
Saturday July 288:30 – 12:00 E. L. OgdenSnyder, Williams. Campus mail brought old newspapers. Plasterers working downstairs.Miss Wright from Lawson McGhee to see check list of Tenn. session laws.
Monday July 308:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 5Informed that plasterers might be in Lib. late this afternoon or early tomorrow morning,spent most of the day wrapping periodicals in newspapers + draping the shelves in RR –where they seemed most exposed to scaling plaster. Whether it helps or not remains to beseen. J.C. Thomason, contract, used Lib.7 – 9:20 W. B. Garland
Tuesday, July 31 19458:30 – 12:00 E. L. OgdenContinued spreading papers for protection from plaster. Looked at 3d floor where plasteris being shipped off along every visible crack. Saw man in charge + spoke about protectionin Lib. He said they would finish up one floor at a time – looks as though they wouldn’t getto Lib floor until tomorrow though he thought today. Mr. Thomason in Lib again.
1:30 – 5:30 Walter Garland7:00 – 9:20
Wednesday, Aug. 1, 19458:30 – 12:00 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 5:00Mr. Harvey Fowler used Lib (contract). Plasterers busy in hall knocking down loose plasterall A.M. + began in RR after lunch. This A.M. found a coca-cola bottle in RR + cigarette asheson floor. Absolutely (says Dean) no Coca Cola to be brought into Lib, also no smoking in Lib– a rule of long standing. Campus mail. Mark Webster (for Jas. Carr, contract) used Lib.Came at 4 just as workmen were going. They left RR floor pretty well swept, RT room, notso clean with one corner still to be chipped out and N.W. + N.E. stack rooms still to do. Afterworkmen left moved back to RR the things from desk, check list + inventory lists which Ihad been using in RT and dusted off enough tables + chairs for use to night. Probablyplasterers will not get to RR very early tomorrow. They still have a good deal to do therooms above + stairway.7:00 – 9:20 Walter Garland
Thursday Aug 2 19458:30 – 1:30 12:00 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 5:00Plasterers will be in RR some time tomorrow morning. N.E. + NW rooms were havingplaster knocked off all day. They took books off wall shelves in N.W. corner, moved shelvesfrom wall + stripped all plaster to the bricks, from base board to ceiling, window-alcove towest wall! DSid some more covering with newspapers; made up statistics data for July;filed book-advt circs.7:00 – 9:20 Walter Garland
Friday Aug. 3, 19458:30 – 12:00 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 5:00Workmen finished patching plaster in RR to day, will begin in RT room Monday. They willnot be here to morrow. Painters are now in Ayres Hall – will be here next – whenever thatwill be. Did some copying of B.-10 “Societies and institutions list. Lib. not open tonight.Spent considerable time moving from one room to another to avoid workmen. Mr. Stauss tolook at current periodicals – did not stay long.
Saturday Aug. 4, 19458:30 – 12 E. L. OgdenDid more covering up. Mr. Headman used Lib.
Monday Aug. 5 19458:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 5Workmen said they were not going to be here Sat A.M. Plasterers were not but carpenterswere. Today plasterers worked off + on in all lib rooms except RR and in RR carpentersworked with windows – sanded sills, put in window cords +c + like plasterers workedsometimes on Lib floor + sometimes else where. They say they may finish plastering on Libfloor tomorrow. Dean Wicker says ABA is going to send 100 cops of the “Look before youleap” pam and permits reprint in TLR. He will have it distributed to all pre-law students.7:00 – 9:20 Walter Garland
Tuesday Aug 7 19458:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Workmen finished plastering in RT room + hall. Moved their things out + sort of cleanedabout 3:30. Mr. Forrest Andrews (contract) came to use Ga. Code, having phoned first. Iadvised phoning before coming if he expected to do so soon again. About 3:30 carpenterscame back to finish sanding sills of west windows, which they was stopped by rainyesterday. Found at 8:30 vols ret’d by Mr. Headman. Finished comparing new copy of B 10list (Societies) and cleaned up a variety of “pending” matters. Mr. Wicker brought a dozencops of ABA “Look before you leap” pam for Lib to give away if it wanted. He got 100 copsfor Law College use. I sent one to Main Lib. with note Mr. Jesse might like to see thestatement about law librarianship for trained lawyers.
7:00 – 9:20 Walter Garland
Wednesday Aug. 8 19458:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 5Carpenters at Lib. windows a short time early morning + again a short time after lunch.Apparently not quite finished. Understood them to say the all this group of workmen wouldbe out of building to morrow. Mr. Wicker asked Mr. Jesse for loan of vacuum cleaner fortops of cases in Lib. with a boy to run it. Mr. Wicker said might be needed half a day – mightbe longer. Mr. J.C. Thomason used Lib. Got rid of a considerable no of pending memoranda.Did a little on list of acts relating to Tenn. Constitution.7:00 – 9:20 Walter Garland
Thursday Aug. 9, 19458:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 5Jimmie Robinson with Main Lib. vacuum cleaner arrived about 8:25 – cleaned top of stacksin B + empty shelves – whatever could be done without handling books – did same in RR, +will do Conf. room + whatever else he can tomorrow. I worked ahead of him in B in placeswhere plaster had fallen on or between books, put more paper drapes on shelves in RR andbegan cleaning worst spattered places in N.W. stack – still five or six more section to goover under the patch that was put in ceiling. Mr. Wicker asked if cleaner would be neededlonger + I said tomorrow. I think that will finish the drape of stacks in RT, NE Stack and theworst; if not all, of N.W. stack. Plasterers finished in basement (ie in building) today. Stillsome carpenter work unfinished in Lib. + another window cord broke yesterday. Noreaders.7:00 – 9:20 Walter Garland
Friday Aug. 10, 19458:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 5Worked with boy + vacuum cleaner lent by Main Lib.1:30 – 5:00 Walter Garland
Saturday, Aug. 11 19458:30 – 12 E. L. OgdenContinued work with vacuum cleaner. Boy not scheduled to work on Sat. So I asked to havethe cleaner left till Monday A.M.
Monday Aug 13, 19458:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 5Mr. Hauk from Edgerton + McAfee used Lib. + Pearcefull (See Ex. Univ. Register) at night.Campus mail.7:00 – 9:20 Walter Garland
Tuesday Aug 14, 19458:30 – 12 E. L. OgdenJ.C. Thomason (contract) used Lib. Got vols ready for binding (to go by Monday next) Alsoworked with arrears of mail not attended to Thurs. – Sat. last1:30 – 5 Walter Garland7 – 9:20
Wednesday, Aug 15 1945Holiday – Japan Surrender announced.
Thursday Aug. 16, 19458:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 5Mr. J.C. Thomason (contract) used Lib in morning. Mr. Haun, of Egerton McAfee +c(contract) used Lib. in afternoon. Also the young woman checking citations in her thesis ontaxation of cooperatives, Miss Goehring phoned to have Mr. Garland’s hours for Aug.Reported them as served, Aug 1 – 14 27 hrs. Scheduled Aug 16 – 22 13½ hrs, total 40½ hrsand that this did not include 2½ hrs for which he was scheduled Aug 15 which wasdeclared a holiday. Campus mail was delivered downstairs – not collected from Law Lib.7:00 – 9:20 Walter Garland
Friday Aug 17 19458:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4B Kohler used Lib. in afternoon, Mr. Haun (of Egerton, McAfee +c) in morning. Painting inOffices on 2d floor (2d coat)
Saturday Aug. 18 19458: 30 – 12 E. L. OgdenContinued efforts to protect books in N.E. stacks. Painters not through with 2d coat in floorbelow but probably will be in Lib. some time Monday.
Monday, Aug. 20, 19458:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 5Mr. Haun in morning. Campus mail.7 – 9:20 Walter Garland
Tuesday, Aug 21 19458:30 – 12 E. L. OgdenNotes for H.H. Turner’s information: Changes in Inventory list: Finished copying +combining periodical lists; Changed N.W. stack list by putting Ref. sec. at back instead of atin middle of list. Haven’t finally revised Legal Bibliog. list but some of the books movedfrom RR6 to table back of desk are to stay there. Property Restatement TD + PFD are in RR6waiting answer to letter asking what nos needed to complete them. The Tenn. section ofN.W. stack list is in process of revision + will wait will shelves are accessible again1:30 – 5 Walter Garland7 – 9:20
Wednesday Aug 22, 19458:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 5Mr. Groves C Boyd, “Tenn. State employment service Security” used Lib. Also F. Headman(contract). Filed cards + brought cat entries for accessions up to date. Painters now onstairway (3 P.M.) will probably be in Lib to morrow morning. Miss Ringo asked if Law hadan old law dic that could be spared to use in Main Lib. Ref. room. I gave a [mus.] to DeanWicker asking if we might give Cycl. dic 1901 listing what would be left in Law RR.7 – 9:20 Walter Garland
Thursday, Aug. 23 19458:30 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 5Sent a phone message to A.F. Pearcefull that the Law Lib. will not be open at night until Sep.26. Message from “Administration” to Law College + one from Main to Law Lib. that offices+ Lib. will not be open after 2:30 to morrow on acct. of commencement. Mr. Headmancalled Weds. by phone to ask to have a certain case looked up + head notes read to him.Afterwards he came to get it + I helped get look it up further in advance sheets. Called itgeneral.
Friday Aug. 249 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 2:30Commencement dat. All U.T. offices + Main Lib. close at 2:30 for the rest of the day. HadDean Wicker’s approval on sending Cycl. law dic. to Main as requested Wed. Paintersmoved ladders + trestles into RR at 8:30. 6 painters an overseer and a ground man.Covered floor + furniture carefully. Leaving at 2:30 painters finishing first coat in RR.
Sat. Aug. 25 19459 – 12 E. L. OgdenNo workmen. Washed inside of Lib. desk drawers, dusted + replaced contents.
Monday, Aug. 27, 19459 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Only a few painters reported for work so foreman started them in stack rooms. They hadfinished all except a little in RT room. After lunch 7 men were put to work in RR + finished2d coat there, 1st coat conference room by their quitting time – 4 PM. Mr. Blackard wrote toask loan of Horack’s case book on legislation which he had given Law Lib. when he left.Found it had been turned over to Judge Jones as a teacher’s case book + not put in Lib. Gotit from him, looked up the subject he wanted + found it was treated more fully in v. 2 Ed 3of Sutherlands Statutes ed by Horack. Sent him the case book on “indefinite period” term +sent also with Dean Wicker’s approval, v 2 of Sutherland on “inter-library terms” – onemonth, with renewal by Sep. 27 if we could still spare it. Dean Wicker says no course inlegislation planned.
Tues. Aug. 289 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Mr. Lowry of Knoxville bar used Lib. Said he was law libr’n for U.T. in his senior year whenJudge Ingersoll + Prof Turner were the whole law faculty – except for some lectures onconstitutional law by John R. Neal. Library in Old College, about 30 in the class. He willcome again. By 4 o’clock RR was far enough along to take down some of the newspaperhangings in the alcove. Mr. Wicker brought 4 of Judge Green’s biog. sketches for verificationof dates + quotations.
Wednesday, August 29, 19459 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Mr. Lowry again. Spent the whole day on Judge Green’s paper.
Thursday Aug 30 19459 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Mr. Lowry, Mr. W. Parkey. Worked on Greenpaper.9 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Stayed away Aug. 27, 28, + 29 a.m. on account of painters in Library – being coverd withtarpaulins +c.
Friday, Aug. 31. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 49 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Mr. Lowry finished his work. Thanked Lib. for service. Mr. Lou Wililams (student) is editingmaterial for TLR. I finished all I expect to do on Judge Green’s papers (Yerger Meigs, Swan,Head, reporters). Made some progress in restoring Libr. to its normal state. Campus mailafter 4.
Saturday, Sept. 1. 19459 – 12 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Wynick (contract) + another lawyer Mr. Koyle (T.V.A.)9 – 12 E. L. Ogden
Monday, Sept. 3. 1945Labor Day Holiday.
Tuesday Sept. 4. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Mr. Williams, Mr. Garland. Dusted + arranged current legal periodicals.? E.L.O. unofficially present to shelve certain sets where cases had not been put back inplace after walls behind them were plastered and to do various other bits of unfinishedmatters. Did not finish all I meant to do. Rec’d Mr. Blackard’s acknowledgement of loan ofAug. 27 (or 26?) and an inquiry for statistics from Special Libraries Ass’n. Asked HHT tonotify that I wouldn’t be back until Sep. 26. Sorry to find lib. cop of 13 TLR still missing –has been for several weeks.
Wednesday, Sept. 5. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Mr. Harton, for Mr. Seymour (contract) used Library, Oak Ridge Legal division member; Mr.Fisher, alumnus, Mr. Williams, Mr. Garland.
Thursday, Sept. 6. 19459 – 12 H. H. TurnerDusted + straightened shelves of Library office.
Friday, Sept. 7. 1945.9 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Mr. Wicker brought a man and his son to be shown Library. Paul Clark, recent graduate,now employed by an accident ins. co. used Library with Dean Wicker’s consent. Continuedwork in Library Office.
Saturday, Sept. 8. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner
Monday, Sept. 10. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Mrs. Morris away on week’s vacation. Took telephone messages while Mr. Wicker was onHill. Dusted Library office. Mr. Jesse came with Mr. Wicker at closing time.
Tuesday, Sept. 11. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4
Wednesday, Sept. 12. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Campus mail. Miss Ringo sent for Va. Code 1930, + Suppl. 1932, 34 to be returned to pub.for credit on 1942 code. Mr. Simmons, Johnson City lawyer used Library. Worked inFinished dusting Libr. Office.
Thursday Sept. 13. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Dusted R.R. 5 + read shelves. Dean Wicker introduced a man + showed him Library. (Forgothis name.)
Friday, Sept. 14. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Mr. Williams. Someone from B.P.A. to consult Federal Register, U.S.C.A. Dusted A.L.R.
Saturday, Sept. 15. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner
Monday, Sept. 17. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4
Tuesday, Sept. 18. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Finished cleaning A.L.R. + Dec. Digests.
Wednesday Sept. 19. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Janitor cleaned balcony. Mr. Thomason, contract, used Library.
Thursday, Sept. 20. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Mr. Headman, contract, used Library. Campus mail.
Friday, Sept. 21. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1:30 – 4Men put in new windows. E.L.O. came unofficially. Mr. Morell (contract) used Library.
Saturday, Sept. 22. 19459 – 12 [H. H. Turner]1:30Campus mail.
Monday, Sept. 24. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Mr. Frank Fowler, contract, used Library. Dusted + straightened R.R.2. Mr. Garland came inat noon to discuss scedules.
Tuesday, Sept. 25. 19459 – 12 H. H. Turner1.30 – 4Showed 2 new students around Library. Straightened R.R.3.
9 – 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 – 4Spent most of last Saturday and of Monday (yesterday) sorting + listing law books of N.B.Morrell stored in the attic of his former home to separate those the Law Lib. could use fromthose he wished to keep and from those not wanted by either. Had a phone call from Mr.Jesse last Thurs. just after return from two weeks at Gatlinburg asking if I would agree toretirement beginning Oct. 1, which was earlier than could have been anticipated when Iasked for in the summer to have arrangement for it made. I said it suited me perfectly atthat time and asked if I could not continue revision of the List of Tenn. Acts relating to theUniversity which I began a long time ago + have worked on intermittently also to put inshape a list of sources of information, biographical and historical, on the bench and bar ofTennessee. Also, if no regulations, prevented would like to be available for substitution incase it should be needed. He thought all this would be O.K. He wanted to know just then ifthe arrangement suite for retirement suited me so he could see Dean Smith about it andasked me to see him the following week. So phoned Miss Harris this morning to let meknow when Mr. Jesse could see me. After closing time two new students exploring thebuilding came up the back stairs – seemed interested in being shown the Library. I spokelater to Mr. Chamblis about seeing back stairs door was kept locked from below so that noone could come up that way but that it could be opened by any one going down.
Wednesday, Sep. 26, 19458 – 12:45 E. L. OgdenShowed Lib. to 2 students, Mr. Derrick (who likes to read + browse) and Mrs. Kammer, ayoung woman from Oak Ridge (who has a family and wants to make the most of her time inthe Lib.) A few weeks ago I talked with Mrs. Clemens (head of Main Lib. Reference dept.)about counting ref. questions. She said they count definitely as “general” when any one isshown through the Library. I believe they keep a separate count “use of the Lib.” We neverhave counted this. She counts all questions for information except “Where is?” Better beginnow on this basis. It will increase Law Lib. statistics to considerably to do so. I believe wehave counted only questions that involved some investigation on our own part. In regard towork on Judge Green’s paper (4 biogs) she advised calling them 4 searches instead of theone search as had been done before. Perhaps Mrs. Clemens might be consulted (or herassistant, Jean Adams) in future cases Law Lib isn’t sure about. Miss Harris phoned Mr.Jesse would see me tomorrow at 10. On way to Lib, left with N.B. Morrell a list of his booksthat Law Lib. could use. He may make changes. Painters at work again outside of buildingaround windows + carrying buckets of paint through Lib. Mrs. Morris said 39 registered –Will probably be more – about 42 in all. New price list for Nat’l Lib. bindery rec’d from MainLib., she asked any books Law Lib wanted bound might wait should be sent Main by Sep.28. I advised Mr. Garland to pay no attention to binding matters until April or May as allimportant periodicals will be needed until June TLR is ready for printer.
12.45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Thomason (contract) used Library.7 – 9:20 E. L. Ogden3 students all evening and Mr. Headman.
Thursday, Sept. 27. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12 students in Library at one time!12:45 – 5:30 E. L. OgdenWill write up later. See Friday P.M.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner5 students used Library.
Friday, Sept. 28. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Albert brought 6 old law books to Library + said if not wanted to throwthem away. Looked up citation for Judge Green in Penna repts. Called in “general” ref. Aformer law student whose name I will have to find out, but who graduated 15 yrs. ago, fromHartford Conn. with Aetna Life Ins. brought his wife. He wanted to see Miss Ogden. Laterfound he was Mr. Beasley.
12:45 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 – 9:20Yesterday morning saw Mr. Jesse. He isn’t sure yet I would be allowed to substitute in LawLib. I told him something about our methods in general and said some of the things we doare to be ready for questionnaires that used to come before the war - + probably will comeagain this year or next. There will certainly be an inspection of member schools by theAssociation of American Law Schools jointly perhaps by with the ABA legal educationcommittee – Dean Wicker thinks not till next year – and just before the war the Ass’nagreed that the Library part of inspection next time will be made by Law Librarians. Toldhim that in the past the questionnaire came to the Dean of Law who gave sheets about theLibrary to the Law Librarian who got what data we could from our records + from the LawCollege. Then sent the forms and the data we had found to Main Lib where the form wasfilled out a copy kept at Main, another cop (for Law Lib filing) and the original (for the Deanto send back) returned by Main to Law Lib. I talked to catalogers about sending McQuillenon Municipal corp., Ed. 2 as soon as they could. The old ed is in RR-6 waiting to be put in Bwhen the new ed. comes + goes to RT. There is a vacant self. Also waiting to be cataloged isAppleman on Insurance for which space will have to be made in RT as it is much biggerthan Couch which isn’t going to be kept up to date by the publisher. I hear that Michie willpublish no more codes supplements to Michies code but will keep Williams up to date.Learned that Main Lib receives only occasionally Tenn. Banker + consulted Mr. Wickerabout sending all of our file to Main + sending them current numbers when Mr. Wickersends them to us. He approved. We will keep the one number containing Mr. Wicker’saddress – I’ll ask HHT to look up which no. – Spent most of yesterday afternoon writing anote for Law Lib. Jour + TLR on the way 3A Tenn came to be pub. Had spoken to Mr. Jesseabout sending it to Law Lib. Jour. + as an afterthought showed it to Mr. Wicker + he saidTLR should publish it too so Mr. Williams edited it + Mr. Wicker gave it said to Mrs. Morriswould type it + give me a copy for Law Lib. J. “Special Libraries” questionnaire, waitingsince Sep. 4 asked for no of bound vols of periodicals + no. of current periodicals rec’dwhich I counted. I sent the form + data for answering to Daphne Harris + asked her to typethe answers + send it on without sending it back for me to sign. I kept made a handscriptcop. for our file as I couldn’t find we had the old one. I presume Main will keep a copy too. Ithink that’s all for Thurs.
This afternoon I ruled a form for circulation + ref. statistics; made reports for July + Aug. forMiss Harris and worked on Sep. “extra-Univ users” report + Sep. ref. acting on Mrs. Clemensadvice of Wed. P.M. and counted showing the Lib. as general. One student wanted askedwhere to find a Tenn. case involving contract + agency – I showed him Michie’s digest + Ipresume this was “general” too. Nice big crowd this P.M. – very quiet + studious. Mr.Garland very anxious to have 13 TLR available immediately for case note use. I reported itsloss to Dean Wicker who brought a bd. cop of 12/13 TLR for use till the other reappears.Main Lib. told me yesterday that binders are getting slower + slower unti about returningbinding + materials poorer + poorer. Our collection of 7 books were left in Law Lib. markedE.O. (Earle Oliver) thought at first to have been brought by N.N. Albert but when he came toget a book for N.B. Morrell later he knew nothing about it. Mrs. Morris said Earle Oliver hadopened an office together but it was now closed + the Lib dispersed. I called H. Strausshoping he could give a clue but he is out of town. A queer circumstance was that only v. 1 ofone work + 2 cops of v. 2 of another were among the vols. Wrote Mr. Blackardacknowledging receipt of 2 Sutherland Statutes which had been lent to him. Mr. Headmanat night. Looked up an abbreviation for him. Another “general.” Yesterday told a student hecould reserve a book for over-night ahead of time. Is that OK? One group of 4 a little tooconversational but didn’t say anything as they didn’t keep it up and it appeared to concerntheir studies. Some one from Maryville called Dr. Stansbury. Referred them to his homephone, called again and said it was reported no such no. + not in phone book so I gave DeanWicker’s no. as a source of information. [H.H.T. handwriting:] It isn’t in Mr. Stansbury’sname in book.
Saturday, Sept. 29. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerAssisted a U.of T. student to find materials on Federal Revenue Act. A large crowd inLibrary middle of forenoon.12:30 – 5:30 E. L. Ogden1 student (Mrs. Kammer) until about 3:00. Yesterday had a phone call from D. Harris thatconference of Branch libr’ns + Main Lib dept heads would be held 4 PM Fri. Oct 5.
Monday, Oct. 1. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerLibr. closed 10-11 for Assembly.12:45 – 5:30 W. B. Garland7 – 9:20 H. H. TurnerCollated + shelved vols. rec’d Campus mail.
Tuesday, Oct. 2. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerE.L.O. came + had conference with Law Libr. staff. Collated McQuillan’s Municipal Corp. 2ed. Call from George Montgomery in army but coming back next winter. Call from 2 visitorsfrom Gallatin. Took care of mail.12:45 – 5:30 W. B. GarlandPrepared North Carolina Gen. statutes (4 vols.) to be sent to Main Library to be cataloged.7 – 9.20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Oct. 3. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerLieut. Capt. Bishop, U.T. law grad. paid a visit.12:45 – 5:30 W. B. Garland7: - 9:20
Thursday, Oct. 4, 19458 – 1 W. B. Garland12:45 – 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Rountree (contract) used Library.7 – 9:20 W. B. Garland
Friday, Oct. 5. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner3:30 – 5:30 (conference)1 – 3:30 W. GarlandAttended Library Staff Meeting at Main Library.7 – 9:30 W. Garland
Saturday, Oct. 6, 19458 – 12 W. Garland
Monday, Oct. 8. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerVirgil Powell, calss ’42, preparing for Federal bar exam. used Libr.12:45 – 5:30 W. Garland7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Oct. 9. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 W. B. Garland1 visitor7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday Oct 10. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner
1 – 5:30 W. B. Garland7 – 9:301 visitor
Thursday Oct. 118 – 1 W. Garland12:45 – 5.30 H. H. Turner7 – 9:30 W. GarlandFor number of visitors (excluding contract holders) see the daily statistic pad – beginningOct. 11.
Friday, Oct. 12. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner1 – 5:30 W. B. GarlandCalled office of Harry Strauss – he wasn’t in – asked his office girl to have him return “TheLaw of Marriage + Divorce” by Kuger. Asked Main Library to subscribe for supplements toGeneral Statutes of N.C. – and to acquire No ½ of Vol 3 of Journal of Legal + PoliticalSociology7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Sat. Oct. 138 – 12 W. B. Garland
Monday, Oct. 15. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 W. B. Garland7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Oct. 16. 19458 – 1 H. H. TurnerClass in legal bibl. met in Library.12:45 – 5:30 W. B. Garland1 vol. Restatement Contracts missing.7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Oct. 17. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 W. B. Garland
7 – 9:30 [W. B. Garland]
Thursday, Oct. 188 – 1 W. B. Garland12.45 – 5.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Oct. 19. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 W. B. Garland7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Saturday, Oct. 208 – 1 W. B. Garland12 – 5:30 H. H. Turner
Monday, Oct. 22. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 W. B. Garland7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Oct. 23. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 W. B. Garland7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Oct. 24. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 W. B. Garland7 – 9:20 W. B. Garland
Thursday, Oct 258 – 1 W. B. Garland12:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner7 – 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Oct 26[8 – 1 H. H. Turner]12:45 – 5:30 W. B. Garland7 – 9:30 W. B. Garland
Saturday, Oct. 278 – 12 W. B. Garland
Monday, Oct. 29. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5.30 W. B. Garland
Tuesday, Oct. 30. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner
7 – 9.20 [H. H. Turner]12:45 – 5:30 W. B. Garland
Wednesday, Oct. 31. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner12:45 – 5:30 W. B. Garland
Thursday, Nov. 1. 194512:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner7 – 9:20
Friday, Nov. 2. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner
Monday, Nov. 5. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Nov. 6. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Nov. 7. 194511.45 – 5.30 H. H. Turner7 – 9:20
Thursday, Nov. 8. 194512 – 5:30 H. H. Turner7 – 9:20
Friday, Nov. 9. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner
Saturday, Nov. 10. 194512:45 – 5:30 H. H. Turner
Monday, Nov. 12. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner7 – 9:20 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Nov. 13. 19458 – 1 H. H. Turner
Date To Clean Books and ShelvesNov. 13 Carroll Carmichael 3:30 – 5:30Nov. 14 “ “ 3:30 – 5:30The above time has been reported to Main.Dec. 18 John Karl 1:30 – 4:00Dec. 19 “ “ 8:45 – 12:001:00 – 4:45Dec. 20 “ “8:30 – 12:00 12:30 – 4:00Dec. 21 “ “9:00 – 12:00 1:00 – 4:00Dec. 27 “ “8:30 – 12:00 1:00 – 4:00Dec. 28 “ “8:45 – 12:00 1:00 – 4:15Dec. 31 “ “8:30 – 12:00 1:15 – 4:00Total 41 ¾Reported to Main Dec. 31, 1945 AccessionsBooks in Law Lib Jan. 1 Main Lib count 21814Law Lib “ 21841Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials Volsadded Volswithdrawn Pamsadded
)Jan 4 1944 Britton, Bills + notes cops. 1, 2 2Jan 4 1944 99 Court of Claims Repts 194516 1Jan 5 1944 5 Collier Bankruptcy 194517 1Jan 5 1944 50 Fed. Suppl. 194544 1Jan 5 1944 33 Atl. 2 194551 1Jan 5 1944 14 So. 2 194546 1Jan 5 1944 173 S.W. 2 194545 1Jan 6 1944 Stuart Chace. Where is the money comingfrom? 1Jan 7 1944 43 N.Y. Suppl. 194628 1Jan 7 1944 137 Federal Reporter 194632 1Jan 7 1944 140 Pac. (2) 194631 1Jan 7 1944 26 S.E. (2) 194630 1Jan 7 1944 147 A.L.R. 194633 1Jan 111944 Shepard’s Atl. Rep. Citations 42-43 194720 1Jan 111944 War Suppl. Law govt contracts, Sheahy 1Jan 131944 Words & phrases v. 1-45 194758-799 45Jan 151944 Pocket sup. 1943 to William’s Tenn Codecop. 1 v. 2-8 7°Jan 151944 20 Am. Law Inst. Proc. 194714 1Jan 151944 1944 Suppl. to Huddy Auto. law 11°Jan 191944 Yankee lawyer, Ephraim Tutt 1Jan 191944 Arthur & Crosman, Law of newspapers 1Jan 191944 Shepard’s So. Rept. Citations 1934, 1944 1°Jan 20 Pocket part 1943 Uniform laws 11°
1944Jan 201944 Ga. laws ex sess. 1944 (pam not acc’nd) 1°Jan 211944 Simpson & Dillavou Law for engineers +architects 2d ed. 1? for Engineering?Jan 211944 Unif. Laws Annot v. 5, pt. 1, 2 194992194993
2
Jan 211944 9th bien. vol. State law index 194896 1Jan 211944 50 N.E. 194897 1Jan 211944 Calamandrei, Eulogy of judges 1Jan 211944 Research judicial administration Socialscience research council 1Jan 261944 1942 S.C. Code 5 vol. 195118 -122 5Jan 311944 Shepard’s So. Rpts cit. Sup.1934-44 195304 1Summary of statistics for Jan. 1944 Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in Law Lib. Jan 1 21841 21814“ added in Jan. 76 71“ withdrawn* “ 2* 0Net additions 74 71Books in Law Lib. Feb. 1 21915 21885(See entry in Daily Record Feb. 4)Pamphlets (none added, none withdrawn) Jan. 1, Feb. 1 547* withdrawn Law Dodd admin Workmen’s comp. + Cunningham logicBouvier Law dic. cop. 1 v. 1, 3 (not counted)
February 1944Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedFeb 2 1944 Folk, Patents & in due progress 1Feb 2 1944 6 Index to legal period. 195370 1Feb 2 1944 51 Fed. Suppl. 19536 1
7Feb 2 1944 141 Pac. 2 195366 1Feb 7 1944 200 S.C. 195488 1Feb 7 1944 174 S.W. 195439 1Feb 7 1944 State of Ill. Resources Act 1939 192434 1Feb 7 1944 Election laws of Tenn. 1942 192292 1Feb 8 1944 Pocket pts 1943 Michie Banks +c 9°Feb 8 1944 [Pocket pts 1943] Williams Code cop. 2-7 v.2-8 42°Feb 8 1944 1943 House Jour. N.C. 195491 1Feb 8 1944 1943 Senate Jour. N.C. 195492 1Feb 8 1944 69 Ga. App. Repts. 195499 1Feb 8 1944 1943 Gen + Spec. laws Texas 195487 1Feb 8 1944 72 N. Dakota 195489 1Feb 8 1944 220 Ind. 195497 1Feb 8 1944 203 La. 195496 1Feb 8 1944 39 C.J. Sec. 195514 1Feb 111944 49 Am. Jurisp. 195614 1Feb 151944 Collier on bankruptcy 1943 14 ed. Sup. v. 1-4 4°Feb 171944 1944 World Almanac 195643 1Feb 171944 So. Law Rev. v. 1, no. 1-4 Jan.-Oct. 1872 1°Feb 191944 Code Federal reg. 1941 Suppl. title 46-50353c 195693 1Feb 211944 Federal register v. 7 (12 pts) v. 8 [pt 1-3] trfr Main 15Feb 231944 Pamphlets recorded 4Feb 25 Tenn. elec. power co. v. TVA 1938 7
1944 Transcript of Record U.S. Sup. Ct. Oct. termNo. 27Feb 251944 U.S. Sup. Ct. Briefs 1907-08 EJ Sanford unac 1°Feb 251944 [U.S. Sup. Ct. Briefs] 1906 v. 1 [Sanford] unac 1°Feb 281944 Martindale-Hubbell Law Dir. 1943 2 v. 195493 2Feb 281944 U.S. Sup. Ct. briefs Sanford collection 1907-08 unac 2°Summary of statistics for February 1944Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in Law Lib Feb. 1 21915 21885“ added in Feb. 28 29“ transferred from Main Lib 15“ withdrawn 0 0Net additions 43 29Books in Law Lib. March 1 21958 21914Pamphlets in Law Lib Feb. 1 547“ added in Feb (none withdrawn) 4“ in Law Lib March 1 551March 1944Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedMar 11944 U.S. Supreme Ct. briefs Sanford col. 1907 195824 1Mar 31944 Sanford briefs 1907 v. 2 196003 1Mar 31944 49th Rept. Penna. bar Ass’n 196006 1Mar 31944 11 N.W. 2d 196008 1Mar 31944 142 Pac. 2 196007 1Mar 61944 Words + phrases ser. 1-5 28 Main +LawMar 91944 Pock. Sup. Fletcher - Corp. 1944 21°Mar 91944 Sanford briefs 1907 v. 31906 v. 2 19619819607 2
9Mar 91944 Amadeo Argentine Constitutional law 1943 1Mar 91944 27 S.E. 2d 196149 1Mar 91944 51 N.E. 2d 196151 1Mar 111944 1 Williams’ Code replacement vol. 7 cops 196211-17 7Mar 111944 Miss. State bar integration Briefs 1 2°Mar 111944 175 S.W. 2d 196150 1Mar 131944 U.S. Supreme Ct. repts. Law. ed. v. 87 196247 1Mar 151944 201 S.C. 196305 1Mar 151944 Cops 1943 Tenn. Priv. Acts. unac. 7-11, 13 cop. 2196280cop. 5196283
2 +6°
Mar 171944 n.s. 54 Amer. bankruptcy rpts 347.7 A512 196310 1Mar 171944 1944 annotations C.J. unac 1°Mar 171944 Sanford briefs (1906 v. 3) 196352 1Mar 171944 Cunningham Logic 76253 Withdrawn Law20N37 Withdrawn atMain 17 Marat Law in Jan. 1Mar 171944 Dodd, Admin. workmen’s comp. 147178 1Mar 171944 Gibson, Suits in Chancery 145424 1 Law + MainMar 181944 Pamphlets 3Mar 221944 9 cops 179 Tenn. 196369-370,196373- 379
9
Mar 231944 1944 pock. suppl. Thompson Wills 1°
Mar 241944 1943, 1944 Ga. Extra Sess. laws 2°Mar 251944 N.A.M. Law Dig. 3-5 1939-43 196533 1Mar 251944 319 U.S. 196407 1Mar 251944 Federal Rules of Crim. Proc. 2d prelim. draft 196455 1Mar 281944 34 Atl. 2d 196535 1Mar 281944 29 Am. Bar Ass’n Jour. 196613 1Mar 281944 Benjamin, Administrative Adjudication N.Y.State, v. (1-2), (3-4), (5-6)Ret’d from bindery – Already counted 1871?5192478192479
3°
Mar 281944 155, 156 Kansas 196628- 629 2March 31 138 Federal 2d 196665 1March 31 44 N.Y. Suppl. 2d 196672 1March 31 15 So. 2d 196663 1March 31 143 Pac. 196673 1Book statistics for March, 1944 Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in Law Lib March 1 21958 21914“ added in March 45 41“ transferred from Main (Fed. Reg.) 15N.B. counted in Feb for Law 56“ withdrawn at Main“ “ “ Law 29 31Net additions 16 25Books in Law Lib. April 1 21974 21939Pamphlets in Law Lib March 1 551“ added in March (none withdrawn) 3“ in Law Lib April 1 554April 1944Date Author, title Acc’n Vols Vols Pams
no (ofserials) added withdrawn addedApr 51944 148 American law repts. 196732 1Apr 61944 Code of federal reg. of U.S.A. cum. suppl.titles 4-9 196786 1Apr 61944 U.S. Code Ann 2 vols. Constitut. Art. 1, Sec.10-Art. 7; Amend. 1-13 196783196784
2
Apr 111944 Daniel Negotiable instruments v. 1, 2d ed. 196841 1Apr 111944 Story, Sales, 4th ed. 1Apr 111944 Woods Railway law v. 2 196844 1Apr 1-30 Pamphlets recorded in March April 11Apr 151944 Code Fed. Reg. U.S.A. Cum. Sup. t. 10-17 196961 1Apr 151944 176 S.W. 196908 1Apr 151944 52 Fed. Suppl. 196982 1Apr 221944 1943 Laws of Pennsylvania 197095 1Apr 221944 290 N.Y. Repts. 197098 1Apr 221944 Texas Criminal Ct. 145 197098 1Apr 221944 Smith Municipal Corp. v. 1, 2 2Apr 221944 Wharton, Precedent, indictment, pleas 3 v. 3Apr 221944 Cook, Corporations 3 v. 4th ed. 3Apr 241944 Lawson Contracts 1Apr 241944 Smith Contracts 6 ed. 1Apr 241944 Bayliss Questions & answers 1Apr 261944 150 Tenn. Repts cop 3, 197202 1Apr 26 Williams Municipal liability for tort 1
1944Apr 281944 Haring, Corporate interstate commercebusiness 1Apr 281944 Wood’s Landlord & Tenant 1Apr 281944 52 N.E. 2 197359 1Apr 291944 Jones, Conveyancing 1Apr 291944 Lawson, Presumptive evidence 1Apr 291944 Thompson Negligence 197336- 341197300
7
Apr 291944 Thompson White. Suppl. 197342 1Books in Law Lib statistics for April 1944Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in Law Lib Apr 1 21974 21939Books added in April 39 40“ withdrawn 0 0Net additions 39 40Books in Law Lib. May 1 22013 21979Pamphlets in Law Lib Apr 1, May 1 (no change in May) 554May 1944Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedMay 3 1944 2 Trial of Henry Ward Beecher 1May 3 1944 Bigelow Equity 1May 3 1944 Lectures on legal topics Some legal phasescorp. financing Stetson[?] etc. 1930, v. 1, 8 197439197437
2
May 3 1944 Lectures on legal topics, Ass’n of Bar City ofNew York 1May 5 1944 N.Y. Suppl. 2 v. 45 197556 1May 5 1944 144 Pac. 2 197554 1May 5 1944 12 N.W. 2d s. 19755 1
5May 5 1944 139 Fed. Reporter 2d s. 197551 1May 5 1944 20 General Digest °1May 6 1944 Kents Commentaries, v. 2, 3, 4 12 ed. 197580 –582 3Mau 6 1944 Wills on Circumstantial Evidence 1May 8 1944 C.J.S. pocket suppl. v. 1-38 (1944) 38°May 9 1944 Beckwith Lawful action of state militaryforces 1May 121944 276 196 Ga. Repts. 197695 1May 121944 276 Mass. Repts. 197694 1May 121944 2 C.J. Sec. 197681 1 Being criminallaw reprintedfrom 22-24 CJ2dMay 121944 3 C.J. Sec. 197682 1May 121944 1 C.J. Sec. 197680 1May 121944 Warner, Cabot. Judges & law reform 1May 121944 Britton, Cases bills & notes 3 ed. 1May 121944 Costigan, Wills 1May 121944 Beale, Cases Confl. of laws, v. 1, 2 197660 -661 1May 121944 Hepburn, Torts 1May 121944 Hall & Glueck Criminal law 2May 121944 U.S. Commissioners Manual Mills 1May 121944 N.Y. Legislature Ctte Am. Story of indus. +labor relations 1May 151944 Walker on patents 1944 pock. sup. 4°May 151944 Perkins, Elements of police science 1942 1May 161944 Parks, Law of Pleading 1May 161944 Parks, Law of pleading (lost 1937) 1
May 171944 Puttkamer, War & the law 1May 171944 Jour. + proc. N.C. State bar v. 9 unac 1 1°May 171944 Waite Cases Criminal law + proc. 1May 171944 50 Am. Jurisprudence 197799 1May 171944 Jour. + proc. N.C. State bar v. 9, 1942 unac 1°May 181944 1943 pock sup. (5 yr) to Moore’s Fed. Prac. 3°May 181944 35 Atlantic 2 197745 1May 191944 Robinson Cases on crim. law + procedure1941 1May 201944 Wilson cases Torts 1May 201944 Thayer Cases on Evidence + Sup. 1May 201944 Smith & Moore, Bills & Notes 1May 201944 Methem, Cases, 2d ed. 1May 201944 Ogden, Neg. Instruments 1May 201944 Mikell, Cases Crim. law proc. 1May 201944 Thayer, law merchant 1May 201944 Keedy, Cases Agency 1May 201944 Huffcut, Agency 1May 201944 Woodruff, Cases quasi-contracts 1May 201944 Warren, Cases on Wills + Administration 1May 201944 Wambaugh, Cases on Agency 1May 201944 Hinton, Cases on Evidence 1May 201944 40 C.J. 2 197858 1May 20 Bk. 3 Code fed. reg. U.S.A. Cum Sup titles 1- 19783 1
1944 3 1May 241944 Arant, Cases legal ethics 1May 251944 Britannica 1944 Book of the Year 197895 1May 251944 28 S.E. (2) 197926 1May 291944 Scott, Cases on Trusts 1May 291944 Aigler Cases on negotiable paper + banking 1May 291944 Arant Cases on legal ethics See My 24 1May 291944 177 S.W. 2 197947 1Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in Law Library May 1 22013 21979Books added in May 57 60“ withdrawn “ 1 0Net additions 56 60Books in Law Lib. June 1 22069 22039Pamphlets in Law Lib May 1, June 1 554(none added, none withdrawn in May)June 1944Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedJun 1 1944 145 Pac. (2) 198100 1Jun 3 1944 1943 Federal Digest annual 198173 1Jun 3 1944 U.S. dept. Agr. Hulbert Legal phases coop.ass’ns 1Jun 3 1944 16 So. 198171 1Jun 7 1944 169, 170, 171 Miss Repts 198248-250 1Jun 8 1944 100 Court of Claims Repts. 198406 1Jun 8 1944 53 Fed. Suppl. 198407 1
Jun 8 1944 Laurence D. Tyson Cong. Mem. add. ABA 1Jun 8 1944 International law of the future 1Jun 131944 Words + phrases pocket sups. 1944 45°Jun 151944 Ark Statutes 1944 Suppl. 1Jun 151944 Code of federal regulations U.S.A. cum.suppl. titles 18-25 198690 1Jun 151944 149 A.L.R. 198691 1Jun 171944 Pamphlets recorded 2Jun 191944 140 Fed. (2) 198825 1Jun 231944 1943 King’s Bench 199023 1Jun 231944 Law Repts. 1943 Prob. Div. 199017 1Jun 231944 1943 App. cases 199021 1Jun 231944 1943 Chancery Div. 199022 1Jun 231944 194 Miss. 199011 1Jun 231944 232 Iowa 199016 1Jun 231944 Acts & Resolves Mass. 1943 199014 1Jun 231944 141 Texas 199025 134 Sess Laws Colorado 199010 1Jun 241944 Jour. land + pub. util. econ. v. 1-18 Tr. toMain18Jun 291944 N.W. Ayer + Sons Directory 1942 180371 Tr.fromMain1°Jun 291944 172 Tenn. Decisions 199095 1Jun 301944 Jackson Look at the Law 1Book statistics for Jun ‘44 Law Lib. count Main Lib. count
Books in the Law Lib. June 1 22069 22039“ added in June (new) 26“ tr. from Main Lib. 127“ tr. to Main Lib. 18“ withdrawn 0 18Net additions 9 6Books in Law Lib. July 1 22078 22045As recorded in annualstatementPamphlets in Law Lib. June 1 554“ added in June 2(none withdrawn)“ in Law Lib. July 1 556
July 1944Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedJul 3 1944 178 S.W. 2d 199189 1Jul 3 1944 4C N.Y. Supplement 199191 1Jul 3 1944 16 Suppl. 199191 1Jul 3 1944 7 Labor Cases 199195 1Jul 6 1944 Lyon Dictatorship of proletariat U.S. 1Jul 8 1944 146 Pac. 2 199279 1Jul 8 1944 13 N.W. 2 199280 1Jul 101944 Williams, We the people 1Jul 121944 Administrative Procedure, Commerce Cl.House 199332 1Jul 121944 Ohlingers Fed Proc 1944 pocket suppl 6°Jul 151944 Code of Federal Reg. Cum. Sup. t. 26 199380 1Jul 151944 8 Fed. Register no 64 pt. 4 199433 1Jul 15 8 Fed. Register no 78 - 98 19943 1
1944 4Jul 151944 8 Fed. Register no 99 - 115 199435 1Jul 151944 8 Fed. Register no 116 - 134 199436 1Jul 151944 8 Fed. Register no 135 - 151 199437 1Jul 151944 8 Fed. Register no 152 - 172 199438 1Jul 181944 8 Fed. Register no 173 - 194 199439 1Jul 181944 8 Fed. Register no 195 - 216 199440 1Jul 181944 8 Fed. Register no 217 - 237 199401 1Jul 181944 8 Fed. Register no. 238 – 260 1Jul 181944 Bishop, Practical directions + forms 1Jul 221944 1943 Wyo. Sessions Laws 199618 1Jul 221944 Va. Acts, Extra 42, reg. 44 199611 1Jul 221944 Am Negligence Repts. 1, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 121-21 199643199649199650199651199652199653199654199661199663
21
Jul 221944 Am. Negligence Repts. Cases 1-17 199626 -636 17320 U.S. 19966 1
9Jul 261944 Code Fed. Reg. Cum. Supple. Title 26 199667 1Jul 261944 Blue book of So. Progress 1943 1Jul 221944 Digests Am. Neg. Cas. + Am Negl. Rpts. 2Jul 281944 Penna Acts 1919-33/34 10Jul 291944 55 Am. Bankruptcy Repts v. 5 199719 1Jul 311944 26 Tenn. App. 199720 1Jul 311944 204 La. 199744 1Jul 311944 Shepards SW Cit Aug ‘44 1°Book statistics for July Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in the Law Lib. July 1 22078 22045“ added in July 78 70“ withdrawn 0 0Net additions 78 70Books in Law Lib. Aug. 1 22156 22115Pamphlets in Law Lib. July 1 + Aug 1 556(none added, none withdrawn in July)
August 1944Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedPamphlets in Aug 1Aug 11944 Shepard’s Pacific Citations, Aug 44 1°Aug 41944 51 Amer. Jurisprudence 199772 1Aug 111944 Pamphlets recorded 4Aug 161944 Page on Wills 1944 supplement 5°Aug 181944 150 ALR 199880 1
Aug 181944 36 Atl 2d 199881 1Aug 181944 6 Cum. sup. Code Fed. Reg. Title 28-32 199875 1Aug 181944 147 Pac 2d 199879 1Aug 181944 29 SE 2d 199877 1Aug 211944 Viner’s Abridgment v. 1-9, 11-16, 18-24346.4 22Aug 211944 Viner’s Abridgment Suppl. v. 1, 3-6 5Aug 211944 Amos + Ferard Law of fixtures Ed. 2 1855 199912 1Aug 231944 1944 Pock. Sup. Morton Fed. incometaxation 12°Aug 241944 Mechem + Atkinson Cases Wills + Admin.1928 1Aug 241944 Eaton + Gilbert Treatise commercial paper1903 1Aug 241944 141 Fed 2d 199937 1Aug 241944 179 SW 2d 199936 1Aug 251944 Williams’ Tenn. Code cop. 2 v. 1-4Dean’s Office note sent Main Lib Oct. 4Aug 261944 Carlton Homicide 1882 1Book statistics for Aug: Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in the Law Lib. Aug. 1 22156 22115“ added in Aug. 39 43“ withdrawn “ 4 0Net additions 35 43Books in Law Lib. Sep. 1 22191 22158Pamphlets in Law Library Aug. 1 556“ added in Aug. 4(none withdrawn) Pams. in Law Lib. Sep. 1 560
September 1944Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials Volsadded Volswithdrawn Pamsadded
)Sep. 1 - 30 Pams recorded 2Sep 1 1944 70 Ga. App. 199981 1Sep 1 1944 54 N.E. 2 199997 1Sep 1 1944 17 So. 2 199996 1Sep 2 1944 Random Recollections Turner 1Sep 5 1944 47 N.Y. Suppl. 200019 1Sep 191944 1943/44 Pocket sup. Michie pock su Banks+ Banking v. 1-6, 8-9 8°Sep 191944 Michie’s dig. Tenn. Rpts. 1943/44 pock. sup. 18°Sep 201944 1944 pock. suppl Amer. Jurisp. 48°Sep 201944 1944 pock. pam. suppl. R.C.L. 26-30 1°Sep 231944 Sunderland. Cases on procedure, Trial +Appellate prac. 1Sep 231944 Rippy, Cases Law of Succession 1Sep 251944 Schweitzer, Manual for neg. actions 1Sep 251944 68 Am. Bar Ass’n 200132 1Sep 251944 54 Federal Suppl. 200129 1Sep 251944 148 Pac. 2 200131 1Sep 251944 41 C.J. Secundum 200090 1Sep 271944 U.S.C.A. 46 Ser. 541 to end 200232 1Sep 271944 Steffen, Cases of commercial + inv. paper 1Sep 271944 3-4 Ala. lawyer 200181 1Sep 271944 1942 Wis. Law Rev. 200175 1Sep 271944 1943 Wis. Law Rev. 200176 1Sep 271944 11-12 Fordham Law Rev 200186 1
Sep 271944 56 Harvard Law Rev. 200188 1Sep 271944 17/18 Notre Dame lawyer 200179 1Sep 271944 1 So. Law Rev. 200162 1Sep 271944 43 Columbia Law Rev. 200178 1Sep 271944 11/12 Brooklyn Law Rev. 200174 1Sep 271944 28 Iowa Law Rev. 200177 1Sep 271944 Notes + Annot. to Ky. Statutes v. 2 200140 1Sep 271944 Modern trends of the law, Brooklyn pub. 1Sep 281944 13-14 Boston Bar. Bul. 200282 1Sep 281944 31 Cal. Law Rev. 200287 1Sep 281944 16/17 Cal St. Bar Jour 200293 1Sep 281944 22/23 Chicago Bar Rec. 200295 1Sep 281944 19/20 Denver Dicta 200283 1Sep 281944 16/17 Fla. Law Hour. 200300 1Sep 281944 38 Ill. Law Rev. 200301 1Sep 281944 29 Iowa Law Rev. 200302 1Sep 281944 6/7 Maryland Law Rev. 200298 1Sep 281944 22 Mich. State bar jour. 200292 1Sep 281944 21 N.C. Law Rev. 200299 1Sep 281944 21/22 Oregon Law Rev. 200289 1Sep 281944 Glen on Mortgages 3 v. 3Sep 281944 52 Yale Jour 200294 1Sep 28 48/49 West Va. Law Quar. 20028 1
1944 8Sep 281944 28 Va. Law Rev 200296 1Sep 281944 29 Va. Law Rev. 200297 1Sep 281944 91 Univ. of Penna 200290 1Sep 281944 21 Texas Law Rev. 200285 1Sep 281944 Temple Univ. Law Quarterly v. 17 200286 1Sep 281944 21 Taxes 200291 1Book statistics for Sept. Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in the Law Lib. Sep. 1 22191 22158“ added in Sep. 50 47“ withdrawn “ 0 0Net additions 50 47Books in Law Lib. Oct. 1 22241 22205Pamphlets in Law Library Sep. 1 560“ added in Sep.(none withdrawn) 2“ in Law Lib. Oct. 1 562October 1944Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedOct 2 1944 1941 International law 6 7th Conf. ofteachers 1Oct 2 1944 Code of federal regulations U.S.A. Title 26sent to Law by mistake 1Oct 2 1944 Federal rules of Criminal proc. 44 200309 1Oct 2 1944 1943 Tenn. Senate Jour Ex 1944 200230 121 General Digest 1°Oct 4 1944 1-2 Loyola Law Rev. 200367 1Oct 4 1944 Rate making + common carriers Alldredge 1Oct 7 1944 180 S.W. 2d 200394 1Oct 10 Anglo American legal bibliogs Wm. A. Friend 1
1944Oct 111944 37 Atl. 2 200504 1Oct 111944 149 Pac 2 200505 1Oct 111944 Montgomery’s Manual of fed. juris. +procedure 4th ed. 1Oct 141944 Donner Roman law pleading 1Oct 141944 Wigmore, Guide to intern. law & prac. 1Oct 201944 Gen. Laws of Miss. 1944 200661 1Oct 201944 1944 Acts S.C. 200663 1Oct 201944 291 N.Y. Repts 200659 1Oct 201944 60 Ariz. 200670 1Oct 201944 Atwater Am. Regulation of Arms Exports 1Oct 231944 Daniel, Negotiable instruments Ed. 6 cop. 2 2Oct 231944 Fletcher Cycl. priv. corp. 9 v. 1917-20 cop. 2 9Oct 231944 Gardner Wills Ed. 2 cop. 2 1Oct 231944 Goodrich Handbook on conflict 1927 cop. 2 1Oct 231944 Hughes Illus. treatise on evidence 1907 cop.2 1Oct 231944 Joyce Defenses to commercial paper Ed. 2cop. 2 2Oct 231944 Joyce Treatise on insurance Ed. 2 cop. 2 5Oct 231944 Kent Commentaries Ed 13 cop. 1 4Oct 231944 McQuillin Municipal corp. 1911-13 cop. 2 6Oct 231944 Norton Handbook, Bills + Notes Ed 4 cop. 2 1Oct 231944 Pomeroy Treatise eq. jurisp. Ed. 4 cop. 2 6Oct 231944 Street. Foundations of legal liabil. cop. 2 3
Oct 231944 Tiffany Law of real prop. 1920 cop. 2 3Oct 231944 Wigmore Treatise evidence Ed. 2 1923 4Oct 231944 Schouler Treatise dom. rel. Ed. 6 3Oct 231944 Warren, Corp. advantages 1929 1Oct 231944 McKellar, Tenn. Senators 1Oct 241944 Cook, Walter W. Logical bases conflict oflaws 1942 1Oct 241944 Encyclopedia of forms 18Oct 261944 14 N.W. 2 200789 1Oct 261944 142 Fed. 2 200790 1Oct 261944 1943 Univ. Tenn. Rec. 200546 1Oct 261944 Natl Ass’n Ref. of Bankruptcy 200342 1Oct 281944 ICC. Prac. Jour. v. 10 200341 1Oct 281944 Varela, La Porcion conjugal 1Oct 311944 Sharp, Dynamic era of court psychol. 1914-44 1Oct 311944 221 Ind 200887 1Oct 311944 151 ALR 200888 1Oct 311944 1944 Suppl Cahills consol. N.Y. laws unac 1°Oct 311944 245 Ala 200885 1Oct 311944 55 N.E. 200886 1Oct 311944 5 ALR Digest v. 126-150 unac 1
Book statistics for Oct. 1944 Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in the Law Lib. Oct. 1 22241 22205“ added in Oct. 47 47“ withdrawn “ 52 0Net loss or gain -5 +47Books in Main [sic] Lib. Nov. 1 22236 22252Pamphlets in Law Library Oct. 1 + Nov. 1 562none added, none withdrawn
November 1944Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedNov. 1 - 30 Pamphlets (tally) ||Oct 311944 Dynamic Era of court psychiatry 1 SeeaboveOct 311944 221 Indiana Rept 200887 1Oct 311944 Cahill’s Consolidated laws N.Y. 1944 Suppl. 1Oct 311944 151 A.L.R. 200888 1Oct 311944 N.E. 55 2d 200886 1Oct 311944 5 A.L.R. Digest 1Oct 311944 245 Ala. 200885 1Nov 31944 American Story of industry + labor rel. 1 SeeMay12 44Nov 31944 3 Fed. Rules Decisions 200946 1Nov 31944 30 S.E. 2d 200962 1Nov 31944 48 N.Y. Suppl. 2 200947 1Nov 71944 Cubrides, Filiacion natural 1Nov 11 202 S.C. 20107 1
1944 0Nov 111944 18 So. 2d 201071 1Nov 131944 U.S. Bur. of Statistics, Judic. Crim. Stat. 1938 201078 1Nov 291944 245 Ala. 1Nov 291944 55 Fed. Suppl. 201440 1Book statistics for Nov. 1944 Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in the Law Lib. Nov. 1 22236 22252“ added in Nov. 8 5“ withdrawn “ 1 52Net additions 7 - 47Books in Law Lib. Dec. 1 22243 22205Pamphlets in Law Library Dec. Nov. 1 562“ added (none withdrawn) in Nov. 2“ in Law Library Dec. 1 564December 1944Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedDec. 1 - 30 Pams recorded 0Dec 6 1944 181 S.W. (2d) 201515 1Dec 6 1944 42 C.J. Secundum 201518 1Dec 6 1944 321 U.S. 201577 1Dec 6 1944 Code of fed. reg. cum. sup. title 33-34 201557 1Dec 6 1944 Code of fed. reg. cum. sup. title 46 201558 1Dec 6 1944 Acts Louisiana 1944 201486 1Dec 121944 150 Pac. 2 201644 1Dec 121944 52 American jurispr. 201640 1Dec 121944 28-29 Cornell Law Quar. 201595 1
Dec 151944 1944 Cum. suppl. Vartanian Law ofAutomobiles 629. 2v 326recorded 1°Dec 151944 1944 Suppl. Scott on Trusts recorded 4°Dec 151944 Moore Fed Prac. 1944 suppl recorded 3°Dec 181944 38 Atl 2d 201768 1Dec 181944 A.B.A. Legal aid in N.Y. 201759 1Dec 221944 U.S.CA Pocket suppl. 67°Dec 221944 Title 50 (War) Apx Sec. 301-end (Ret’d toLib for cat’ing)Book statistics for Dec. 1944 Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks statistics in the Law Lib. Nov. 1 22243 22205“ added in Dec. 11 11“ withdrawn 0 1Net additions 11 10Books in Law Lib. Jan. 1 22244 22215Pamphlets in Law Library Dec. 1 + Jan. 1 564none added, none withdrawn in DecJanuary 1945Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedJan. 1(1945) -31 Pamphlets recorded (tally) | |||||Jan 3 1945 Acts + joint res. 15 gen. Ass. Iowa 1944 1°Jan 5 1945 151 Pac. 2 201893 1Jan 5 1945 49 N.Y. Suppl. 2 201898 1Jan 5 1945 143 Fed. 2 201906 1Jan 5 1945 152 A.L.R. 201901 1Jan 5 1945 56 N.E. 2 201894 1
Jan 5 1945 146 Texas Crim. Pets 201837 1Jan 131945 50 U.S. Code annot. 201965 1Jan 131945 67 N.Y. State Bar Rept. 201986 1Jan 131945 1 Tax Ct. of the U.S. Repts 199839 1Jan 181945 Laws of England 1944 Suppl unac 1Jan 181945 56 Amer bankruptcy rpts 202130 1Jan 181945 101 U.S. Ct Claims rpts 202131 1Jan 221945 56 Federal Suppl. 202207 1Jan 221945 15 N.W. 2d 202208 1Jan 221945 7 Banks + Banking Michie 202213 1Jan 291945 Chase, S. Democracy under pressure 202308 1Jan 291945 3 Lawyers Guild rev. 202326 1Jan 291945 1-2 Lawyers Guild rev. 202325 1Jan 291945 153 A.L.R. 202402 1Book statistics for January 1945 Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in the Law Lib. Jan. 1 22244 22215Books added in Jan. 18 29“ withdrawn 0 1Net additions 18 28Books in the Law Lib. Feb. 1 22262 22243Pamphlets in Law Lib. Jan. 1 564“ added in Jan. (none withdrawn) 6“ in Law Lib. Feb. 1 570February 1945Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn Pamsadded
Pams recorded (tally) |Feb 1 1945 180 Tenn. cop. 1-3, 5-10 9Feb 1 1945 Ballentine, Law problems Ed. 2 1937 202418 1Feb 1 1945 Ballentine, Law Problems Ed. 2 1937 1Feb 1 1945 1817-1894 Harv. Law Quincennial 1Feb 1 1945 16/17 So. Cal. Law Rev. 202457 1Feb 5 1945 14-15 Penn. Bar Ass’n Quar 202623 1Feb 5 1945 22 Texas Law Rev. 202631 1Feb 8 1945 4 Pike + Fischer Admin law serv. 202699 1Feb 8 1945 22 General Digest 1°Feb 8 1945 182 S.W. 202697 1Feb 8 1945 10-11 Univ. of Chicago L.R. 202636 1Feb 8 1945 American Bar 1944 202691 1Feb 121945 28 Wash. Univ. Law Rev. 202747 1Feb 131945 Williams Tenn Code 1944 Pock sup. 7 cops. 48°Feb 141945 1944 Pock. Sup. to A.L.R Word index tocitators v. 1-3 3°Feb 141945 180 Va. Repts. 202855 1Feb 141945 205 La. Repts. 202851 1Feb 141945 277 Mass. 202857 1Feb 141945 182 Va. 202856 1Feb 141945 203 S.C. 202862 1Feb 141945 197 Ga. 202853 1Feb 141945 144 Federal Reporter 2. 202795 1Feb 141945 222 Indiana 202854 1Feb 141945 233 Iowa 202852 1
Feb 201945 1945 World Almanac 202991 1Feb 231945 U. S. 45 Cong. 2 sess. Statutes 171343 1U.S.C.A. Title 26, sec. 1-180, 181-799 203064 – 65 2Feb 261945 31-32 Ill. Bar Jour. 203152 1Feb 261945 59-60 Law Quar. Rev 203160 1Feb 281945 50 N.Y. Suppl. 203327 1Feb 281945 152 Pac 2d 203235 1Feb 281945 31 S.E. 2d 203236 1Feb 281945 21 Nebraska L.R. 203244 1Feb 281945 Words + phrases 1945 pock. suppl. 45°Book statistics for Feb 1945 Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in the Law Lib. Feb. 1 22262 22243Books added in Feb. 36 27“ withdrawn “ 1 0Net additions 35 27Books in the Law Lib. March 1 22297 22270Pamphlets in Law Lib. Feb. 1 570“ added in Feb. (none withdrawn) 1“ in Law Lib. March 1 571March 1945Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedMar 21945 U.S. 45th Cong. 3 Sess. 1878-79 Statutes 159259 1Mar 51945 Univ. of Tenn. historical ed. 1920 Rebind 76013 1°Mar 71945 39 Atl. 2d 203450 1Mar 91945 1905 Session Law Col. 203511 1
Mar 101945 57 N.E. (2) 203636 1Mar 101945 8 C.C.H. Labor cases 203677 1Mar 161945 19 So. (2) 203803 1Mar 161945 1, 2 Martindale Hubbell L.D. ‘44 203816203817
2
Mar 201945 Michie’s digest to Tenn. Reports 1944 pock.suppl 18°Mar 231945 292 N.Y. Repts. 203889 1Mar 231945 183 S.W. (2) 203888 1Mar 311945 153 Pac. (2) 204063 1Mar 311945 154 A.L.R. 204062 1Book statistics for March Law Lib. Main Lib. countBooks in Law Library Mar. 1 22297 22270“ added in March 12 11“ withdrawn “ 0 0Net additions 12 11Books in the Law Lib. March 1 22309 22281Pams in Law Lib. Mar. 1, Apr. 1 571none added, none withdrawn
April 1945Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedApr. 1 - 30 Pams recorded || 2Apr 51945 178-183 Tenn. Dec. [v. 22] 204128 1
Apr 51945 16 NW 204129 1Apr 51945 322 U.S. 204130 1Apr 51945 43 CJ 2 204134 1Fletcher Cyc. Priv Corp. 1945 pock. sups 21°Apr 71945 Tenn. H.J. 1943 & ex. ‘44 204136 1Apr 71945 48-49 Commercial law jour 1943-44 204175 1Apr 121945 Tenn Acts 73a 1 ex. s. 1944 cop. 2cop. 5 204276204278
2
Apr 121945 Tenn Acts 73a 1 ex. s. 1944 cop. 7-11, 13 unac. 6°Apr 131945 57 Federal Suppl. 204358 1Apr 171945 13-16 N.Y. State Bar Ass’n Bul. 204463 1Apr 171945 14-15 Mo. bar journal 204465 1Apr 181945 58 N.E. 2 204497 1Apr 201945 154 Pac. 204692 1Apr 201945 88 U.S. Supreme Ct. L. Ed. 204628 1Apr 251945 145 Federal Reporter (2) 204741 1Apr 251945 40 Atl. (2) 204740 1Book statistics for April Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in Law Lib. April 1 22309 22281“ added in April 16 17“ withdrawn “ 0 0Net additions 16 17Books in the Law Lib. May 1 22325 22298Pamphlets in Law Library April 1 571“ added in April (none withdrawn) 2“ in Law Library May 1 573
May 1945Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedPamphlets recorded May 1-31 ||||| |||May 3 1945 Shearman + Redfield – Negligence 1945pock pts 5°May 3 1945 1945 Annotation C.J. 1°May 3 1945 1944 Ann. Fed. Digest 204882 1May 3 1945 71 Ga. App. 204947 1May 4 1945 1942 Admin law com of Ohio 204990 1May 4 1945 1945 Admin law com. of Ohio unac 1°May 101945 184 S.W. (2) 205084 1May 121945 Williston’s Cases on Contracts 2 ed. 1May 121945 Cases on Property v. 2 Bigelow 205108 1May 121945 5 Cases on Property, Bigelow Castigan 205107 1May 121945 Cases on Bills + Notes, Smith + Moore Ed. 2 205096 1May 191945 Cases on Bills + Notes 197841 1May 151945 51 N.Y. Suppl. 205172 1May 151945 32 S.E. 2 205173 1May 151945 12 U.S.C.A. pt. 1, 2 205178205179
2
May 191945 53 Am. Jurisprudence 205212 1May 191945 Va. House Jour. 1942 205290 1May 191945 Va. Senate Jour. 1942-44 205289 1May 221945 69 Am. Bar Ass’n Jour 1944 205317 1May 25 17-18 Conn. Bar Jour. 20553 1
1945 3May 251945 Kansas Jud. Council Bul. 14-18 205447 1May 251945 Mass. Law Quar. 27-29 205448 1May 261945 UT Record v. 45-46 (i.e. Register) 1°May 261945 20 So. (2) 205361 1May 261945 3 Tax Court U.S. Repts. 205470 1May 261945 1944 King’s Bench 205469 1May 261945 1944 Chancery Div. 205466 1May 261945 1944 Probate Div. 205466 1May 261945 1944 Appeal Cases 205467 1May 301945 146 Federal Reporter (2) 205506 1Book statistics for May Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in Law Library May 1 22325 22298“ added in May 27 29“ withdrawn “ 3 Shepards N.W. Citator 2v 3Net additions 24 Va. S.J. 1942 cv 26Books in Law Library June 1 22349 22324Pamphlets in Law Libr. May 1 573“ added 8“ in Law Lib June 1 581June 1945Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedJun 2 1945 18-19 Cal. State bar journ. 205519 1Jun 2 1945 23 Mich. State bar journ 205538 1Jun 2 1945 30 A.B.A. Jour. 205537 1Jun 5 1945 2 Tax Ct. U.S. 20079 1
1Jun 5 1945 59 N.E. (2) 205703 1Jun 5 1945 135 Pac. (2) 205702 1Jun 5 1945 52 N.Y. Sup (2) 205705 1Jun 5 1945 22 Taxes 205540 1Jun 121945 CJ 2d 1945 pock. suppl 43°Jun 121945 Winslow’s Forms 1945 pock sup. 7°Jun 121945 Bays, Cases … commercial law Ed. 3 1931 1Jun 121945 Durfee Cases on equity 1928 1Jun 121945 Robinson Cases … pub. utilities 1926 1Jun 121945 Voorhees Forty years of oratory 1898 2Jun 141945 Williston Selected cases bankruptcy Ed. 21915 1Jun 141945 My 1944 Suppl. Pope’s Dig. Ark Stat. 1937 1°Jun 141945 Beale, Cases … criminal law Ed. 3, 1915 1Jun 141945 Crane Cases on damages 1928 1Jun 141945 Cook Cases on equity v. 3, 1924 1Jun 141945 Crane + Magruder Cases on Partnership1923 1Jun 141945 Dickenson Cases on the law of nations 1929 1Jun 141945 Thurston Cases on Quasi contract 1916 1Jun 141945 Vance, Cases on insurance 1914 1Jun 141945 Beale Cases on municipal corp. c 1911 1Jun 141945 Whittier + Morgan, Cases on pleading 1916 1Jun 141945 La. Repts. v. 206 205591 1
Jun 141945 Current legal thought 9/10 205829 1Jun 141945 1945 Book of the year, Brit. 205740 1Jun 141945 17 N.W. (2) 205882 1Jun 141945 185 S.W. (2) 205881 1Jun 181945 Aigler, Cases: v. 3 Titles to Real prop. 1916 1Jun 181945 Kulp, Cases on oil + gas 1924 1Jun 181945 Medina Cases on fed. jurisdic. 1926 1Jun 181945 Erskine Speeches 1876 4Jun 181945 Vold, Sales 2 cops 2Je 1-30 Pamphlets |Jun 201945 1-14 Cycl Civil Federal Proc. 2d ed. 206017 - 30 1Jun 201945 11 D.C. Bar Ass’n Jour. 205943 1Jun 201945 21 Am. Law Inst. Proc. 206071 1Jun 201945 58 Fed. Suppl. 206087 1A.B.A.-Insur. sec. Insur. policy Ass’ns Sup. tov. 1 1°Jun 251945 Llewellen Sales (case book) 1Jun 291945 155 A.L.R. 206137 1Jun 291945 Warren Cases on Property 1Jun 301945 Federal register (in binders, acc’d) 9
Law Lib. book statistics June 1945 Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in Law Library June 1, 1945 22349 22324“ added in June 66 47“ withdrawn “ 0 0Net additions 66 47Books in the Law Lib. May 1 22415 22371corrected toPamphlets in Law Lib June 1 + July 1 581 22428(none added in June, one withdrawn) 1 by annualstatisticsPamphlets in Law Library July 1 582 Main Lib June30, 1945
July 1945Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedJuly 1 - 31 Pamphlets (tally: | )Jul 6 1945 Fed. Register (in acco binders) acc’d 9Jul 7 1945 223 N.C. 206263 1Jul 7 1945 23 Gen. Digest 1°Jul 7 1945 41 Atl. 2d 206317 1Jul 7 1945 147 Fed. 2d 206282 1Jul 7 1945 Shepard’s N.E. Cit. v. 1, 1945 206316 1Jul 111945 51 Ga. Iowa Acts 206435 1Jul 111945 156 Pac (2) 206434 1Jul 191945 Bk. 1, Je-D 1943 Code Fed. reg. c. s. unac 1°Code Fed. Reg. Cum. Sup. 1938-Je 43, Title47-50 206612 1Jul 241945 44 Corpus Juris Sec. 206604 1Jul 241945 186 S.W. 2d 206656 1Jul 30 1/2 Jour legal + polit sociol 20667 1
1945 5Law Lib. book statistics for July Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in Law Library July 1 22415 22428“ added in July 19 20“ withdrawn in July 0 0Net additions 19 20Books in Law Lib. Aug. 1 22434 22448Pamphlets in Law Lib July 1 582Added in July 1, withdrawn 0 1in lib Aug. 1 583
August 1945Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedAug 11945 Larew, C.L. Historic Tenn. 1937 206452 1Aug 11945 14 Fletcher Cyc. priv. corp. 1945 unac 1Aug 161945 53 N.Y.S. 206778 1to becollatedAug 161945 102 U.S. Court Claims 266812 1 “ “ “Aug 1 – 31 Pamphlets |||| 4Aug 201945 181 Tenn reports cop. 1-3, 5-10 207029 – 38 9Aug 241945 Shumaker Cycl. dict. 340 556c 1 tr to MainAug 271945 2[?] So. (2) 207080 1Aug 271945 60 N.E. (2) 207061 1
Law Lib. book statistics for August 1945Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in Law Library Aug 1 22434 22448“ added in Aug 14 15“ transferred to Main 1 1Net additions 13 14Books in Law Lib. Sep. 1 22447 22462Pamphlets in Law Lib Aug 1 583“ added (none withdrawn) 4Pamphlets in Library Sep. 1 587September 1945Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedSep 1 1945 157 Pac. (2) 207213 1Sep 1 1945 33 S.E. (2) 207214 1Sep 121945* 323 U.S. Repts. 267382 1Sep 121945 157 Kansas 207266 1Sep 121945 54 N.Y. Suppl (2) 207330 1Sep 121945 278 Mass 207332 1Sep 121945 59 Fed. Suppl. 207329 1Sep 121945 18 N.W. 2 207331 1Sep 121945 156 A.L.R. 207385 1Sep 201945 4 Rest. Property 207504 1Sep 201945 5 Rest. Property 207505 1Sep 241945 148 Fed. 2 Reporter 207603 1Sep 241945 1943 Sup. Code Fed. Reg. title 32-50 Book 2 1°
Sep 241945 1944 Sup. Code Fed. Reg. Title 1-10 1°Sep 241945 1944 Miss Code pocket suppl. 6°Sep 241945 1945 Merten’s Fed. income taxation pocketsuppl 12°Sep 241945 Vance, Insurance Cases 1Sep 261945 Acts Gen. Assembly Va. 1944/5 extrasession 1°Sep 261945 Acts + joint res. Gen Assembly Va. 1945 1°Sep 281945 187 S.W. (2) 207663 1*Sep 111945 Va. Code 1930; suppl. 1932; sup. 1934Sent Main Lib to be destroyed or ret’d topublisher for credit allowance on Va. 1942Code.
3
Law Library book statistics for September 1945Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in Law Library Sep. 1 22434 22448“ added in September 14 23“ withdrawn “ 3 0Net additions 11 23Books in Law Library Oct. 1 22458 22485Pamphlets in Law Library Sep. 1 and Oct. 1 587(none added, none withdrawn in September)
October 1945Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedOct 2 1945 158 Pac. (2) 207777 1Oct 2 1945 1, 2 Va. Code 1942, Suppl.Pamp. suppl. 45 207775207776unac
2 +1° 1°
Oct 2 1945 Brierly, Outlook for intern’l law 1
Oct 2 1945 McQuillen, Municipal Corp. 2 ed. 7 vols +Suppl. 1943 207753- 9 7 sconlyOct 2 1945 McQuillin Munic. Corp. suppl 1943 1° sc onlyOct 5 1945 57 Am. Bankruptcy Repts 207866 1Oct 5 1945 42 Atlantic (2) 207865 1Oct 8 1945 Cahill’s Consol. laws N.Y. 1945 Supp. 1°Oct 8 1945 293 N.Y. Repts. 207898 1Oct 8 1945 61 Arizona Repts. 207899 1Oct 8 1945 Laws of N. Dakota ’37, ’39, ’41, ’43, 44-45Transf. from Main Lib. + 1 v. added. 145124159216175018191329207897
4
Oct 8 1945 Laws of N. Dakota, 44-45 207897 1Oct 9 1945 Appleman, Ins. law + practice 18 vols 207902 –919 18Oct 101945 1943 Gen. Statutes N.C. 207921 - 24 4Oct 121945 1942 Miss. Code vols. 1-8 with pocketsupplements (1944) 208055–062 8Oct 131945 Kentucky Revised Statutes 1944 208064 1Oct 131945 Ky. Rev. St. – 1945 Pamp. Supplement unac 1°Oct 161945 32-33 Law Libr Jour 172770 1Oct 161945 34-35 Law Libr Jour. 192863 1Oct 201945 157 A.L.R. 208159 1Oct 201945 A.L.R. Digest 151-156 unac 1°Oct 20 159 Pac. (2) 20847 1
1945 6Law Library book statistics for Oct. 1945Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in Law Lib. Oct. 1 22458 22485Books added in Oct. 49 21Books withdrawn in Oct. 0 0Books transferred from Main 4 4Net additions 53 25Books in Lib. Nov. 1 22511 22510Pamphlets (none added or withdrawn in Oct.) 587
November 1945Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedNov 11945 60 Federal Suppl. 208602 1Nov 11945 61 N.E. 2d 208538 1Nov 11945 198 Ga. 208601 1Nov 51945 21-2 Chicago Kent 208642 1Nov 51945 Williams, Phrases of the history of Sup. CtTenn. 207860 1Nov 81945 C.C.H. Labor cases 208823 1Nov 81945 55 N.Y. Suppl (2nd) 208787 1Nov 81945 22 So. (2d) 208820 1Nov 81945 149 Fed. Reporter (2) 208822 1Nov 81945 188 S.W. (2) 208821 1Nov 81945 1945 Ga. Laws 208819 1Nov 81945 Campbell’s Cases on Mortgage 208591 1Nov 12 234 Iowa 20894 1
1945 4Nov 161945 Nebr. Law Rev. 22-23 208940 1Nov 161945 Minn. State Bar Assn 1943-44 208895 1Nov 161945 32 Cal. Law Rev. 208902 1Nov 171945 Va. 1945 Joint H Delegates 209015 1Nov 171945 Manual Tenn. 1890 62794 1Nov 201945 53 Yale Law Jour. 209134 1Nov 201945 32-22 Ky. 209126 1Nov 201945 15-17 Rocky Mountain L.R. 209135 1Nov 201945 18-19 Ind. Law jour. 209127 1Nov 201945 18-19 Wash. Law Rev. 209131 1Nov 201945 47 Am. Law Rev. 209137 1Nov 201945 18-19 Tulaine [sic] Law Rev 209132 – 33 1Nov 201945 10 Law Contemp. problems 209130 2Nov 201945 Boston Univ. L.R. v. 23-24 209136 1Nov 201945 44 Columbia L. Rev. 209051 1Nov 211945 12-13 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 209059 -060 1Nov 211945 57 Harvard L. Rev. 209052 2Nov 211945 30 Iowa L. Rev. 209053 1Nov 211945 5 Louisiana L. Rev. 209056 1Nov 211945 8-9 Missouri L. Rev. 209141 1Nov 211945 27-28 Minnesota L. Rev. 209054 1Nov 21 42 Michigan L. Rev. 20905 1
1945 7Nov 211945 92-93 Univ. of Penn. L. Rev. 209055 1Nov 211945 18 Tenn. L. Rev. 209058 1Nov 211945 30 Virginia L. Rev. 209129 1Nov 211945 11-12 Puerto Rico Revista Juridica 209061 1Nov 221945 143 Texas L. Rev. Reports 205081 1Nov 221945 N.Y. Law Rev Com 1944 209080 1Nov 261945 34 S.E. (2d) 209229 1Nov 261945 196 Miss. Repts 209014 1Nov 301945 54 Am. Jurisprudence 209333 1Nov 301945 160 Pac. (2) 209332 1Law Library book statistics for Nov. 1945Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in Law Library Nov. 1 22511 22510Books added in Nov. 46 46Books withdrawn in Nov. 0 1Net additions 46 25Books in Library Dec. 1 22557 22555Pamphlets (none added or withdrawn in Nov.) 587
December 1945Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedDec 3 1945 11 I.C.C. Prac. Jour. 209397 1Dec 3 1945 4/10 Unauthorized Prac. news. 209396 1Dec 5 1945 184/88 Tenn. Decisions 209488 1Dec7 1945 Selections Williston on Contracts rev. ed. 2cops. 209485 2°
209486Dec 111945 24 General Digest 1Dec 111945 20-24 General Digest Desc.-word index 1°Dec 141945 204 S.C. Repts. 209605 1Dec 181945 158 A.L.R. 209603 1Dec 291945 61 Fed. Suppl. 209774 1Law Library book statistics for Dec. 1945Books in Library Dec. 1 22,555“ added in Dec. 8None withdrawnBooks in Library Dec. 1 22,563Pamphlets in Library Jan. 1, 1946 587
January 1946Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedJan 4 1946 183 Virginia Repts 209805 1Jan 101946 150 Federal Reporter 2 209822 1Jan 101946 Laws of England Suppl. 1945 1°Jan 101946 Indiana Spec. Acts 1938 153600 1Jan 101946 1939 Law of Indiana 158260 1Jan 101946 1936 Ind. Special Session 137497 1Jan 101946 1937 Acts Indiana 144669 1Jan 101946 1941 Acts Indiana 174245 1Jan 101946 1945 Pub. Acts Tenn. 8 cops.cop. 2 209830 2
cop. 5others not numbered. 209833 6°Jan 101946 43 Atl. (2) 209823 1Jan 101946 1943 Acts Indiana 193651 1Jan 151946 1945 Acts Indiana 209892 –893 2Jan 151946 62 N.E. (2) 209889 1Jan 151946 56 N.Y. Suppl. (2) 209890 1Jan 151946 General Laws of Texas 1945 209891 1Jan 211946 207 La. Repts. 210087 1Jan 211946 19 N.W. Repts. (2) 210085 1Jan 241946 1-10 Cal. Judicial Council 210042 1Jan 261946 1945 Knoxville Code 210265 1Jan 291946 Glenn, Liquidation 1Jan 291946 U. of Tenn. Record 1944 210210 1Jan 291946 45 Corpus Juris Secundum 210256 1Jan 291946 159 A.L.R. 210257 1Law Library Book Statistics for Jan. 1946Books in Library Jan. 1, 1946 22,563“ added in Jan. 23“ withdrawn in Jan. 0“ transferred (from-to) Main 0Net additions 23Books in Library Feb. 1 22,586Pamphlets in Library Feb. 1 587
February 1946Date Author, title Acc’n Vols Vols Pams
no (ofserials) added withdrawn addedFeb 2 1946 161 Pac. (2) 210351 1Feb 2 1946 51 Penn. Bar Ass’n Rept. 210388 1Feb 4 1946 11-13 Univ. Kansas City L. Rev. 210419 1Feb 4 1946 19-20 Notre Dame Lawyer 210324 1Feb 4 1946 13-14 Puerto Rico Universidad 210418 1Feb 6 1946 189 S.W. (2) 210461 1Feb 8 1946 Bowman, Public control of Labor Relations 210522 1Feb 9 1946 v. 68 N.Y. State bar ass’n. 210505 1Feb 9 1946 1944 Sup. U.S. Code Fed. Reg. t. 11-32 1°Feb 9 1946 4 Fed. Rules decsions 210307 1Feb 121946 1945 Wyoming Sess. laws 210573 1Feb 131946 Supp. (1945) Uniform Laws Ann. 13°Feb 131946 1945 Supp. Carrols Ky. Codes 1°Feb 131946 Black, Stock Exchanges, ect. [sic] 210657210658
2
Feb 161946 8 Banks & banking (replacement) 210868 1Feb 161946 English, Anatomy + Allied Sciences forlawyers 1Feb 211946 Wyo. Special Sess. laws 1944 1°Feb 211946 World Almanac 1946 210866 1Feb 211946 Shipman, Commonlaw pleading 210837 1Feb 281946 1945 Sessions Laws, Colorado 211052 1Feb 28 45 Sessions Laws, N.C. 21104 1
1946 9Law Library Book Statistics for Feb., 1946Books in Library Feb. 1 22,586Books added in Feb. 12“ withdrawn “ 0“ transferred (from-to) Main 0Net additions 12Books in Library March 1 22,598Pamphlets in Library March 1 587
March 1946Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedMar 71946 73 N. Dakota Repts. 211171 1Mar 71946 23 So. (2) 211201 1Mar 71946 162 Pac. (2) 211140 1Mar 71946 19 Appleman, Insurance Law & prac. 211199 1Mar 71946 35 S.E. (2) 211203 1Mar 71946 Shepard’s Pac. Rep. Citations 211175 1Mar 71946 63 N.E. (2) 211202 1Mar 121946 57 N.Y. Suppl. 211317 1Mar 131946 4 Tax Ct. U.S. Repts 211423 1Mar 201946 Bufford, The Wagner Act 1Mar 261946 1945 Martindale legal directory 2 vol. 211558211559
2
Mar 261946 62 Federal Suppl. 211540 1Mar 28 44 Atl. (2) 21160 1
1946 8Mar 281946 20 N.W. (2) 211607 1Mar 281946 240-46 Ala. 211609 -615 7Law Library Book Statistics for MarchBooks in Library March 1 22,598“ added in March 25“ withdrawn “ 0“ transferred (from-to) Main 0Net additions 25Books in Library April 1st 22,623Pamphlets in Library April 1 587
April 1946Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedApr 11946 163 Pac. 2 211736 1Apr 11946 1946 C.J. Annotations 1°Apr 41946 King + Pillinger, Opinion ev. in Illinois 1Apr 41946 1944, The Steel cases, v. 1, 2. 211807211808
2
Apr 41946 151 Fed. Reporter 2d s. 211925 1Apr 41946 1945 Reg. Sess. Acts S.C. 211924 1Apr 41946 190 S.W. 2s. 211926 1Apr 91946 160 A.L.R. 212072 1Apr 131946 Pound, Cases on torts 1Apr 151946 1946 Suppl. U.S. Fed. Reg. title 1-9 1°
Apr 191946 McKelvey Evidence 1Apr 191946 Chase, Tomorrow’s trade 212199 1Apr 221946 Code of Fed. Regulations 1944 Supp. titles33-50 1°Apr 221946 324 U.S. Repts. 212302 1Apr 221946 72 Ga. App. 212270 1Apr 221946 Am. Law of veterans 1Teller, A Labor Policy for America 1Apr 251946 Fed. Register (1937-1941) 212428 –459 32Apr 251946 Fed. Register (May 1945 – Nov. 1945) 212460 –469 10Apr 301946 325 U.S. Repts. 212668 1Apr 301946 197 Miss. Repts 212676 1Apr 301946 1945 Laws of Penna. + Sp. Sess. 1944 212678 1Law Library Book Statistics for AprilBooks in Library April 1st 22,623Books added in April 57“ withdrawn “ 0“ transferred (from-to) Main 0Net additions 57Books in Library May 1st 22,680Pamphlets in Library May 1st 587May 1946Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedMay 4 1946 191 S.W. (2) 212720 1May 4 1946 164 P. (2) 212719 1
May 4 1946 64 N.E. (2) 212718 1May 4 1946 25 Gen. Digest 1°May 9 1946 1945 Tenn. Senate Jour. 212750 1May 9 1946 1945 McQuillin’s Municipal Corp. cum.suppl. 1°May 141946 89 Law. Ed. U.S. Supreme Ct. repts 213026 1May 161946 27 Tenn. Appeals 213175 1U.S. Code Ann. (title 11-201 to end) 213016213017
2
U.S. Code Ann. (title 26) Int. Rev. Acts –1940- 213018 1May 161946 58 N.Y. Suppl. (2) 213174 1May 161946 152 Federal Reporter (2) 213173 1May 231946 103 Court of Claims Repts 213433 1May 231946 63 Fed. Suppl. 213435 1May 231946 Britannica Bk. of the year 1946 213423 1May 251946 N.Y. Jud. Council ‘46 213409 1May 251946 N.Y. Jud. Council index 1935-44 213441 6May 251946 Burdick, Cases in carriers + innkeepers 1Law Library Book Statistics for MayBooks in Library May 1st 22,680“ added in May 17“ withdrawn in May 0“ transferred in May 0Net additions 17Books in Library June 1st 22,697Pamphlets in Library June 1st 587June 1946
Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials) Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedJun 4 1946 279 Mass. 213519 1Jun 4 1946 24 So. v. 2 213516 1Jun 4 1946 Clark on Contracts 2 ed. 213497 1Jun 121946 104 Courts of Claims U.S. 213841 1Jun 121946 165 Pac. 2 213766 1Jun 121946 45 Atl. 2 213764 1Jun 121946 36 S.E. 2 213765 1Jun 131946 158 Kansas 213934 1Jun 131946 59 N.Y. Suppl. 2 213937 1Jun 131946 21 N.W. 2 213936 1Jun 201946 3 Couch Cyc. ins. law Cum. Suppl. 1945 213949;50; 51 3Jun 201946 161 Am. law repts 213984 1Jun 211946 199 Ga. Repts. 214048 1Jun 211946 1945 Law Repts. Chanc. Div. 214021 1Jun 211946 192 S.W. 2d 214020 1Jun 211946 1945 King’s Bench Div. 214023 1Jun 211946 1945 App. Cases 214022 1Jun 211946 1945 Probate Div. 214034 1Jun 211946 46 C.J. Secundum 214024 1Jun 281946 Williams, Admission of Tenn. to the union 1Law Library Book Statistics for JuneBooks in Library June 1 22,697Books added in June 20Books withdrawn “ 0
Books transferred - Main 0Net additions 0Books in Library July 1st 22,717Pamphlets in Library July 1st 587July 1946Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedJul 3 1946 153 Fed. Reptorer [sic] (2) 214202 1Jul 3 1946 65 N.E. (2) 214168 1Jul 6 1946 166 Pac. (2) 214318 1Jul 6 1946 205 South Carolina 214256 1Jul 101946 294 N.Y. Repts 214451 1Jul 101946 147 Texas Criminal Repts. 214453 1Jul 101946 Caruthers, Hist. of Lawsuit 214452 1Jul 101946 36 Pub. Utilities Fortnightly 214388 1Jul 101946 Burley, Law refresher 214433 1Jul 151946 Wigmore’s, Code of Evidence 214679 1Jul 151946 Wilson, International Law 214664 1Jul 151946 Revista de Derecho Penal 209414 1Jul 241946 235 Iowa Repts 214869 1Law Library Book Statistics for JulyBooks in Library July 1st 22,717Books added in July 20“ withdrawn “ 0“ transferred 0Net additions 11Books in Library Aug 1st 22,728
August 1946Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedAug 11946 55 Am. Jurisprudence 215302 1Aug 61946 208 Louisiana Repts. 215437 1Aug 81946 Wheaton, Cases + materials on federal juris.+ procedure 1Aug 81946 McBain, Cases on Civil proc. 1Aug 81946 Dobie, Cases on Federal proc. 1Aug 121946 167 Pac. 2 215516 1Aug 121946 60 N.Y. Suppl. 215517 1Aug 121946 62 Ariz. 215550 1Aug 121946 Arnold & James Cases on trials, judgements,& appeals 1Aug 121946 64 Federal Suppl. 215551 1Aug 141946 1939 Arizona Code 215618 – 23 6Aug 141946 Prosser, Torts 214957 1Aug 171946 Wormser, Your will + what to do about it 1Aug 201946 Brown – Personal prop. 2 cop. 214785214746
2
Aug 201946 Articles of war annotated Tillotson 215631 1Aug 231946 193 S.W. 2 215835 1Aug 231946 25 So. 2 215836 1Aug 231946 37 S.E. 2 215837 1Aug 23 Frankfurter + Shulm on Cases on federal 21588 1
1946 jurisdiction + procedure 5Aug 271946 154 Fed. 2 215921 1Aug 271946 162 ALR 215923 1Aug 271946 Tenn. Bluebook 1945-46 215925 1Law Library Book Statistics for AugustBooks in Library August 1st 22,728Books added in Aug 28Books in Library Sept 1st 22,756September 1946Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedSep 181946 22 N.W. (2) 216096 1Sep 181946 1946 Ark. Statutes Suppl. 1°Sep 181946 Cahill’s N.Y. Consolidates laws 1946 1°Sep 181946 224 N.C. 215933 1Sep 181946 66 N.E. (2) 216121 1Sep 181946 46 Atl (2) 215934 1Tenn. Prob. Pub. progr. HandbookSep 211946 Stanley Johnson Pub. Rel. 3 cops 151105151323154262
3
26 General Dig. 1°Sep 211946 168 Pac (2) 216223 1Sep 211946 159 Kans. Rept. 216214 1Sep 211946 Mass. Acts + Resolves 216218 1Sep 27 1945 Sessions laws Col. 21640 1
1946 6Sep 271946 1946 Cum. Suppl. Va. Code 1°Sep 301946 43 Mich. L.R. 216441 1Sep 301946 39 Illinois L.R. 216443 1Sep 301946 31 Va. L.R. 216440 1Sep 301946 54 Yale Law jour. 216439 1Sep 301946 15/16 Boston Bar Bull. 216447 1Sep 301946 32-33 Georgetown Law jour. 216445216446
2
Sep 301946 31 Iowa Law Rev. 216442 1Law Library Book Statistics for Sept.Books in Library Sept 1st 22,756Books added in Sept. 16Books withdrawn “ 31 (Fed. Digest)Net additions – minus -15 - 15Books in Library October 1st 22,741October 1946Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedOct 3 1946 1946 Leg. Suppl. to Ky. Rev. Code 1°Oct 3 1946 194 S.W. (2) 216332 1Oct 8 1946 5-6 Alabama Lawyer 216523 1Oct 8 1946 31 Am. Bar Ass’n Journal 1Oct 8 1946 33 Calif. Law Rev. 216521 1Oct 8 1946 45 Columbia L. Rev. 216520 1Oct 8 1946 14 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 216519 1Oct 8 1946 58 Harvard L. Rev. 21651 1
8Oct 8 1946 40 Illinois L. Rev. 216444 1Oct 8 1946 6 Louisiana L. Rev. 216517 1Oct 8 1946 22-23 North C. L. Rev. 216516 1Oct 8 1946 Kales, Cases on Dom Rel. 216479 1Oct 101946 Vols 1-72 Federal Digest 74Oct 101946 61 N.Y. Supp. (2) 216625 1Oct 111946 Magill + Hamilton – Cases on BusinessOrganization 216373 1Oct 111946 65 Federal Supp. 216630 1Oct 141946 1946 Va. Acts 216873 1Oct 141946 1945 Va. Extra Sessions 216874 1Oct 141946 Ames Lectures on legal history 1Oct 171946 Chase, For this we fought 1Oct 181946 v. 10 Fed. Register (Dec. 1945) 217068 1Oct 181946 v. 11 Federal Register (jan. through May1946) 217069 –073 5Oct 181946 169 Pac. (2) 217055 1Oct 181946 105 Court of Claims Repts. 217061 1Oct 181946 A.L.R. Bluebook Suppl. decisions 1°Oct 181946 A.L.R.Bluebook Suppl. Cum. Con. 1Oct 221946 1945 Suppl. U.S.A. Code Fed. Reg. 2°Oct 221946 Michie’s Digest of Tenn. Reports 217116 –133 18Oct 221946 Copy 9 – Williams Tenn Code 217135 – 8
142Oct 281946 47 Atl. 2. 217189 1Oct 281946 Bankruptcy Act 1946 1°Oct 281946 155 Federal Reports 217188 1Book Statistics for OctoberBooks in Library Oct. 1st 22,741Books added in Oct. 128“ withdrawn 0Net additions 128Books in Library October 1st 22,869November 1946Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedNov 41946 1944-45 Wisconsin L. Rev. 217348 1Nov 41946 23-24 Oregon L. Rev. 217345 1Nov 41946 16-17 Penn. Bar Assn. Q 217346 1Nov 41946 10 Missouri L. Rev. 217344 1Nov 41946 48-49 Dickinson L. Rev. 217342 1Nov 41946 23 Texas L. Rev. 217347 1Nov 41946 20 Indiana L. Journal 217343 1Nov 41946 10 Labor Cases 217537 1Nov 61946 Williams Tenn. Code – copy 10, v. 1, 2, 3, 4v. 5-6-7, 8 217529 -532217525 –528
8
Nov 61946 Southern Reporter 26 (2) 217574 1Nov 61946 284 N.Y. Supp. 217504 1
Nov 61946 62 N.Y. Supp. (2) 217573 1Nov 61946 67 N.E. (2) 217515 1Nov 91946 27-29 American Judicature Society Journal 217715 1Nov 91946 27-29 Marquette L.R. 217732 1Nov 91946 20 Tulane L.R. 217600 1Nov 151946 Vols 1 and 2 Oregon Law Rev. 217871 –872 2Nov 151946 Vols 1-5 Notre Dame Lawyer 217866 –870 5Nov 151946 Zollman – Banks and Banking 218002 –013 12Nov 211946 Constitutional history of the U.S., Cooley 1Nov 211946 Univ. of Tenn. Record 1945 1Nov 251946 Rules of practice before the Tax Ct. of theU.S.Nov 251946 189 73 Tenn Decisions 218229 1Nov 251946 195 S.W. 2 218224 1Nov 251946 23 N.W. 2 218223 1Nov 251946 170 Pac. 2 218222 1Nov 251946 U.S. Reports 326 218235 1Nov 251946 163 A.L.R. 218225 1Nov 251946 A.L.R. Digest 151-62 1°Nov 251946 47 Corpus Juris Secundum 218230 1Statistics for Nov.Books in Lib. Nov. 1st 22,869Books added in Nov. 51
“ withdrawn “ 0Net additions 51Books in Library Dec. 1st 22,920December 1946Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedDec 9 1946 17-25 Tenn. Appeals Repts. 218833 –841 9Dec 9 1946 v. 27 [Tenn. Appeals Repts.] 218842 1Dec 9 1946 v. 18, 19 Temple Law Quarterly 2Dec 9 1946 13 Patent Copyright trademark cases,Baldwin ?? 1°Dec 9 1946 144 Texas Repts 218868 1Dec 9 1946 209 Louisiana Repts 218523 1Dec 9 1946 1945 Acts of Louisiana 218524 1Dec 9 1946 5 Tex. Ct. U.S. Repts 218525 1Dec 9 1946 2 Cum. Suppl Eng. Emp. Dig. 1°Dec 9 1946 66 Fed. Suppl. 218866 1Dec 9 1946 1945 N.C. House Journal 218521 1Dec 141946 v. 70 American Bar Ass’n Repts 218958 1Dec 141946 Rollison, Will Clauses Ann. 218939 1Dec 141946 Cop. 11 – Tenn. S.C. Repts. 147Dec 141946 1945 N.C. Senate Journal 218923 1Dec 141946 Cop. 2 Vols 161-167, Tenn. Sup. Ct. Repts 7Dec 141946 1946 Supp. Laws of EnglandDec 201946 156 (2) Federal Rept. 219204 1Dec 20 171 (2) Pacific Rept. 21920 1
1946 3Statistics for Dec.Books in Lib. Dec 1st 22,920Books added in Dec. 177“ withdrawn “ 0Net additions 177Books in Library Jan. 1st 23,097
January 1947Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedJan 2 1947 48 Atl. (2) 219428 1Jan 2 1947 63 N.Y. Suppl. 219418 1Jan 2 1947 Uniform State laws handbook 219421 1Jan 2 1947 7 Index to Legal period. 219422 1Jan 2 1947 164 A.L.R. 219424 1Jan 2 1947 68 N.E. (2) 219498 1Jan 2 1947 48 C.J. Secundum 219497 1Jan 9 1947 Kentucky Reports – vols 254 through 299 46Jan 9 1947 Iowa Reports vols 206-218 13Jan 9 1947 Delaware Repts. v. 34-42 9Jan 9 1947 Delaware Chancery Repts vols 11-24 14Jan 9 1947 Mississippi Reports v. 198 1Jan 9 1947 v. 184 Virginia Repts 1Jan 9 1947 Maine Repts 128-131; and 137-141 9Jan 9 1947 v. 5 Federal Rules Decisions 1Jan 9 1947 1946 N.Y. State Bar Ass’n Rept. 1Jan 9 1947 Ames, Cases on Partnership 1Jan 9 1947 Fixal, Aviation 1Jan 9 1947 1946 Laws of Mississippi 1
Jan 9 1947 v. 106 Ct. of Claims Repts 1Jan 141947 Arkansas Reports vols 184-208 25Jan 141947 Massachusetts Repts vols 280-319 40Jan 171947 1945 Priv. Acts of Tenn – cop.2 cop. 5 219665219668
2
Jan 221947 also 6 copies [1945 Priv. Acts Tenn.] notacc’d 6°Jan 221947 v. 44 Michigan Law Rev. 219975 1Jan 221947 30-31 Cornell Law Quarterly 1Jan 221947 21 Notre Dame Lawyer 1Jan 221947 16-18 Wisconsin State Bar Bulletin 1Jan 221947 4-5 Lawyers Guild Rev. 1Jan 221947 Permanent General Index to Restatement ofLaw Restatement in the Courts 1Jan 221947 Jones – Legal Forms – 9 ed 1Jan 221947 Copy 2 – Tenn. Law Rev. 12Jan 261947 165 A.L.R. 1Vols 160-184 Maryland Repts 25Vols 99-155 Florida Repts 58Vols 130-139 Kansas ReptsVols 105-114 Colorado Repts 10Copy 3 – Tenn. Appeals Rept. Vols 1-10 10Wyoming Session Law – 1946 11945 Supp to Code of Fed. Regs Title 33-50 1°
February 1947Date Author, title Acc’nno (ofserials)
Volsadded Volswithdrawn PamsaddedFeb 6 1947 Illinois Appellate Ct. Rets’s vols 284-328 45
Feb 6 1947 196 S.W. (2) 1Feb 6 1947 172 Pacific (2) 1Feb 6 1947 67 Federal Supp. 1Feb 6 1947 64 (2) New York Supp 1Feb 6 1947 200 Georgia Repts 1Feb 6 1947 247 Alabama Repts 1Feb 6 1947 295 New York Repts 1Feb 6 1947 24 Mich. State Bar Journal 1Feb 6 1947 7 – 8 Univ. of Detroit Law J. 1Feb 6 1947 12-13 Univ. of Chicago Law Rev. 1Feb 6 1947 36-38 Law Library Journal 1Feb 6 1947 21-22 Dicta 1Feb 6 1947 18 Rocky Mountain L.R. 1Feb 6 1947 34 Georgetown Law J. 1Feb 6 1947 60-61 Scottish Law Rev. 1Feb 6 1947 15-16 Mississippi L.J. 1Feb 6 1947 17-20 St. Johns L.R. 1Feb 6 1947 19-20 Connecticut Bar J. 1Feb 6 1947 18-19 Florida Law J. 1Feb 6 1947 24 Texas L. Rev. 1Feb 6 1947 33-34 Illinois Bar J. 1Feb 6 1947 v. 1 General Digest (2) 1946 220871 ?Feb 6 1947 Appeals Cases, District of Columbia vols 49-80 32FinesFines 1944Date Name Due PaidCollected in Jan. Fines 0; Ink 5¢ - took to Main Lib“ Feb. Fines 0Apr 6 1944 Janie Hodges 10 10Apr 7 1944 Paul H. Clark 45 45Apr 28 1944 Paul H. Clark see May 19 ?1.00 55Sent Main Lib. May 1 45¢ fines; no ink moneyBrt forwardApr 26 Paul Clark notified Main May 17 1.00 1.00May 191944 Campbell Wallace .35 35¢May 21 Friedman 35 35No cash sent Main Lib 1.70No cash sent Main for Aug. 2¢ ink kept; no fines
“ “ “ “ “ Sep, Oct. 6¢ ink kept; no finesNo cash sent Main Lib Oct. 1944“ “ “ “ “ Nov. “Cash sent to Main Lib 10¢ which has been keeping [sic] forchange as we are not going to charge for ink any more.
Fines 1945 - 1947Date Name Due PaidOct 8 1945 Wm. Davis .25 .25Nov 3 1945 Wm. Ross .30 .30Nov 8 1945 Mrs. Kammer 1.45 1.45Nov 20 1945 Barnes .20 .20Nov 24 1945 David Bacon .30 .30Nov 28 1945 Murrell 15 15Dec 6 1945 W.H. Jones .10 .10Dec 11 1945 Wm. Davis .05 .05Dec 13 1945 David Bacon 10 10$2.90 put in Campus mail Dec 13 1945 $2.90Feb 10 1946 Bill Davis .55 .55Mar 4 1946 Bill Baldridge 60 60Mar 5 1946 Bacon 55 55Mar 11 Garthright 50 50Swofford 15 15Apr 4 Kandel 50 50$2.85 put in campus mail Apr 12 1946Apr 27 1946 Cleary 40 40.40 put in campus mail May 1 1946May 9 1946 McCammon 25 25May 101946 Marian Snow 15 15Aug 13 1946 40¢ put in campus mail 40 40Aug 17 1946 Bill Ross 30 30Aug 21 1946 Jack Stone 10 10Sep 27 1946 Blankenship 30 30Oct 3 1946 70¢ put in campus mailOct 26 1946 Bill Davis 1.00Sent to Main $1.00 Nov 11 1946Swofford 10¢
Dec 5 1946 Jean Reid 1.50Dec 9 1946 R. M. McDermott 1.00Put in Campus Mail $2.60 Dec 12 1946Jan 30 1947 Matherne, Louis .4545¢ put in campus mail Feb 4 1946Mar 6 1947 Mussell .10Mar 10 1947 Qualls .30Mar 11 1947 Hutson $1.00Golden $1.00Mar. 17 Joyner .25Meredith .50Apr 4 1947 Put in mail 3.15Apr 4 Bull (put in mail) 35¢Apr. 8 Harber transferred 25May 3 Swafford to other .10May 5 Eden book 25
